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PAGE NUMBERING AS 
ORIGINAL 
Category III: TI::lE 'GREA'I'ER INTERPOLA'l'IONS I 
a. Mt l6:2b-3: 
Disputed words: 
.. \ 7rLJrtt~~ bl Yc{,/ 
." , 
7i UtI<:/...( ~ ( Yt{! ....... \.... I I 0 jI e)J Tip 6o'tJ 7Tb" 
~..J " IOU c>uf,-XYCJU I I,Yt..JGl<c/.{ J'0I/<//'>'6t"l, 
OU JU'Yd6""~~l' 
External Evidence: 
; 6if;[us I'~VOJ.ltV~]s .•. ov ·OVl'ur:rO€. C, D K L \\' t... 8 IT P 33 
565 700892 100a 1010 1071 1079 1195 1230 12~1 1242 1~53 1344 1365 1546 1646 
2148 2li4 Byz Lt:cl i'""m (/185,211,333,;50 OUVUr:rOE I'I'WI'U~) it···u"b,c.d,e.f.rrU,.I.J,'l 
vg syrP,h COpbo"'" ~th geo Diatessaron Theophilus Apostolic Canon,; Juven-
eus Eusebius Hilary Chrysostom Euthalius II inclllde 6if;[us ... Ol,pUI'OS !L'ilh 
obe~i /'''' II oillft to( B X P' 1216 syr'" cop~,,~nL" arm <?ri~en .mss""" to Jcrom. 
Obse:r-vations 
-_._------
(i) The vii tnesses supp:>rtingthe deletion 
of these sentences, though fevver in number, are 
I , 
impressi ve indeed because of 'their authority and 
the range of their representation. 
(ii) On the other hand, the majority of 
'\ivestern' witnesses and some of the best minuscules 
(33, 700, 1241, 1242 etc.) support the long reading. 
It is no't then surprising that scholarly opinion is 
divided in evaluating these mutually opposing 
attestations. Scrivener COlnments thus: JI'I'he 
uni ted 'tes,timony of JI Band SyrC suffices to show 
that the omission was current as early as the 
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second century; the accordance of C D G L, of all 
the Latins and the Peshitta, with the mass of later 
codices assures us t.hat the words were extant at 
the same early date" l V. Taylor, however, 
observes: "This passage is clearly an addition to 
the text of Mt. as its omission by the texts of 
Alexandria and Antioch, by some of the authorities 
of the Caesarean text, and by Origen indicates" 2. 
(iii) Jerome I s treatment of the verses is 
interesting: although he was aware of their absence 
in some MSS of his day, he found it justifiable to 
include them in the Vulgate on the authority of 
th . d 3 o er e'll ence • 
Thus the External Evidence does not 
help arrive at a confident decision either for or 
against the reading. 
Transcriptional Probability 
Possibilities of Insertion (i) 
(a) : 6 Scholars such as J. weiss 4 , McNeile 5 , Allen 
'7 
and Bonnard regard the passage either as a direct 
imitation of Lk 12:54-56 or a gloss modelled on 
that Lukan parallel. 
This theory is in opposition to that 
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8 9 held by Blass I Streeter et al who rightly point 
to the dissimilarity of the two passages. 
(b) Some holdthG view -that although the words in 
question reflect a genuine utterance of our Lord, 
they were not part of the First Gospel and that 
they rnu,st have got into an ancestor of the 'western' 
family at a very early date from an external source. 
Hart writes: "Ti1ey can hardly have been an altered 
repetition of -the parallel Lc. xii 54,55 but were 
apparently derived from an extraneous source, 
written or oral, and inserted in the Western text 
at a very early time lllO • Streeter treats these 
words on a par with the 'Western' addition at 
Mt 20:28 (cf. Lk 14:8f) (on taking the best seats at 
banquets) on the basis of MS evidence and asserts: 
"Probably they are excerpts from the primitive 
discourse document of the local Church in which 
11 the interpolator worked" • 
It is true that even the undisputed 
text of Mt bears some evidence of such possible 
accretions which have become sacrosanct due to 
their very early entry into the book: E.g. the 
oTcJ...T1P in the fish's mouth (17:27); the seem-
ingly apocryphal events associated with the death 
of Jesus (27:52f). Although the early Church was 
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vigilant enough not to canonize the ap'Jcryphal 
Gospels and Epistles/these two passages are certainly 
in antithesis to the spirit of the simple and unexag-
gerated narra-tives of the Gospels as a whole. Since 
the existence of a floating tradition parallel to 
the Gospel accounts in the earliest centuries has 
become axiomatic in 'l'extual Criticism, instances 
such as Mt 16: 2ff could possibly be viewed from tllat 
perspective. However, we shall discover from the 
Intrinsic Probability that this passage has a claim 
to originality. 
(c) Scrivener suggests the possibility of two 
recensions of the text of Mt as a contributory factor 
for the present reading: 12 IIIf one shall deem this 
a case best explained by the existence of separate 
recensions of the same work .•. he may find much 
encouragement for his conjecture by considering 
certain passages in the latter part of St. Luke's 
Gospel, where the same sort of omissions, supported 
by a class of authorities quite different from 
those we have to deal with here, occur too often 
to be merely accidental lJ • 
This hypothesis is based on the two~ 
recension theory of Blass for Lk which has found 
very little acceptance among scholars, and which 
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stands rej ected in t.his thesis: nor has anyone 
made a convincing case for such a possibility in 
Mt. Further, since the authorities supporting the 
omission are different at the close of Lk and here, 
the two sets of readings cannot have arisen due 
to the same cause. 
IbSsibilities of Omission 
The usual factors that contribute to 
many an omission such as homoeoteleuton/homoeoarc ton 01 
t~e offensive nature of the passage are out of the 
question here. Hort concludes that "Both documentary 
evidence and the impossibility of accounting for the 
omission, prove these words to be no part of the 
13 text of Matthew" • However, other scholars have 
proposed different explanations for their absence: 
(a) B. Weiss says: "V.2 und 3 fehle11 zwar f{ B 
JMjsc., sind aber wahrscheinlich nur i11 Reminiscenz 
14 
an Matth. xii, 39 oder Mark. viii, 11 weggelassen" . 
His explanation, however, is not 
tenable because, as we shall see below, the two 
passages have as many differences as there are 
similarities even in respect of the non-disputed 
section, 16:1,4. 
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(b) Scrivener is of the opinion that the omission 
was effected by copyists in countries such as Egypt 
where a red sky in the morning does not announce 
. 15 
raln 
This seems to be the only plausible 
explanation for the short reading. If this is 
acceptable, it is a rare case where genuine scribal 
discretion has operated behind the suppression of 
a passage. The main difficulty with this solution, 
however, is that it does not satlsfactorily explain 
the wide dlffusion of the text without these verses. 
(c) Torrey has an apparently ingenious explanatlon: 
He cites this passage as an illustratlon of "both 
conflation of the gospel text and a typical copyist's 
over sight •.. ". According to him, the expanded 
reading came about in two stages: 
Stage 1 : in"terpolation of 4a from Mt 12: 39 took place; 
stage 2 a later copyist felt that Jesus' rebuke 
beginning at 'An evil ... generation' should never be 
omitted in contexts like thls, and so inserted it 
in the text lrmnediately after 'He answered and said 
to them'; but in the meanwhile he overlooked the 
rest of v.2 and the whole of v.3. 
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Torrey supposes that the accident 
happened at so early a date as to account for the 
absence of these passages from the earliest MSs16 • 
doubt, this is a very neat solution 
despite the fact that it brings in a new type of 
accidental omission involving a fairly long passage. 
HO\vever, it is based on the questionable assumption 
that Matthew's Gospel does not allow of doublets and 
that if a doublet occurs there must be a scribal 
manipulation behind it. vle discussed the problem 
of the doublets in Mt with special reference to 
9:34 and established a strong case for such re-
duplication in Mt. Our rejection of 9:34 was based 
not on the fact that it is repeated at 12:24, but 
on the realization that it is out of tune with the 
theme of that section. But here, a strong case 
for ascribing the creation of a doublet to the 
author exists already in the undisputed part, 1-2a. 
Intrinsic Probabilit~ 
It is important for our purpose to 
make a comparative study of all the Synoptic referen-
ces to the demand for a sign from heaven made by the 
opponents of Jesus. 
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yenue: territory of Dalman~th~ (v.10). Pharisees 
begin to arque with Jesus and ask of Him a sign 
from heaven in order :t9.-test Him. Jesus' rebuke 
of 'this generation' for their expression of unbelief 
is accompanied by 9~uish: no sign shall be given. 
Finally He sets sail to the other side of Lake 
Galilee. 
Mt 12:38ff 
Venue: unspecified, but obviously somewhere in the 
district of Galilee. Teachers of the Law and 
Pharisees ask of Him a sign. N8 mention of their 
evil design. Jesus' rebuke of 'An evil and 
adulterous generation' (anguish not mentioned): 
no sign shall be given except :the siq~Q~roph~t 
Jesus contrasts His conteml~raries with 
Ninevites and Qyeen of South. His deDarture not 
territory of M~adan (15:39). Pharisees 
-------
and Sadducees a~k of Him a sign from heaven in 
order to test Him; Jesus' reply combines part of 
Lk 11:29 + the whole of 12:54-56 in the reverse 
order: 
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,the time§. in contr.ast ,to their skill in reading 
the face of the sky (the appellation I hypocrites I 
left ou't); (b) rebuke of IAn evil and adulterous 
generation I : no sign shall be given except th~ 
sign of Jonah. Dep?J.l"ture mentioned without 
destination (cf. v.5). 
,~lk 11: lq, 
yenue: unspecifiedj'probably Galilee (cf. 10:38ff -
Bethany! 'But 13: 31 shows Herod I s terri tory; 
cf. 13:10 - synagogue). Some of the crowd ask of 
Him a sign from heaven in order to test Him. 
Context: Beelzebul controversy: with the crowd 
(contrast Mk 3:22; Mt 12:24). Jesus I reply is 
directed against the accusation, not the demand. 
Lk 11:29f 
Reply to the demand for a sign (11:6) is placed in 
a general context: rebuke of Ithis generation I 
which is Ian evil generation I : no sign shall be 
given except th~ si~,f Jopan. Jesus contrasts 
His contemporaries with ~en~Squth and Nin~vites 
in that order. Departure not mentioned either here 
or in either of the other two Lukan contexts. 
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Lk 12:54-56 
Rebuke of the people ('Hypocrites! ') about their 
inabilitv to read the signs of the times in contrast 
to their skill in readinq the face of the sky is 
placed in a general context. 
The following pJints emerge from this 
tabulation: If the beginning and end of the various 
pericopes is any guide, it is clear that the incident 
in Mk 8:11ff is the same as that in Mt 16:1ff (assum-
ing that Dalmanutha = Magadan). Matthew's addition 
of 'the Sadducees' as well as the other deviations 
in the rest of the peri cope shows that he had access 
to a source other than Mk. Luke had also availed 
himself of the same two sources; but his treatment 
of his material is quite in keeping with the kind 
of editorial freedom which he has exhibited elsewhere 
(cf. the Sermon on the Plain). 
Luke's independence is clear with 
regard to the following: 
(a) There is no specific reference to the venue 
of the incident,. 
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(b) The placing of the demand for a sign in the 
context of the Beelzebul controversy and ascribing 
to the crowd both the charge of Jesus' collusion 
with the chief of demons and this demand show a 
radical departure from Mark's policy of highlighting 
the confrontation with the leaders from the very 
beginning (cf. on Mk 10:2). 
lc) The way in which Luke spreads apart the material 
in three different places and assigns Jesus' reply 
to the demand for a sign in a very general setting 
is intriguing. The vocative 'hypocrites! ' no doubt 
was applied to the Pharisees and other Jewish leaders 
in the original context (cf. 11:39ff Fools!; 
Mt 23:13ff; Lk 12:13; 20:45ff). 
(d) Jesus' contrast of His contempJraries with the 
Ninevites should naturally have followed the mention 
of Jonah (cf. Mt 12:41f), but Luke chooses to reverse 
-this order. 
All the Synoptics have only one thing 
in common here, na.J1lely the demand for a sign of Jesus 
from heaven, based on ulterior motives, and His refusal 
to be trapped by such moves. Jesus' refusal of a 
sign is couched in virtually identical language in 
Lk as well as in the two Matthaenncontexts despite 
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the differences in the wordin;J of H i_s reply as a whole. 
The one deviation in Mt in respect of the refusal is 
that it contains the extra word 'adulterous' -to describe 
'this evil genera-tion'. rfhis may be conceded as falling 
well wi thin tJ18 limits of editorial freedom. (The 
appositional addition in Mt 12:39 of ' the prophet' after 
Jonah is left out in 16: 4 (:=Lk 11: 29) • This may be 
explained by saying that since it had occurred in the 
8arlier context there was no need to repeat it. 
Since v.4 does not exhibit any textual variant, this 
verse must be due to the author himself. However, 
the p~ssibi1ity exists that it might go back to a 
common source along with its Lukan parallel). But 
such a concession cannot be made in respect of the 
other major differences concerning Jesus' reply between 
the two Matthaean pericopes on the one hand and the 
L-u.kan p2ricope on the other. Thus the main t~xtual 
£~tical problem in the present context boils down to 
that of reconciling these three pericope£. 
How serious are the differences between 
these passages? 
(a) Those who make the demand for a sign are different 
in the three contexts. 
(b) In Mt 16, the demand for a sign, v.l, finds its 
answer only in v.4 (cf. 12:39 Lk 11:29; par. Mk 8:12). 
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(c) In Lk the introrj Twtio11 to Jesus' reply is: 
"When the crowds were increasing, he began to sayll, 
which is quite different from the Matthaean setting 
of the answer. 
(d) The order of the two components of Jesus' reply 
in Mt is the reverse of that in Lk where they are 
i'3ddressed to the crowd on -two separate occasions 
(11:29; 12~54-56). 
(e) Part of Jesus' words recurring at Lk 11:30ff 
finds its counterpart not in Mt ch.16, but at Mt 12:40ff, 
the order of the constituent parts again differing in 
Lk and Mt (the allusions to the Queen of the 8c)Uth 
and the Ninevites). 
(f) The verbal differences in the corresponding 
passages, Mt 16:1-4 and Lk 12:54-56, also cannot be 
overlooked: Here Mt has some unco~~on words such as 
I' 
f. (; 1/ ci I rr u / I P( ;t, t I Y 
occurs elsewhere onlv at Ivlk 10:22. Above all, 
there is practically no verbal si~ilarity between 
Mt: Ih:2-3a and Lk 12:54-56 while the phrases 
-' .. 10 7Tfo rn.v TTo y and. ... "'(ou are common 
to 3b and 56. In view of the fact that in sections 
vlhere both the Evangelists are copying Mk they do 
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not manifest such radical cleavage, we are led to 
the inevitable conclusion that Matthew and Luke are 
here following not the same source, but parallel 
traditions, written or oral. Therefore, all 
suggestions abou't the reading in Mt bein'] a gloss 
from or assimilation to the Lukan passage are demand-
ing too much of our im<1gination. 
Now the next question in connection 
with this problem is whether the passages in Mt 
chs. 12 and 16 constitute a doublet of the same 
event or not. Alford's remarks on Mt 16:2-4 are 
worth considering: "There is no ground for suppos-
ing that this narrative refers to the same event 
as that of ch. xii.3B. M1at can be more natural 
than that the adversaries of Jesus should have met 
His miracles again and again with this demand for 
a sign from heaven. For in Jewish superstition 
it was held that demons and false gods could give 
signs on earth, but only the true God signs from 
I 
heaven. Cf. Ep. Jeremiah, v.67; Jn vi. 31; : 
I 
Josh. x.12; 1 Sam 12.17 (cf. Jer xiv.22), Jas v.17,lB. 
Thus we find that after the first miraculous feeding 
the same demand was made, Jn vi.30 and answered by 
the declaration of our Lord that He was the true 
bread from heaven. And what more natural likewise 
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that He should have uniformly met the demand by the 
same anS\'ler, - the si9"n of Jonas, one so calculated 
to baffle His enemies and hereafter to fix the 
attention of His disciples? Here, however, that 
an answer is accompanied by other rebukes, makes it 
sufficiently distinctive. See 1 Cor. 1.22 1117 • 
As long as \ve have unmi s takable proo E 
of the existence of doublets in Mt not only in the 
form of dominical sayings, but also in the form of 
events associated with the l~fe of Jesus, I do not 
find any reason why we should deny such a possibility 
in respect of chs. 12 and 16 (cf. on 9.34). It 
must be borne in mind that doublets in the form of 
even-ts need not necessarily mean identity of read-
ing in every respect. It is the repetition of the 
same type of event, as in the case of the Healing 
of the Two Blind Men etc. which another Evangelist 
would have considered not worthwhile to reduplicate, 
that constitutes one of the distinctive features 
of the First Gospel. We have already seen that 
the two events concerning the demand for a sign in 
Mt, while referring to the same type of event, have 
distinctive features of their own to make them 
conform to the pattern of doublets. 
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The pericope in Mt 12 has only three 
features in common with the event mentioned in 
Lk 11:16: 
(a) The venue of the meeting with Jesus is not 
specified in either case. 
(b) The setting in Mt ch.12 could possibly be 
regarded as the Beelzebul controversy, although 
the sayings about the Tree and its Fruit (33ff 
cf. 7:15ff; Lk 6:43f) intervenes in between. 
(c) There is no mention of Jesus' departure after 
the event in either passage. 
But the differences between the 
pericopes in Mt ch.12 and Lk chs. 11-12 are more 
glaring than the similarities: 
(a) Those who make the demand are different; 
(b) their evil design is not men-tioned in Mt 12; 
(c) Jesus' reply in Mt does not mention an 
'adulterous' generation; 
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(d) Jonah is introduced as 'the prophet' in Mt. 
(e) In Jesus' contrast of his contemporaries with 
those who had responded to the divine message in 
the past, the Ninevi tes are mentioned fir st: in Mt 
and then the Queen of the South; Lk reverses this 
order; 
(f) In Mt 12 there is no reference to the criticism 
about the inability to read the signs of the times 
while Lk shares this with Mt 16. All this shows 
that the event in Mt 12 has a distinct identity in com-
parison, \'lith ~ith.er·, the corresponding Lukan passages 
or the passage in Mt 16. 
Conclusion 
In the light of the similarities 
and differences that exist among the two Matthaean 
passages and the Lukan pericopes (taken as a unit), 
the conclusion that we had already arrived at, 
namely that the two Evangelists were following 
separate sources becomes all the more convincing. 
f , 
It is also clear that only by conceiving of 'the 
two pericopes in Mt as doublets belonging to the 
original design of the author can we explain all 
the data that confront us in these places. 
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Kilpatrick's statement that there is IIreason for 
thinking that at a number of places the text of the 
Gospels has been affected by traditional elements 
which formed no part of the original text ll18 cannot 
be made applicable to the passage under discussion 
as he has done. 
In order to prove that this passage 
is a 'Western interpolation' Burkitt has shown that 
Ephrem's Gospel text contained a mixed paraphrase 
of Mt 16:2,3 and Lk 12:54- 56 and that while his 
quotation has the language and style of Old Syriac, 
he was following the Diatessaron. He has also 
shown that Ephr:em' s text had not been influenced 
here by the Peshitta. His inference is that the 
'western' text in this context was derived from 
the Diatessaron: 1I ••• the Diatessaron, like every 
other text known to be connected with the West, 
recognised the interpolation 
in Matt xvi 2,3, which is absent from the best Greek 
texts ( ~ Band Origen) as well as from the bId 
t 
Syriac Codices C and SII 19 - But Burkitt does not 
I 
explain the occurrence of these verses in texts 
which could not have been influenced by t h e Dla tessa ron 0 SOl 
the inference from the Diatessaron cannot be 
sustained against the a uthenticity of the passage. 
·- 409-
I-·.! 
The UBS Conunit-tee I s approach to the 
problem is more cautious, A~3 the MS evidence is 
not absolutely decisive, Metz<;er has ri<;htly emphasized 
that the major issue here is "how one ought to 
interpret this evidence". '1'he Commi t te e I s final 
decision is as follmvs: IIIn view of the balance of 
these considerations (sc. in-ternal and external) it 
was thought best to retain the passage enclosed 
20 
within square brackets" • As Metzger does not state 
all the Internal Evidence, it is difficult to know 
how the Committee has balanced -the evidence on either 
side. In view of the Intrinsic Probabili-ties we 
have discussed above, I would prefer to retain this 
passage in the text with greater confidence than 
that expressed by Metzger. 
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IIntro duction, 11 4 , p.327. 
2 Text of the N~, p.79. 
3 Cf. Metzger, Textual Commentary, p.41. 
4Schrif·ten d e s NT, p.311. 
SSt. Matthew, ad.loc. 
6St • Matthew, ICC, ad.loc. 
Matthieu, p.238. 
8philology, p.8S. 
9 Four Gospels, pp. 241ff; cf. Gore IS Conunentary, ad.loc. 
10 2 Notes, p.13; cf. Tasker, The Greek NT, ad.loc. 
IILoc.cit. Streeter evaluates the MS evidence in 
respect of M-t 16: 2b- 3 and 20: 28 as follows: The 
f irst reading" -Ithough found in most la-ter HSS and 
include d in the Textus Rece p tus, stands, so ~a; as the early 
hori ties' for the text are concerned, on practically the same 
- footing . . Both passages are found in D, Old Lat ~ ·, 
- while the support for "signs of the times" by C,L 
and the Eusebian Canons is of no more weight than 
that of ¢ !Jyr 9 (0 a nd Hcl mg) for the addition to Ht? XX. 28. 
Both s e em to have been lacking in the oldest Alexandrian, 
Caesarean and Antiochene text, being absent from fam o~ 
Syr. S" and Origen I s Commentary' on Matt hew,! a-S well as from B"~ 
12Introduction, 1I~ p.327. 
13Notes2, p.13. 
148 Heyer I s Komme n-tar , pp. 284-S. 
ISInt~oduction, 11 4 , p.326. 
l60ur Translated Gospels, pp.128- 29. 
l7The Greek NTS , ad.loc. 
xci 
18JTS 50 (1949), p.149. 
19 Texts and S-tudies, VII (1905) I pp. 44f i cf. Evangelion, 
II, p.311. 
20Metzger I Tex.tual Commentary, p.41. C.R. Gregory, 
Canon and Text, pp.518-19, however, while admitting 
the passage to be dominica1, suggests quite strongly 
that it is not original in the present context. 
III.b. Mk 16:9-20: The Conclusion of Mark 
"-
Disputed words: J~ , r' ·!Jto( 
External Evidence: 
, omit Pl' 9-20 t{ 13 2386 (Led? lecNon ends with l'erse 8) syr' 
arm
m
,. eth'"" geoI.A Clement Origen Eusebius mss""C' to E""bi". Jerome 
ms,ncc, to Jerome Ammonius t' add t~, 9-20 with asterisks, (lbeli or criUcal note in 
msf' 137 138 1110 1210 1~15 1:?16 1217 1221 12-U,;J 1582 II arid vv 9-20 A CD 
K X .1 e II f13 23 33 ~7Pt 565 700 802 1000 1010 1071 107011D,5 12:30 1242 
1253 134.1 1365 15~6 1645 ~H8 2174 Byz /,0,",70,18',5-17,8'1 il,,,r,e,J,upp,tT',!,n,o,q 
vg syrc,p,h,pnl COp,u,ho,r.,,. (goth ms lacks vv 12-20) arm"';' gf'OD Diates-
saronn,i.n Justin? Iren:\eUS<r,lnt Tertulli~ln Aphmatcs Apostolic Con-
stitutions Ditlymus,~ add short ending ("ee page 198) ollly itk 1/ ad,1 short 
ending ami 1'/' 9-20 L ,It O'lD 0112 ,S7D syr!."'" cop,.m",bom" cthm " II add vv 
9-20 and short ending 27·1"'" loo1,IWZ II add vv 9-14, long addition, 1.5-20 
(see footnote 4) W 
. 14 €tT/"/€PJ.1.EVOV C' D K L W 8 II 'Ir 099 700 1009 1010 107D IH2 
1344 136,5 164621482174 Byz Leet l'",m it"u.c,d'UPP,lJ',I,o,q vg syrp,p,l cop,&,oomsa 
eth geoB Diate:':;aron U· EK VfKPWV X II ~"/)n€PfL€VOV £K V€KPC:V A C* u 
I' jl3 28 33 56.5 892 (IO'il tK TWV! 119512161230 12,i\ 12,53 1546l1>\1 syrb copbo'"'" 
arm 
14-15 E-n'LfTHVfTaV, Kat €l7i'fV aUTOtS A C (D €l7l'€V 7l'pOS avrot's) 
K L X u 8 II {r 090 jI 1'3 28 33 565 700 Sn2 1009 1010 1071 1079 119,5 1216 
1230 12-11 12-12 1253 1344 1365 Li-16 1646 21-18 2171 Byz Lect l'wu,(m) it&ur,e. 
d,uPP,ff'.I.o,Q vg syrp·h,p.l COp",bo arm geoD 1/ ('7l'LfTTWUUV, KUK€tVM u7l'€AO-
-youvro AhovHS on 0 ULWV OUTOS T~S uvoJ.1.ias Kai T~S U7l'LUTius inTO TOV 
fTaravav tfTnv, 0 J.1.T] i:wv n1 inro TWV 7l'VEUJ.1.UrWV UKaOUpra rT]v uAryO€WV 
TOU Owu KaraAai3i:uOat OVVUJ.1.LV' OLa. rouro a7l'OKaAVV/OV uou rryv OLKaL-
OfTUlI1IV ~a7), EK€lVOL EAE'YOV rt;> XPLUTt;>, Kat 0 XpLfTrOS EK€LVOLS roPOfTEAq'EV 
on 7l'e7rAi]pwraL 0 opos TWV kwv TryS i:~OVfTLaS TOU uarava, nAAa. 
ryll~H aAAa O€LVU Kai V7rEP W1I ryw UJ.1.UPT7)UUVTWV 7l'UPEOOOT/V €i5 
Oava TOV (va U7l'ouTpefwULV fis TryV aAryOELav Kat J.1.T/Ken o.J.1.aprryfTWfTLV' 
(va TT]V tV Tt;> Ol'pavt;> 7l'V €l>J.1. a HKry)) Kat a.¢OapTOV TfjS OLKaWI}'VV7)S 06~av 
KAT/pOVO)l.'rWWI}'LV, aAAa \Y Greek mss''''' to Jerome 
1" AUAi]I}'OUI}'LV KaLVatS A C' ID'''pp AaAi]I}'WULV) K W X 8 II 
f1 1'3 28 33 565 iOO 892 1009 1010 1071 1079 1195 1216 1230 1241 1242 1253 1:344 
1365 1546 16·16 2148 21H Byz Leet /I"m it"",e,d'Upp,fT',I,q vg geoR~ Ambrose 
Augnstine II MILvaLs AaAryl}'Ol'fTLJ' it" sy,,,,·p,h,p.l geoB~ Hippolytlls Jacob-
Xisibis Apo:;tolie Constitutions 1/ AuXryfTOl'(HV C' L .1 {r ('Op"'OO arm 
18 _ Kat I:v rats XEPfTtV O¢€LS 0, X .1<' '1' 099 I' 33 51)5 892 1230 
1253 /,,253 syrb wi,h • geoD Acts of Pilatem " II Kat if TatS XEPl}'tV aVTWII 
o¢m (syre) cOp",·bo arm II il¢ELS A D,npp K W B II f13 2S 700 1009 1010 
10il 1079 1105 1216 1241 1242 IH4 1365 1546 1646 2148 217·1 Byz Lcd lmm 
it.ue,c,d'UPP,l,o,Q vg syrP,pal Diatessaron Acts of Pilate"t Hippolytus 
'19 . ,KL'pws 'Il]fTOUS C* K L u f! fl3 33 565 892m < 1071 1079 1230 
1241 15461171."30.54;.'" it""·,,tT2,q "gel SYI""p·h,p.l COp",bo arm eth Irenaells·"l., 1/ 
KUPLOS A C3 D'uPP X 8 II'''pp {r 28700 892' 1009 1010 11ll;; 1216 12·12 1253 
1344 1365 1646 2 HS 21 H B yz Led l'85m it d'UPP,l vgWW geoB Irenaeusbtm • .I/ 
(17)l}'oVS H 47,1 II Kt'PWS 'IT/fTOUS XPLfTTOS W ito, . 
20 . fT7),UElWV, A C2 jI 33 1079 it"",ff',q vgel syr<,p,h,pal cop'" arm 
geoD /I fT7)J.1.€Lv:V, a.1.L~V, C·dd D'''pp K L W X .1 e II'uPP'1' 1'3 28 5(,;) 700 
892 1000 1010 10;1 1195 1216 1230 1241 1242 1253 1344 1365 1546 1646 2148 
217-1 Byz Leet it"d'uPP,o vgWW copbo eth 
Short enlling I:\.I '1T/l}'oUS L 0112 570 syrbm• ethm" /I 'frwous €rpuv7) 
'Ir 274m < itk /J' '1T/1}'005 €rpC.VT/ ahoLS OO~ cop,.'n3'·bo''''' 
Short ending fTwTT/pLas, ap.ryv, 'Ir 009 0112 214m• 579 itk syrhmg 
cop!!affiS3 .00nU 1/ crwTiJP[as. L COpborns 
. Short ending: sa paue 196 footnote 2, 
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Y \ I 
Tt.J.y 6. Fc{/(OA,Ou"!OV'JT())'l 
clill C-/~.j;n 
The ancient witnesses give evidence of 
7 different types of textual phenomena in respect 
of the closing section of Mark's Gospel:-
1. Retain vv.9-20 (IILong Conclusion ll ): ACD etc •.. 
Diat.a,i,n, Justinla et ale 
2. Retain IILong Conclusion" with an insertion 
between vv.14 and 15 (vide infra): W Greek ~~s accord-
ing to Jerome. 
3. Retain IILong Conclusion II with asterisks or obeli 
or critical note: fl 137 etc. 
4. Retain another ending (IIShorter Conclusion ll ): 
'tk 1 • 
5. Retain Shorter Conclusion followed by Long 
Conclusion: L ~ etc. 
6. Retain Long Conclusion followed by Shorter 
Conclusion: 274mg 1 961 ,1602. 
7. Conclude ch.16 at v.8 (IIShort Conclusionll):}{B etc. 
These may be summarised as follows: 
1,2,3 = IIAII 
4 = liB II 
5 :;;; liB II + IIAII 
6 = IIA" + liB II 
7 = IIC II 
Introduction 
Except for the blind and passionate 
attachment of certain persons to the Textus Receptus 
tradition, scholarly opinion is now firmly established 
that the section vv.9-20 of the concluding chapter of 
st. Mark's GosPel that is traditionally printed as 
part of the book, is not original. Since the 
t ' f B 1 S 1 2 S· 3 d genera-lon 0_ urgon, a mon, crlvener an 
A.C. Clark4 , one does not meet with any serious 
advocate of the authenticity of this pericope. 
Even the latest arrival on the scene of scholarly 
contribution to the debate, W.R. Farmer's liThe Last 
Twelve Verses of Mark II , only "supports the view that 
we should consider the question of the last twelve 
verses of Mark 'still open' But this is not to 
claim that there is unanimity of opinion as ·to whether 
16:8 was the originally intended termination of the 
. Second GosPel. I do not think that Ktimmel was being 
realistic when he wrote in 1966 that "scholarship in 
increasing measure is inclining towards ·the view that 
Mark reached his intended end with 16:8,,6. Metzger's 
Textual Commentary (1971) suggests in a foot-note 
that three possibilities are open: "(a) the evan-
gelist intended to close his Gospel at this place; 
,-'or (b) the Gospel was never finished; or, as seems 
most probable, (c) the Gospel accidentally lost its 
leaf before it was multiplied by transcription ll7 • 
Apart from a consideration of certain related issues, 
the main burden of this section of my thesis will be 
that the first view is quite untenable and that the . 
door should be left oper for either of the remaining 
possibilities. 
Observations 
(i) The seven types listed above may in 
fact be reduced to four or even three. :Metzger 
calls them 'the long ending' (ACD etc.), 'the long 
reading ending expanded' (W), and 'the short ending' 
8 9 10 ( )< B etc.). We may, with Zahn and Aland ,merge 
the first two into one for practical purposes and 
designate the basic endings as "A II , "B" and "CII (i.e. 
Long Conclusion, Shorter Conclusion and Short Con-
elusion respectively). 
(ii) The MS evidence points to the fact that 
whereas "BII was in circulation at least from the 
5th century on, IIA" was already known as early as 
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the time of Justin and Irenaeus (latter half of the 
2nd century). In other words, lIit is clear that 
in the regions "There B originated and was circulated 
A did not become known until later; nor is it hardly 
conceivable that B should have been invented where 
A had been handed down by the tradition"ll. 
Swete is very much in agreement with this observation 
when he argues that IIthose who maintain the genuineness 
of the last twelve verS';lS have to account for the 
early circulation of an alternative ending, and for 
the ominous silence of the Ante-Nicene fathers between 
Irenaeus and Eusebius in reference to a passage which 
was of so much importance both on historical and 
theological grounds,,12. It is amazing that Farmer 
could discuss the problem of the last twelve verses 
of Mark without any serious consideration of the MS 
evidence relating to the Shorter Conclusion. His 
summing up of the External Evidence for vv.9-20 is 
as follows: IIWhile a study of the external evidence 
is rewarding in itself and can be very illuminating 
in many ways, and while it enables us to understand 
how the practice of omission might have arisen, it 
does not produce the evidential grounds for a 
definitive solution to the problem. A study of 
the history of the text, 12L.:i ts.elf, has not proven 
sufficient, since the evidence is divided and the 
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decisive period, namely the second century, remains 
at present largely shrouded in obscurity. We can 
only say with certainty ... that manuscripts including 
these verses were circulating in the second century. 
Whether there were also manuscripts ending with 
circulating in this archaic 
period, we do not know. It may be conjectured 
with some reason that such manuscripts were cir-
culating in ~gyp! by the end of the second century. 
There is nothing to support a conjecture that 
such manuscripts were circulating outside Egypt 
13 this early" Clearly this over-confidence is 
the result of ignoring the witnesses for the 
existence of the shorter ending; the shorter ending 
would not have arisen had it not been for the exis-
tence of some MSS concluding the chapter at v.8. 
As Metzger so aptly remarks, 1I ••• the external 
evidence for the shorter ending ••. resolves itself 
into additional testimony supporting the omission 
14 
of verses 9-20 II • In fact Aland's article cited 
above is a strong plea for further investigation 
into "B" because of its very early appearance. 
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(iii) 
rest of Codex Vaticanus, there is a little ornamen~ 
tation and the subscription 
immediately after Mk 16:8. But the remainder of 
the column and the whole of the next are left 
blank. 'rhe length of the blank space is such as 
to exceed the length of the shorter ending, but less 
th th t f th 1 d ' 15 S h 1 h an a 0 . _ e ong en lng c 0 ars ave 
interpreted this phenomenon differently: Salmon 
observes: IIAll critics agree that the scribe was 
cognizant of something following ~ r 0 Jo u y 10 yot."f 
16 
which he did not choose to copyll • C.R. Williams 
attributes this hesitancy on the part of the scribe 
to his knowledge that the form of the Gospel which 
ended at v.8 was the authentic one. Farmer17 : 
IIA more correct inference would seem to be that the 
scribe knew that the Gospel did not end at 16:8 in 
some manuscripts, but was not certain how it should 
end, or was producing a copy which could be ended 
according to the wishes of others .•• By not 
copying anything beyond 16:8 he met the essential 
requirement of those who felt the Gospel ended there; 
by leaving a blank space •.• he met ·the essential 
requirement of those who felt that the Gospel needed 
either an ending or some word of explanation follow-
ing 16: 8 ... But any purchaser or user easily could 
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have had the ornament and subscription erased and, 
in the space allowed, he could have ended the Gospel 
according to his oVln decision II. Hort says that 
1I0ne or other of the two subsequent endin]s was 
known to the scribe while he found neither of them 
in the exemplar which he was copying ll18 
With regard to the evidence of Codex 
Sinaiticus, I~rt, following Tischendorf, has con-
firmed that in this MS, six leaves, of which one 
contains the last chapter of Mk, were writ-ten by 
the same scribe who wrote the NT section of Codex 
V t ' 19 a lcanus . Salmon has noted the following 
peculiarities relating to the Conclusion of Mk in h 
(a) This section is written far more widely than 
the beginning of Lk which appears in the next 
column, apparently with a view not to leave a blank 
space in between the two Gospels. 
(b) Yet Mark1s Gospel ends in the middle of a line 
and the column has some space left, which the scribe 
has carefully filled up with ornamentation - a 
feature which is unique to this place in the whole 
MS. IIWe see that the scribe who recopied the leaf 
betrays that he had his mind full of the thought 
~ () r, 
that the Gospel must be made to end \"ith {POpOUYTO 
/ 
vO<f 
I I 
and -took pains that no one should add more II 20 . 
(i v) ]!~ic3~J}ce_...9_f~~odQ~_~(?gi~l.{'~l.~) 21 
One is not certain as to whether one can 
be so dogmatic as Salmon is about the phenomenon of 
the ornamentation found after v. 8 in ,.I\,,; because the 
same phenomenon is found in the MSS Band L which 
exhibi t SOlTIe addi -tional features providing an alter·· 
native clue. Probably the ornamentation inJ~ is 
nothing more than an indication of the scribe's 
surprise at the apparently abrupt ending which he 
eQuId not account for. Since a blank space is 
provided by the same scribe in B, salmon's assertion 
about the motive behind the ornamentation in }I is 
baseless. Nor is Farmer's inference from the blank 
space and ornamentation tenable because it is clear 
from C.R. Williams' observation that the space was 
meant neither for the shorter ending nor for the 
long ending. It is surprising that the scribe has 
failed to indicate his real int~ntions for the pecu-
liar treatment of the concluding part of the Gospel 
by means of a rubric. 
The scribe of Codex Regius in fact adopts 
the same principle as that of the scribe of the B}/ 
MSS with regard to the ornamentation; this Codex 
ends the Gospel at v.8 leaving a gap of a line and 
a half in the same column, which has been filled up 
by means of ornamentation. But the main peculiarity 
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of this MS is the presence of the Shorter Conclusion 
in the next column introduced by the decorated words: 
¢EP t TrxJ tro u /<"dt T,( v 7'(;{ t "1'hese also are in a 
manner (or 'somewhere') current ~ , followed by the 
Long Conclusion tntroduced by the same type of 
decorated words: 
tAnd there are these also current~j lilt seems 
tolerably certain that the exemplar contained only 
the Shorter Conclusion, and that -the Longer Conclusion, 
which probably was alone current when L was written, 
was added at the end from another copyll22. 
In this Codex we find the word 
after both v. 8 and v. 20, \tlhich is a unique feature 
for the entire MS. There is also a space demar-
eating vv.9-20 from the rest of the Gospel with an 
accompanying note: 
o ~Ud.yyt"'Ltf'-r?S ~y 7rOAAOIr; dS j(cJ..1 Tc{vTJ fC:.ff:rdl 
EIn some of -the copies the Gospel is comple-ted here, 
::l 23 but in many these also are current:J It may be 
argued that the word Til\os has to do with Ii tur-
gical usage, denoting the end of a lection. But 
the fact tha-t this scholion is unique to this part 
of the MS speaks against it. Moreover, as Hart 
has pointed out, this feature has a striking 
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parallel in some of the more ancient ll;rmenian l-LSS, 
namely the note 
24 both v.8 and v.20 . This clearly shows avlareness 
on the part of the scribe that vv.9-20 did not 
originally belong to the text of W(. The asterisks 
or obeli on f1 137 138 etc. confirm the same. 
(vi) Evidegce of syr S 
Burkitt has drawn a-ttention to a pecu-
liarity of Syr S which strikes at the root of any 
theory supporting ei ther -the Long or the Shorter 
Conclusion: here there is hardly any space be-tween 
Mk 16:8 and Lk ch.l except for the concluding 
colophon for Mk and theti-tle of Lk. This is all 
the more impressive because the Diatessarol1 certainly 
reads the Long Conclusion. Burkitt explains this 
by pointing out that lithe Syriac Diatessaron is not 
altogether free from readings which belong properly 
to ;the West II and goes on to asser-t: lilt is the 
witness of the Sinaitic Syriac and the Latin Codex 
Bobiensis which irretrievably condemns the disputed 
d ,,25 wor s... • If one can accept this verdict as 
authori tative, -the view of Salmon on the originality 
of vv.9-20 cannot be sustained: "Certainly in the 
Sinaitic (sc. ~ ) and probably in the Vatican MS. also, 
-the verses would seem to have been originally copied 
d t k t d . t . 1 ., II 26 an s ruc ou- on e 1 orla revlslon • 
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St:c<lllqely enough, as was mentioned 
earlier, Farmer does not take into account the 
valuable tran:3c:ciptional data provided by the above 
documents. HG simply dismisses them by stating 
that the MS evidence, with the exception of SyrS , 
indicates a twofold general rule: (1) "the majority 
of manuscripts that can be dated before the tenth 
century favour the inclusion of Mk 16:9-20"; 
(2) "manuscripts which wi-tness for omission of 
Mk 16:9-20 are related to an Egyptian or Alexandrian 
text tradition, one respected in the scriptorium 
tradition governing the formation of Band J-J II. 
S He underrates the evidence of Syr on the ground 
that it is contradicted by all other Syriac 
th 't' 27 au- orl les . He treats the evidence of k and L 
because of their affinity with -the B j-{ tradition which 
came to omit vv.9-20 in the latter half of the 
second century under the influence of an official 
scriptorium28 But this is certainly overlooking 
the possible circumstances that led to the rise of 
the shorter conclusion liB". 
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w,::; have already considered the External 
Evidence relating to the Shorter Conclusion in the 
context of its bearing on the Short ConclUsion "C" 
and showed that it is of secondary origin. 
Internal Evidence 
_____ = ... _~._. _____ ~ ___ ._-_"",-«>=_~~~=_-,"-· . ,c_~
Its telescopic character is sufficient 
29 proof that "it was designed to fill a gap" • 
streeter describes it more g:r:aphically as an "attempt 
by some early editor to heal the gaping wound,,30. 
Hetzger calls attention to the fact 
that IIBesides containing a h1gh percentage of non-
Marcan words (sc. {)-U"i TO/ULI 5 I E ~ c< ll/>'>'w I 
r.> / . 
TlO( f cI. fIE )1 A W I 6. ~ d TTO i}' T e ), II wet c. ), its 
rhetorical tone differs totally from the simple 
style of Mark's Gospel. rEhe mouth-filling phrase 
at the close (, ·the sacred and imperishable message 
of eternal salvation') betrays the hand of a later 
Greek theologian ll31 • One can therefore confidently 
assert with Zahn that IIno modern scholar is bold 
enough to claim B as original •.• ". Zahn but-
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tresses this statement by applying one of the canons 
of 'l'extual Criticism, viz. "where two mutually 
exclusive longer texts are opposed to a shorter text 
from which their origin can be explained, the 
shorter reading is to be preferred, especially if it 
has good witnesses ll62 • In the present case I IIA II 
and "B" are opposed to "C II from which their origin 
can be explained. So "C" has the best claim to 
originality especially in view of its attestation 
s by B, Syr and other Versions, Clement, Origen, 
Eusebius, Jerome and Ammonius 33 • 
Having dismissed the Shorter Conclusion 
liB II , we are now free to deal with the Long Con-
clusion "A ". 
this ending has already been considered. We have 
found that there is very good reason for rejecting 
"A" on the basis of MS data. 
The special features manifested by B 
L 22 Syr S are all indications of the Transcriptional 
Probability. Now we have to approach the problem 
from two different angles: (1) If liN' is really an 
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interpolation, how can we account for its introduction 
into -the Gospel? (2) If "All did originally belong 
to the work of Mark, how can we explain its absence 
from many MSS? 
I (a) Moffatt, citing Reville, says that if the original 
ending of Mk was brief, it would not have satisfied_ 
the needs of later genEcations, and so attempts would 
h b d t d 't34 ave een ma _e 0 expan 1 • 
(b) Horl:: liThe abruptness of termination (sc. at 
v.8) could escape no one, and would inevitably sooner 
or later find a transcriber or editor bold enough to 
apply a remedy ll35. 
With regard to Moffatt's suggestion, it 
could be pointed out that it is precisely this motive 
for expansion produced by the meagre Markan material 
on the Resurrection that prompted Ma-tthew and Luke 
to \vri te -the last chapter of their respective Gospels 
in their present forms. Hort's statement is again 
a pointer to the possibili-ty of -the early circulation 
of a -text containing the short ending, for the 
remedial measure that he speaks of has to be identified 
with the creation of liB". As Metzger remarks, "tTo 
one who had available as the conclusion of the 
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Second Gospel the twelve verses 9-20, so rich in 
interesting material, would have deliberately 
replaced them with four lines of a colourless and 
36 generalized summaryll • In other words, the liB" 
recension indirectly confirms that the Gospel 
originally ended at v.8. 
However, it is difficult to believe that 
vv.9-20 were added to make up for the shortness of 
the original conclusion of Mk in view of the lack 
of continuity between v.8 and v.9. As Hart says, 
"A scribe or editor, finding the Gospel manifestly 
incomplete, and proceeding to conclude it in 
language of his O\..,n, would never have begun with the 
words which now stand in v.9. If he noticed the 
abruptness of v.8 as a sentence and as the end of a 
paragraph, he must have at least added some such 
words as the first sentence of the Shorter Con-
elusion. If he noticed only the abruptness of v.8 
as the end of the Gospel, and was provided with 
fresh materials from traditional or other sources, 
still he must have expressed some kind of sequence 
between the old part of the narrative and the 11 37 new. • • • 
(c) A thLrd possibili-ty that IIAII may have been 
added as a supplement by the Evangelist himself is 
also rejected by Hort in view of the abruptness of 
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v.8 and the strangeness of the language of v.9. 
He, however, thinks that "v.9 presents no difficulty 
if it is the beginning of a narrative taken from 
another source ll30 • 
(d) Streeter suggests that "A" was added in the 
interest of harmonization of the various Gospel 
accounts of the Resurrection39 • This is not 
convincing because it is difficult to conceive a 
Gospel without an account of this cardinai tenet of 
the Church 40. Moreover, -the controversial passage 
vv.17,18 is not found in the other Gospels! 
It must be mentioned in this connexion 
that Farmer, despite his advocacy of openness in 
regard to the problem of the Long Conclusion of Mk, 
has expressed his preference for Markan authorship. 
"Mk. 16:9-20 represents redactional use of older 
material by the evangelist and belonged to the 
autograph ". This 'solution' has been defended by 
him in preference to four other possibilities: 
(i) "A" "was written de novo by the evan;Jelist and 
belonged to the autograph of Mark". 
(ii) "A" "existed virtually as we have it before the 
evangelist wrote his Gospel and has been used by him 
with little or no modification". 
(iii) "A" "\'las written by a later writer who consciously 
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I: : 
sought to imitate certain features of Mark's vocabulary 
and syntax, as well as develop his conceptual use of 
certain termsll. 
(iv) "A" lIis a later composition without linguistic 
or conceptual kinship to the rest of Mark". 
At the same time Farmer admits that his 
favourite solution "affords a ready explanation both 
tor evidence weighing in favour of Marean authorship 
of 16:9--20 and for evidence weighing against it". 
In fact he rules out only the first and last 'solutions' 
and leaves the door open to others for further inves-
tigation into the exegetical problems involved. He 
thinks that a case for Markan authorship could be 
established along either his favourite solution or 
solution (ii), provided it can be shown "that Mark 
elsewhere uses traditional material in the same way 
41 
as in the last twelve verses" • 
However, it is the con-tention of the 
present writer that the problems highlighted by Hort 
and others with regard to the discontinuity between 
Mk 16: 1--8 and "A" are so serious that any idea of 
Markan authorship for the latter section is to be 
totally rejected. 
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Several suggestions have been proposed 
for the possible omission of "A" from a presumably 
authentic text: 
I Drastic remedial measures either on account of 
various difficulties presented by the Long Con-
clusion, or in the interests of harmonization with 
the Synoptic parallels: 
(a) The apparent discrepancy between Mt 28:1 
I' ( 6te' J[ o'v<'lr) TtJ:;.) :y ) and Mk 16: 9 (17[[v l. 
11fW T r; (J-cJ}/i TOV·) in respect of the actual time 
of the Resurrection42 • That this was a serious 
problem for at least some intellectuals among the 
Christians of the early centuries is evident from 
, 43, b' the Quaestiones ad Marlnum WhlCh Euse lUS attempts 
·to answer, and also from Book III of The Harmony of 
th G 1 b A t ' 44 e ospe s.y ugus_lne . There are four questions 
before Eusebius. From the way he answers the first 
two questions, it is clear that Eusebius himself 
did not have a consistent view of how to interpret 
the Matthaean phrase. "This clearly shows that the 
text of Mai is not a simple straight forward con-
sistent homogeneous attempt to deal with a particular 
45 
set of cri·tical problems II • Therefore Farmer is 
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correct in warning us that the text of Mai should 
be cited with caution as evidence regarding the 
a,lthentici ty of IIA 1I46 • Moreover, Hort has drawn 
attention to the explicit statements by Eusebius 
in two places which reveal an awareness on his part 
of the absence of the disputed verses from the vast 
47 
majority of copies of the Gospel of his day • 
Since Eusebius' resp:Jnse to the second question of 
Marinus and Augustine's understanding of Mt 28:1 
0, 1Y; J; disclose an identical interpretation of 1 c t::. 
~cJ..PPci7WY ('after Sabbath' = 'Saturday night' = 
'early on the first day of the week,)48, it is 
difficult to imagine that some one would have been 
rash enough to delete an important account of the 
Resurrection appearances because of an apparent 
difficulty in understanding a phrase in a parallel 
passage. 
(b) The conflict between Mk 16:9 (first appearance~ 
to Mary Magdalene) and 1 Cor 15:5 (first appearance: 
to peter)49. 
(c) Again, there is a contradiction between the 
Matthaean account (appearance to Mary Magdalene 
and the other women) and Mk 16:9ff (no mention of 
other women in the company of Mary Magdalene at 
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50 the time of the appearance to her) . 
If an omission due to either of these 
causes could be reasonably conceded, it is legitimate 
to ask why the other discrepancies regarding the 
Resurrection appearances in the Gospel accounts 
have not been deal"t with by the scribes ~ Exposing 
the absurdity of such theories, Farmer writes: 
IIBut because such discrepancies and difficulties 
are not peculiar to verse 9, though they seem 
unusually concentrated there, they could never by 
themselves account for the omission of the whole 
of Mk 16:9-20. Such a radical action, so uncon-
genial to the 'faithful' and 'circumspect' ••. requires 
an objectionable exegetical surd that reaches beneath 
the level of questions like 'what happened?' or 
'when did it happen?', and, striking at the vital 
centre of the church's life, threatens its very 
51 
existence" • 
(d) The conflict between Mt 28:8 (or Lk 24:8) and 
1'1k 16:8 (atti tude of the women on hearin;r the angelic 
52 
message of the Resurrection) • 
In response to this suggestiori, in 
addition to the foregoing comment, it is pertinent 
to point out that any omission on this score would 
naturally have included 16:8 as well~53 
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(e) The apparent misund,':rstanding of thce; Barkan 
( 
c 
phrase I},"_l ~I)(~S 
'. I 
(Jvlk 8:31; 9:31; 
10:34 cf. l1t 16:21 par. Lk 9:22, Nt 17:23i Ivlt 20:19 
par. Lk 18: 33, Ac 10: 40) in regard to the Resurrec--
tion as against the current usage of the early Church, 
/ (.. / If -~,v i T -;; 'j ttf: f c! 54 
The fallacy of this argument can be 
easily expJsed by referring to Mt 12:40, 27:63, 
Jn 2:19 which also use 'after three days' or cor-
responding expressions. So the Markan expression 
was well within the idiomatic usage of the early 
Church. 
Other possible reasons for the omission of "A" that 
have been suggested include: 
(f) the strangeness of the transition from v.S to 
v.9 already alluded to, and 
(g) the conflict between Mk 11:28 and 16:7 on the 
one hand (Jesus' alleged prophecy about His Resur-
rection appearance in Galilee and the angelic 
announcement of the even·t X, and Lk 24 and Jn 20 on 
55 the o·ther (which present an appearance in Jerusalem) • 
These as well as all the foregoing p~ssibilities are 
very unrealistic in that in order to prove these 
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cuses one has to providG other examples where this 
type of remedial measw~es have been resorted to. 
One has Gspecially to bear in mind that one is 
dealing here with a large chunk of IIs c riptural 
material" which no scribe would ever have thought of 
droppin'J if it v-lere p3rt of his exemplar. 
I fully Gndorse Hort I s vim", that IIremedial omissions 
on this scale, and having such results, are unknown,,56. 
''iTarfield stresses the same point when he says: "To 
suppose that thGy (sc. vv.9-20) were omitted in a 
harm:mistic interest is to presuppose a freedom and 
boldness in dealin'J with the Gospel narratives never 
elsewhere experienced, and that to SGrve a p<lrpqse 
far more easily attained,,57. 
(h) A far more serious reason for suppression of 
the entire passagG in question is proposed by Farmer, 
viz. the offence caused by the implications of v.17f: 
"Even -the most faithful of Christians are not immune 
from -the ill effects of drinking deadly poisons. 
This is so patently true that many if not all 
reasonable men must have had serious douhts about 
these promises. But to doubt -these promises in 
the early Church was not to doubt the trustworthy 
characJcer of Jesus Christ or to doubt the power of 
God, but to question the apostolic origin of the 
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text in which these promises were found - - - - - - -
" , Faithful' and 'circumspect' -teachers like Origen 
generally speaking would not have argued for the 
omission of a textual reading that had been received 
in the church. But insofar as they were trained in 
the vlays of Alexandrian textual criticism and haCL9. 
would have tended to respect received exemplars 
which omitted this kind of reading and in some 
situations could have tolerated and perhaps approved 
the production and use of copies of Mark ending 
" 
with 
:; I [I~-
6.(! () pO U -; r(J ) 10{ P / . This would help explain 
1 • 
the fact that the Cappadocian Fathers, all of whom 
were of the Alexandrian school, make no reference 
to Mk 16:9-20. And further, because of the 
influence of the Cappadocians on the Armenian 
church, it would help explain why -the Armenian ver-
58 
sion omitted these verses" . 
I have quoted Farmer at length in order 
to expose the weakness of his theory. In the first 
place, he himself admits the recognition by Origen 
and his school of the existence of some exemplars 
which did not contain these verses, If a 'faithful' 
teacher like Origen, trained in the tradition of 
textual critical expertise could feel himself justified 
I 
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in omitting a large section from a Gospel, it is 
clear that he had sufficient MS evidence to back 
him up. Othenvise his 'circulTIspect.ion' would have 
been limited to the most offensive part of this 
section, viz. vv.l7f, alone. Further, as has 
already been referred to, Farmer makes it clear 
that even as late as the time of Eusebius a century 
later, the canonicity of these verses was still being 
debated59 • 
It must be realised that Farmer proposes 
the above theory as a IIconjectural solution ll after 
describ.ing two other ways in which the difficulty 
caused by the objectionable verses were handled in 
the early Church. The first was lithe way of con-
tainment ll : liThe authenticity of the promises is 
accepted. However, by citing precedents from the 
Old Testament scriptures and by introducing the 
teaching of the apostle Paul on spiritual gifts, 
the normative character of the teaching of these 
verses is nullified, and the peace and order of the 
church is maintained under the authority of properly 
ordained bishops who are formal custodians of the 
apostolic gifts of casting out demons and laying on 
of hands, with no provision being made for speaking 
in tongues and picking up serpen·ts - these gifts by 
default being left to those who have them, with the 
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adr\1onition that they do not elevate the p8ssessor 
at-.,ove the rest of the faithfuJ. 
"Still another way to nullify the dis--
ruptive character of the literal teaching of these 
verses was by allegorizing and spiritualizing their 
, 11 60 meanlng . 
Farmer arrives at these conclusions by 
quoting from the Ap8stolic Constitutions (A.D.380)61 
which is more than a century posterior to Origen's 
time. If Origen and his school had been influential 
in suppressing the disputed passage, it is difficult 
to see how it could flourish so well in the 4th 
century so as to necessitate these other methods 
aimed at nullifying its disruptive character. 
Again, one wonders how a staunch proponent of har-
, , f 't 1 I' k 0' 62 Id monlzatlon 0 scrlp ura p3.ssages 1 e rlgen cou 
fail to take notice of the conflict between Acts 2 
and 1 Cor 14 (the gift of speaking in tongues as a 
visible m3.nifestation of the presence of the Holy 
Spirit) or how passages like Mk 1:2 ('Isaiah' 
instead of Ma iJ 2: 26 (, Abiathar' instead of 
or 
Ahimelech), Mt 27: 9 (' Jeremiah' instead of Zechariah) 
etc. could escape the scrutiny of this expart tex-
tual critic (cf. also Mt 17:24ff, 27:51ff)1 The 
fact of the matter is that whatever Scripture 
portions had come to be widely accepted on the 
hQsis of tradition were never q:uestioned by 
the critics to the extent of eliminating them and 
that when they did eliminate something from the 
Scripture it was again well founded on the rock of 
tradition. 
It is true that Farmer himself admits 
tha-t his argument:s quoted ab:)ve are not meant to 
validate the authenticity of our passage. He goes_ 
on -to say that lithe que3tion of the validity of the 
Alexandrian efforts to I expurgate I -texts is not 
set-tIed by the fact that even if Mk 16 :9-20 were 
expurgated in some Alexandrian copies of Mark it 
is an open question whether there might not have 
been valid literary grounds recognised at that time 
wh.ich argued against -the au-thentici ty of these verses, 
and which led to a critical judgment that they should 
not be copied ll63 • His main argument in favour of 
the retention of the Long Conclusion "is the fact 
that while a fairly credible account can be given 
for the origin of the textual tradition for the 
omission, no very satisfactory explanation has 
ever been given for the undeniably early and wide-
spread witness for inclusion of these verses .•• 1I64 • 
While accepting the truth behind the second part of 
this statement, it has to be pointed out that the 
weakness of all the arguments that Farmer has 
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broug11t forward to explain the omission stand 
exposed unjer close scrutiny. Moreover, as stated 
elsewhere, Farmer ignores the absence of these 
verses in many traditions from an early date. 
II Was the omission due to a misunderstanding of 
.... , 
the liturgical note T£AOS following v.8, a 
feature manifested by Codices like 22? 
Hort points to the remoteness of this 
possibility on two counts: First, the liturgical 
use of: CA 0.$ as denoting the end of a lection 
did not come into vogue before the 8th century. 
Secondly, even if one can trace back its use before 
that date, one should be able to point out at least 
another undisputed instance where such an omission 
has taken place. As Hort observes, lIit is incre-
dible that any scribe should be beguiled by i"l": into 
omitting the subsequent verses, which according to 
the very hypothesis he must have been accustomed to 
65 
read and hear ll • 
To me this is the only plausible way of 
explaining the omission of IIAII if it did belong to 
the original, although it is not again free from 
difficulLies. In o.ni.(n- to defend this, one has to 
explain how this 'dafect' got propagated so widely 
in spite of the SUPIXJs::::d existencG of I unmutilated' 
, 66 COplOS There is still nothing unnatural in 
supposj,ng that il leaf containing the disputed passage 
in an exemplar got Lcretriev<3.bly lost on account of 
the precarious condit:ions of the 2nd century, were 
it not for the strong ovidence to the contrary 
provided by the ancient iluthori·ties as well as by 
1 "D b h' l' t 67 tlG IntrlnS1C ~ro. a_l. lOY . 
It is well known that not only the 
vocabulary, but the style of "A" is different from 
that of the rest of Mark's Gospel. With regard 
to the vocabulary, the following peculiarities have 
b.~en observed: 
I 
C(7Tl~--ri{..v (11); f3r;.pd'OW (20) . 
I 
, I 
(18); [ 17 ~~ Ie 0 Ao u t; r.; eJ (20) ~ (unique in 
(../ I 
the Gospels) . £ Tt.{rJ 65 (12) ; GI.-(Yv.!,6tllb'Y ( 18) 
I 
(unique in the Bible) ; & f:.;; 0ffcll , (11) i ltf: T d J( 
TdliTC< (12 ) (found nowhere else in Mk); 
/ 
Tl()/d /( r) >\ 0 v l' f: tJ (17) (only here in Mk): 
~ /? 
7TV f t L! (),N c{, (10,12,15) " 7Tf'w T >:; od/f/(iTCJU (9) 
... .... ., (refined Greek) instead of ('1 ) (Ll Ld (TN Y ) 
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----~ ~ I 
I 
0 .1, g 3l -J r L-J y 
1 i 
, 
eLl'Yet/t vJ ( 2 0); 1('1s Fr;., ' .;(I~ro(} Y fyo;l /OO lS (10 ) (as a 
d es igna tion of the di s ciples, is unique 1n the NT),. 
(1 4 ), (found nov\rhere else in Mk ) . 
Farmer concludes his study of the dict10n 
of ·this p assage as follows: "Evidence for non- Marean 
authorship s e ems to b e preponderant in veise 10. 
Verses 12, 14, 16 , 17, 18 and 19 seem to be either 
basically, or in balance neutral. Evidence for Marean 
authorship s eems to b e pre ponderant in verses 9 , 11, 
But an examination of his word 
by word study does not ·til t one I s impression in favour 
f M k · th h' f th' t' as a whole' 71. o ar an au- ors lpor lS sec lon 
It is not clear vlhy Ma rkan authorship is preponderant 
in the last me ntioned verses: the use of the words 
may have b een dictated by their contexts72 • But even 
if Markan authorship is granted, the large number of 
non-Markan words and expressions listed above (including 
several which are unique to this pericop$ in relation 
to e.i ther 'the rest of the Gospel or the entire NT ) 
is a phenomenon which Farmer does no ·t adequately 
account for. Some of his inferences appear to be far-
f e tched: e.g., when he detects Pauline (and hence Markan ) 
I ~ 
us age in words like trU'lfifYeJo) and f' f.,f1(~' ()W he overlooks 
,the basic conflict between v. 9 and 1 Cor 15: 5 already 
suggestiori ~ 
re'ferred ,to; h.is - t hat TlTw, is a favourite Markan 
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vlord ignores its use by Me t the~N at 20: I, 21: 18 and 
27:1 and by John at 20:1 and 21:4; at any rate its 
use at v.9 does not in any way confirm a Markan 
authorship. 
Following Burgon73 , Salmon74 lightly 
dismisses these verbal peculiarities of the Long 
Conclusion while S\-lete finds in them sufficient 
justification to claim that lithe last twelve verses 
are the work of another mind trained in another 
75 
school II • The stylistic peculiarities of this 
passage will further confirm this judgement: 
(i) The lack of continuity between vv.a 
and 9 has already been mentioned: e.g., the subject 
of v.a is the women, whereas -the subject of v.9, 
1 J . 1 f . f' d 76 name_y eSllS, lS e t unspecl le . 
(ii) Strangely enough, Mary Magdalene, whose 
name appears at 15:41,47 and 16:1 is not identified 
as in any of those places 
as at v. 9 (c£. Lk 8: 2) • Probably no stronger 
evidence than this is required -to prove that the 
author of the Second Gospel could not have been 
the author of IIA". Further, the other women who 
are mentioned in 16:1 (cf. 15:41,47) are now forgotten 
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and (as in In 20:1, llff) Mary Magdalene is presented 
as the first sale witness of the Resurrection • 
. 
After one has read v.S, it is natural to expect an 
appearance as an event relating to the flight of 
the women. If 1'1ary Magdalene was among the women 
who, after fleeing from the grave, remained silent 
about their experience, there sh::)Uld be a follow-up 
reference to an incident describing how the women 
as a group were led to lrreak their silence77 • 
The only explanation that seems plausible 
is that the author of "A" was following a tradition 
different from that of Mark, Natthew and Luke w11ich 
gave prominence to Mary Magdalene in relation to 
the Resurrection appearances. Indeed, the author 
who wrote Mk 16:7 (lito his disciples and to Peter") 
cannot be expected to ignore the Apostles in this 
absolute manner. 
(iii) Metzger p':)ints out that "the"use of 
and the p':)si tion of 7(1';:) Ted are 
appropriate at the beginning of a comprehensive 
narrative, but they are ill-suited in a continuation 
78 
of verses 1-8" . 
It is amazing that Farmer can explain 
away these grave difficulties by the statement: 
"Abrupt transitions are not unusual in Mark, and 
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s\lch a'iJk'ikl.cdne::3 S as may exis t remains whether the 
evangelist or some later person added these verses 
79 
concerned II • At the same time he recognises that 
"The connection between verse 8 and verses 9-20 
appears to s2Ins (rny i tallcs) to be so awkward that 
it is difficult to believe that the evangelist 
intended verses 9-20 to be a continuation of the 
Gospel" . But his comparison of the introduction 
of Mary M~gdalene in the strange manner of v.9 with 
the Markan use of in 14:54 and 14:66 fol-
lowed by 15:16 is too far-fetched to be convincing. 
As a matter of fact, in the first two instances, it 
is the High Priest's courtyard which is mentioned 
without any qualification; but in the third instance, 
l/ -' ( 
the explanatory parenthesis 0 (;;o1t-l 71jOcI.1TLJ/Lt)'} 
applies to the Governor's palacel 80 
(i v) Zahn has drawn attention to various 
other stylistic divergences of the present section 
from the earlier par-t of -the Gospel of Mark. E. g. , 
he speaks of its "lack of graphic description" in 
comparison to 1:2-13; the two appearances listed in 
and the absence of direct discourse presents a lack 
of IIdramatic vigourll; towards -the end (vv.19-20), 
"the ascension, exaltat.ion to the right hand of God, 
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anJ. Ul'3 enti.re missionary work of the_ap:.:>stles are 
81 
outlined ll by means of great economy of words • 
Zahn also cites the two references to Jesus as 'Lord' 
(19, 20), a feature absent from both Mk and Mt, though 
found to a ce tain extent in Lk and sparingly in 
J 82 n . 
(v) Just as in the case of the failure to 
mention an appearance to the Eleven, so the absence 
of a Galilean appearance, a natural corollary to 
Jesus' promise in 14:28, followed by the angeJ's 
recapitulation of it in 16:7, alienates this pericope 
from the rest of the Gospel (contrast Mt 28:16 in 
83 
relation. to 26:32 and 28:7) • 
On analysing the structure of the pericope 
9-20, we find that it resolves itself into the following 
pattern: 
9-11 = ,In 20: 11-18 + Lk 8: 2 
12-13= Lk 24:13-35 
14 = Jn 20:19-23 
15-16= Mt 28:18-20 
(17-18, cf. Ac 28:3ff; the apocryphal 'Acts of John') 
19 = Lk 24:50-51 
(20 - the author's own conc1usion)84 
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If this correspondance is undeniable, it 
folloYls ·that "A II is either of later origin than tl1e 
other Synoptic Gospels or is constituted of traditional 
material parallel to Lk and In. Certainly the 
resemblance of vv.17-18 to Ac 28:3ff and the'Acts of 
John' would suggest a date posterior to that of the 
two Syn'Jptics other than Mk85 • 
Zahn, however, points out that the fragment 
vv.14-l8 is strikingly different from vv.9-l3, 19-20 
in that it is a real narrative: it contains an address 
to the apostles by the risen Christ, with a bri'ef 
statement regarding the circums·tances which form the 
background of this address: " ... its style does not, 
like that of v-v.19-20 differ frorll the classic style 
which character.ize the Gospels 11 86 . This fact, however, 
does not enable us to link this section organically 
with the genuinely Markan Gospel in view of the 
unbridgeable hiatus between the first part of ch.16 
and vv.9ff. The style of this section only confirms 
the view that the whole p ·,icops "All is constituted 
of various strata of Christian tradition and is the 
work of a later compiler. 
It is now time for us to consider 
the peculiar addition at the end of v.14 as attested 
by Cod. W. Thj.s insertion wnich provides an excuse 
in the mouth of the disciples for their unbelief when 
.... -145-
I 
Cd: [~i(Jated by the risen Lord runs as follows (see 
"l\nd they made their defence 
.saying, 'This aCJe of lawlessness and unbelief is under 
Satan liJ"ho by unclean spirits, does not allow the true 
p:::>'.J2r of God to be appcehended: wherefore reveal thy 
riCJhtGousness now'. They were sp3aking to Christ 
anj Christ made the reply to them that the limit of 
·the years of Satan's power is fulfilled but other 
terrible things draw near and on behalf of these sinn8rs 
I was delivered up to death that they might turn to 
·the truth and sin no more in order that they may 
inherent the spiritual and immortal glory of rightous-
ness that is in heaven ll88 • 
This passage has certainly no claim to 
be original for the following reasons: 
(a) The external support for it is extremely weak. 
(b) If it were original it would be impossible to 
explain its disappearance from all the Greek MSS and 
from the Syriac and Latin Versions which have the Long 
Conclusion (vv.9-20). 
(c) There is a relatively large percentage of non-
M 1 d ., th" t ) \ arKan wor s or expresslons 1n 1S Loglon: e.g.: 0 d.(lJ);/ 
l. ../ ) .... ..) / t " 
a:/-1CYficOt.<..l/ rX7IOAO)lcw/ t.1'A?8l 'YOSt Ul7C6-T'feftvi besides, . 
/ 
words such as , 7/,;70 G""). Ev(c' are found only 
I ' 
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in this place in the NT. "The whole exp"lDsion has 
about it an un;nistakable apocryp-:tal flilvour. It 
probably is the work of a second or third century 
scri be who wished to sof·ten the severe condemnation 
of the Eleven in 16:14,,89. 
Zahn believes that this Logion is not a 
gloss, but part of a larger block of tradition 
(including vv.14-lS) which reached Jerome, although 
the latter did not feel obliged to incorporate it in 
his Vulgate. At the same time Zahn main·tains that 
it could not have been composed either by Mark or by 
the author of vv.9-20. He ascribes the origin of 
the corpus (9-20 + the expansion at v.14) to the 
recollections of a certain Aristion which Papias had 
incorporated in his Oracles of the Lord90 (vide infra). 
The fact that the redactor of "A" chose to leave out 
the additional Logion found in his source is explained 
by Zo.hn in terms of the discretionary freedom of an 
editor: "The very originality of the sentence, which 
makes it interesting to everyone who is fond of the 
antique, may have made it appear to him too peculiar 
and too obscure to form a part of an epilogue so entirely 
outlinear (sic) in character,,91. 'rhe possible reason 
for Jerome's omission of these words may be due to 
the fact that he had found it as a gloss in a Greek 
MS. Zahn substantiates the validity of his hypothesis 
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of the origin of ,this Lo}ion b~T p':>inting out how it 
offers a sm:::>oth tra.nsition from the risen Lord's 
rebuke of His disciples for their unbelief in contrast 
to Ac 1:6. In the excuse that they offer they confess 
their lack of f ai th (cf. lv1k 9: 21), and through the 
request that follows, they prepare themselves 
receptive to the promise of the Holy Spirit in 
anticipation of their being strengthened to fulfil' 
their mission in this ',yicked world (16: 17f, cf. 6: 7,13; 
9:1,28f; Ik 9:1ff; 10:17_20)92. 
Whether "ve associate the Log'ion with Aristion 
or not, it is clear that the Logion must be of very 
early origin93 ; for none of the ideas expressed in 
it was likely to cause an offence to any scribe: 
Satan's power in the world (cf. In 12:31; 16:11; 
2 Cor 4:4; Eph 6:14; 1 Pet 5:8); the world being 
under wickedness (cf. 1 In 5:19); the disciples' 
longing for the coming of the Kingdom (cf. Ac 1:6; 
2 Tim 4:8). The ,thoroughness \vith which the Logion 
got expelled from all the MSS except one is explicable 
only in terms of its early separation from the larger 
corpus (9_20)94. 
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Attention has already been drawn to the 
notorious problem of the abrupt termination of 
rvJk 16:8. If neither "A" nor "B" can be considered 
to be par-t of the original Go spel, the problem 
arises as to whether a Gospel could have been so 
designed as to end in this abnormal fashion. In 
1:::he words of Burkitt, IlNot only the narrative, the 
paragraph, and -the sentence are each left incomplete, 
but even the subordinate clause seems to hang in the 
• 11 95 aJ_r • 
Scholarly investigation of this phenomenon 
has proceeded along three lines: 
(a) Whether a Greek literary composition can end 
/ 
wi th a particle jc(P or not and whether an abrupt 
I 
ending is stylistically justifiable or not; 
(b) Whether a Gospel could end on a note of fear 
" () .r"\ ( EOo)OU r TO 
I I 
) or not; 
(c) If the reply to the first two queries is in 
the negative, then what was the fate of the Gospel 
as it left its author's hands? 
(a) Many scholars have maintained that Greek 
sentences do not, as a rule, finish off with a 
t · 1 96 par lC e • On the other hand, there have been 
attemp-ts to cite examples from classical literature 
to point to sentences ending with 
/ 
v~p 
/ I , E.g., 
R.H. Lightfoot gives many instances to this effect 
from Homer, Aeschylus, Euripides, Plato, Aristotle, 
the LXX (Gen 18:15; 29:11 etc.), Justin and the 
H t · . t' 97 erme-1C wrl 1ngs • Taylor has I however, shovrn 
tha-t none of these examples stands at the end of a 
1::o0k98 . In his Commentary on Mk, Allen argues as 
follows: IIIf the Gospel is a translation, the fact 
that it ends with a conjunction is due to the trans~ 
lator, who has little refinements of style. In 
the original Aramaic the 'for' would not come last. 
And the dramatic and abrupt ending is qui-te in 
accordance with the vividness which characterizes 
99 the whole Gospel" • Richardson, who repudiates 
1::oth the a1::ove approaches, tries to find a solution 
to the problem in terms of IIconceptual linguistics ll : 
liThe idea behind /'(f is that of causality or 
explanation, which might equally well have been 
.> " :> f.?"" 
expressed by an anterior Grrf:l r-:yho,O(}YTO. 
The position of the phoneme which signals 'explanation' 
is quite accidental". Then he goes on to assert 
that "in the mind of the writer the thought is 
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, 
J<et t 
.~ 
-' I ' , » ~ \ ~) r , (f (/10 F' ou. (~yt O'Jdt-Y ,£t 7/c<Y (or, l{.::·{ L c~ ( .. i.. 
J If. \ , )' "- ef I-p7 IJ {'£ (/7.~ I . otrfcy or, I<cu ou t:lt (t JTci\"/ ) . 
The ~/d5 clause is very often, in fact, put in an 
I i 
1 th " l' d1' omat1' c Gl-."eek 11.1 00. ear y paren eS1S 1n _ 
That the ingenuity of the scholarly 
mind will go even further to prove \oJ'hat one is 
already determj_ned to prove is demonstrated by an 
art i c 1 e by T. Co, 101 Skeat • He calls attention to 
a metrical paraphrase of Genesis and Exodus by 
Georgios Chumnos of Candia (c. A.D. 1500). The poem 
ends wi-th the Assumption of Moses and the final 
couplet terminates on a note of fear (llreverential 
awe II) and is very abrupt here. Skeat's inference 
is most interesting: IIthese lines indicate that a 
latter day Greek author, whose level of intelligenr: r -
and literary abilities cannot have been so very 
different from those of st. Mark, saw no objection 
to concluding his work on such a note •.• There 
are many abrupt, and seemingly abrupt endings in 
literature •• o ll • He now proceeds to quote another 
scholar to the effect tha-t 'the conclusion in which 
nothing is concluded I is I most admirable I !, 
In reply to the presuppositions of 
Skeat's article one needs only to refer to another 
article by W.L. Knoxl02 where he effectively argues 
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that there is no parallel in the earlier part of Mk 
or in Jn or in Jewish and Hellenistic literature in 
general to such an abrupt ending for a literary com-
position as at Mk 16:8. He is justified in asserting 
that an assumption 1ifle the above "suits the technique 
of a highly sophisticated type of modern literature" 
and credits Mark "with a degree of originality which 
would invalidate the whole method of form criticism". 
103 The emphasis of V. Taylor et al that 
the natural sequel to 
? n-' 
t:. cp () p 0 () Y TO would be 
clause ('lest') indicating that the women 
were afraid of something or someone is to be taken 
note of. The fear may have reference to the Jews 
or the possible ridicule of the other followers of 
Jesus. Since it is missing in both the pericopes 
"A" and "B", it is reasonable to assume that Mk had 
an original conclusion which contained at least such 
a reference. This argument is a further confirmation 
of our earlier inference based on the present dis-
continuity between section 16:1-8 and section 16:9ff. 
Taking into consideration all the 
ingredient:s that Mark was likely to incorp-::>rate in 
his concluding paragraph, Goodspeed has attempted to 
reconstruct this supposedly lost pericope from the 
last chapter of Mt l04 . He has clear justification 
for it because, as is well known, the entire Gospel 
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of Hark has been incorporated by Matthew either directly 
or indirectly except for 40 verses. This is a depar-
ture from the usual assumption that since Mt (and Lk) 
part company with Hk precisely at the point deno-ted 
by Hk 16 :8, the copy of Hk -that the First and Third 
Evangelists used had its -termination at that point. 
At first sight I am very much attracted towards 
Goodspeed's hypothesis. But it is pertinent to point 
out that he overlooks one serious aspect of the 
Synoptic relationship, viz. the radical departure of 
Luke from Mark's outline towards the concluding chap-
ters of his Gospel, especially in ch.24 (vide on.the 
problematic passages in Lk 24). This procedure of 
Luke is best explained by his disenchantment with 
the Markan work in its mutilated form when he came 
to the last chapter of that Gospel. There is no 
reason why what applies to Luke should not equally 
apply to Matthew in view of the widely accepted 
dates of these two Gospels. Therefore one has to 
reject Goodspeed's otherwise ingenious suggestion 
and to be reconciled to the unpleasant fact that 
Mark's Gospel "had entered into life maimed lll05 • 
Burkitt's suggestion regarding the pos-
sibility of restoration of this lost ending of J.vik is 
106 by means of the evidence of the 'Gospel of Peter' • 
This is apparently justifiable on two counts: first 
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the account of the Resurrection in this work resembles 
Mk l6:1-·8j secondly, although this MS is defective 
in what follows, it gives every indication of an 
attempt to describe a Galilean appearance of the 
rj_sen Christ, comparable to the Johannine account in 
ch.21. But the fact tha-t this is an apocryphal 
work which the early church had justification to 
reject, makes its evidence suspect, however attractive 
it may be. In the light of these considerations, 
we may well surmise with Streeter that Hippolytus l 
descr iption of the Second Evangelist as 1<0'l-o,Bo fi~j:: IV)..05 
is more appropriate to the condition of his Gospel 
as it made its public appearance than to a physical 
deformity of the author himself l07 • 
To some scholars, the idea of an "abrupt 
endingll of Mk is only a reflection of one1s inability 
to relate the first 8 verses of ch.16 to the very 
beginning of the Gospel. Reumann says that "if 
one reads the Gospel of Mark through as a single 
unit, preferably at a single sittin~, one begins 
to see that the seemingly abrupt ending at 16:8 is 
not so strange after all and is in fact quite 
effective as literature and witness". He p.')ints 
to the identity of purp:JsG bebveen the title (l: 1) , 
IThe Beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christl and 
the announcement of the Resurrection in 16:1-8. 
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At 16 :8, "the reader senses tha-t, in a way, the 
real beginning comes only with the resurrection 
thanks to which Jesus is seen as Christi there is 
a Gospel message, and the Gospel is going forward 
and has reached him as a real book,,108. 
Reumann, however, simply dismisses the 
real difficulty with regard to v.8 confronted by 
scholars all these years by describing it as "ironic" 
and asserting: "Perhaps Mark even intended readers 
to infer that the women were silent only for a time; 
they soon told what they had heard. The evangelist's 
implication would be: 'Go and do thou likewise' ,,109. 
Starting from the same premise of the 
evangelistic emphasis of the Gospel, Zahn goes to 
the other exi:reme when he declares: "On -the other 
hand, the small compass of the work in comparison 
with the other historical books of the N.T. leaves 
room for the conjecture that Mark intefided to add 
several pJrtions to his work". He thinks that other 
things besides the resurrection appearances illus-
trating the working out of the Gospel would have 
been included by Mark, thus linking up with the 
theme expressed in the title of the book (cf. 1 Pet 
1:12 with Ac 2:1_14)110. 
In my view, both the above arguments 
are only too subjective. In fact the same argument 
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h3.s been used by Farmer in favour of the Long 
Conclusion. "The p3.rallel between .Mk 1: 45 and 
16:20 is in substance striking: Jesus Igoi~Qut 
(1 : 45) I i the disciples who had seen the resurrected 
absolutely in verse 20 is a 
strong linguistic and conceptual tie uniting Mk 16:9-20 
with the rest of the text of Mark. The occurrence of 
this phrase in a sentence featuring the activity of 
preaching suggests that verse 20 has come from the 
same redactional hand responsible for Mk 1:45 11111 • 
Since we have already rejected any p~ssibility of 
vv.9-20 being authentic, this statement only con-
firms the weakness of subjective solutions to an 
intractable problem. In rejecting the above sug-
gestions we do not deny the truth of either Farmer1s 
claim that IIThere is an intelligible development in 
the use of 0- )\;yo ~ throughout Mark l .l12, or ·the 
evangelic emphasis att.ributed to the author by 
Reumann and Zahn. v.le are rej ecting only 'the wrong 
inferences that they draw from these incontrovertible 
facts l13 • 
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( b ) (; s i~L_0 ___ Qs:) ~;p ~~ L. ~L}9~~ §;_;tJ2t_~Q:lL~~r;: ? 
In by;::> well-written articles l14 
w. C. Allen t:ho:coughly examines the use of % 10 ~/-1dt 
in the Gospel of Mark and concludes that the 'fear' 
of the women 1(';n:3.s itself to a fitting conclusion 
to the Gospel because it is not to be understood 
in its usual sense of 'fright' or 'terror': " 'They 
were afraid I, ",Ihy? Because their fear was not 
fright or ter:ror but -the solemn awe of human be~.ngs 
wh:> fel-t that they stood at the gate of heaven and 
had just received a message from the Master they 
loved, who was after all not dead and buried beyond 
recall, but now finally transfigured and changed 
115 into the Conqueror of hell and death" • 
In spite of the hearty praise of the 
acting editor of the Journal of Theological Studies 
which prefaces these articles, I cannot help feeling 
that Allen's conclusion is of the very stuff that 
one hears so often on Easter Sundays~ While it 
is all very comforting, we would be doing a great 
injustice to Mark if we fail to remember that the 
sense of security of our preachers and their 
audiences was not given to those simple women folk 
on the first Easter morning~ It takes an extra-
ordinary person -to transform the experience of that 
morning all on a sudden into an experience of being 
-45 7-~ 
"atthe gate of h3aven ll and to realize that what 
was being 118ard was the very "message from the 
Haster they loved II ~ 116 If the Gospel records are 
any guide, we know for certain that neither the 
Apostles nor the other followers of our Lord were 
such supra-human beings as we tend to imagine. 
Therefore it is reasonable to assume that even if 
the women were filled with a sense of Isolemn awe l ," 
it was not unmixed with a higher proportion of sheer 
I fright I or Iterror l as is natural to ordinary human 
beings. Besides, as V. Taylor so aptly remarks, 
> I a " 
"no difference is made to the argument if '~f Or 0 U "TO 
implies religious 117 a\ve II . still we are left with 
the issues connected with the alleged silence of 
the women and the absence of any follow-up account 
of an appearance of the Lord which led them to 
break their silence. 
)J "-
suggestion that Ou, (: Yi 
Even if we accept Creedls 
) ~ \ ()udty really 
means I I they kept their experience to themselves 1 118 , 
the situation does not improve appreciablyl19 
Creed has pointed out another problem 
which is closely related to the abruptness of v.8, 
namely the relevance of v.7. In its present 
position it includes a divine message to the disciples 
which, according ,to the Short Conclusion IICII, was not 
relayed by the women. Is it likely that the angel 
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" : 
would gj_ve such an important message which had no 
h f b ' d l' d?120 c ance 0 - ,;:nng ,C:; l vere . The answer to this 
lies in either conceding the possibility of an 
original Conclusion beyond v.8, penned by the 
author of the Gospel himself, or regarding v.7 as 
a secondary insertion. It is, of course, natural 
that scholars like Creed who regard v.8 as the 
original endin.:;r of Mk are also generally keen to 
121 get rid of v.7 without proper warrant • If the 
conjecture of v.7 being spurious is to be avoided, 
the only alternative is to assume that Mark had 
not originally intended to conclude his Gospel at 
v.B. This more sensible view has in fact been 
taken by Hort, Burkitt, Swete, Moffatt, Turner, 
Rawlinson, V. Taylor, Branscomb, Schniewind et a1 
in their respective Co~~entaries. 
A11thQ~s}~_ Date & Provenance of the LOQg 
A !nuch discussed problem is the author-
ship, da·te and provenance of the last twelve verses 
of Mk on the assumption that they are not original. 
We have to trace back all modern discussion on this 
to a note appearing in the Armenj_an Codex (dated 
AD 989), discovered by F.C. Conybeare at Edschmiadzin 
towards the close of the last century122. In this 
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Codex, after 16:3, there follows a little space 
and then -the note 'Ariston Eri tzu' (= of Ariston the 
Presbyter), as a caption for the section vv.9-20. 
C b d Z ' 123 . d t' f tl' Ar' t . th ony. eare an Jann len- l y llS ls--on Wl _ 
the ArisU.on, one of the presbyters who were the 
. 
informants of Pap.ias for the compilation of his 
'Oracles of the Lord' 0 However, while Conybeare 
attributes the authorship of the last twelve verses 
to this person, Z21hn traces the origin of this 
pericope as well as the insertion at v.14 in W to 
the work of Papias. 124 125 Streeter ,Turner and 
others have rightly questioned the validi-ty of this 
obviously late evidence in the absence of supporting 
witnesses among the more ancient Armenian MSS. 
As Streeter observes, it was after all fashionable 
in later centuries to assign conjectural authorship 
to the various books of the N.T. So the evidence 
I 
of the Edschmiadzin Codex is of no consequence in 
this respect • 
.i\ccording to Streeter I the MS evidence 
points in the direction of Rome or Asia Minor as 
the place of origin of "A" because: 
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(a) positively, it was current in the text of Mk 
used at Rome before 'ratian arrived there and was 
also found in the text of Irenaeus who was connected 
wi th both Rome a.nd Ephesus (A..D 150-185) i 
(b) negatively, it was absent in the text used in 
Carthage, Alexandria, Caesarea and Antioch half a 
century later. Since "A" has more affinity with 
Lk than with Jn, it is possible to assume Rome c.s 
the most likely place of its origin126 
. Farmer, however, contends that lithe ·text 
tradi tion for [i tsJ concl usion, unlike that for omission, 
cannot be traced to any particular ecclesiastical 
centre or geographical locale, nor to any singular 
type or textual group". His objection against Rome 
or any other provenance is based on Streeter's own 
acknowledgment that the Church of that time had no 
centralized organization to enforce the acceptance 
of a (controversial) text (cf. vv.17,18) over such 
'd ' 1 127 a W1 e C1rc e . We will be able to resolve this 
problem satisfactorily only when we can decide whether 
the insertion of "A" was a deliberate act in response 
to a felt need or whether it found casual entry into 
the text. Suffice for the present ·to favour Farmer's 
opinion rather than that of Streeter. 
-461 .... 
There is no consensus amcmg scholars 
as to whether vv. 9-- 20 form an independent composition 
or not. Zahn's hypothesis that it originally 
belonged to a larger whole has already been mentioned128 • 
We have also discussed the stylistic and structural 
features y';L~=a-.vi£ the main body of the Gospel. We 
may now in principle conclude with Warfield: liThe 
combined force of external and internal evidence 
excludes this section from a place in Mark's Gospel 
quite independently of the critic's ability to account 
for the unfinished look of Mark's Gospel as it is 
left, or for the origin of this section itself. 
The nature of the matter included in them, and the 
way they are fitted to the Gospel, seem, however, 
to forbid the supposition tha-t these verses were 
composed for this place by any scribe ••• They 
seem to be a fragment rather, adopted from some 
other writing and roughly fitted on to the end of 
M- k,,129 .ar • Streeter labels this pericope as "a 
catechetical SUffil1ary" which was not "originally 
intended to heal a wound in the text of Mark". 
He explains the expanded form in W in terms of this 
<;lbridged nature of the document which lends itself 
t . 130 o expanslon 
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However, none of those who hold "A" to 
be spurious 11as provided a satisfactory explanation 
as to how -this peri cope got appended to the Gospel 
of Mark in such an infelicitous manner. When we 
consider the next problem that remains to be discussed 
we will reali.se that this Gospel was first exposed 
to the public in a mutilated form. It was then 
natural that the absence of a Resurrection account 
when compared to -the ot_her Gospels would be seriously 
felt by the Christians. The first scribe who 
attempted to make good this loss would have collected 
as much information as he could from other sources 
and entered the present pericope as a summary of 
such tradition at the end of the Gospel. As in 
the case of many other ancient glosses, this gloss 
too got copied by subsequent scribes. The fact 
that some of the ancient au-thori ties exhibit an 
awareness of the secondary nature of this passage 
while others trea-t it as part of the text, suggests 
that some scribes had overlooked or ignored the 
scholium or demarcating space accompanying this gloss 
. th' J 131 1n e1r exemp_ar • This hypothesis alone will 
reconcile the different MS traditions pertaining to 
the Lon;r Conclusion and the Intrinsic Probability 
we have considered. The Shorter Conclusion came 
to be composed only in regions where the tradition 
of the Lon;r Conclusion was absolutely unknown. 
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The supporters of the nonauthenticity 
of "N' are broadly agreed about the date of its 
first entry into the text: e.g. Warfield (AD 100-
130)132, C.S.C. Williams (AD 100_125)133. The 
copying of "A" after "B" or "B" after "A" must be 
considered as a secondary stage in the transmission 
of the interp:Jlated -texts. Hort says: "Its author-
ship and its precise date must remain unknown: it 
is however apparently older than the time when the 
. 1 11' d,,134 Canonlcal Gospe s were genera. y recelve • 
This seems to be the most realistic approach to the 
bl f h d t f th L C 1 . 135 pro em 0 tea e 0 e ong onc USJ_on • 
(c) 'rhere is only one more problem to be discussed 
in our exploration of the Conclusion of Mk: What 
was the :fate of the Second Gos.Rel as i t_lefU t§. 
author's hands? 
----------
At the very beginning we mentionea 
two possibilities: (i) The author was prevented 
from completing the Gospel, and so the Gospel had 
to be released as it was; or (ii) the Gospel 
accidentally lost a leaf at so early a date that 
the loss could not be made good from any source. 
Both these possibilities are equally tenable, and 
until some new evidence is forthcoming, we will 
have to keep an open mind about them._ 
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(i) Even in rnodern times there is an element 
of uncertainty abou·t the spcm of human existence. 
One can never be dogma·tic about what happened to 
an individual in the distant past so long as firm 
evidence is lacking. It may be that sudden illness 
or even death would have prevented the Evangelist 
from completing the job he had undertaken. When 
we remember Jche long-standing tradition about the 
fate of S·t. Paul and SJc • Peter (with both of whcm 
Mark was so intimately associated) during the 
Neronian persecution, due weight has to be given to 
the p::>ssibility of an abrupt termination in the 
composition of the Gospel caused by the sudden 
d th f th E I , t136 ea 0 e vange 1S • 
(ii) In times of persecution not only Christian 
persons, but their property also is in real danger. 
It is possible that the last p::>rtion of the papyrus 
roll which contained the original autograph suffered 
mutilation either through religious persecution, or 
through some accident before it could be duplicated137 • 
Of course, it could be argued that if that was the 
case, the loss could have been rectified by the 
au·thor. But who knows what happened to the author 
himself? Since this p~oblem involves a phenomenon 
that is unique to this book in the whole Bible, 
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vrit110nt visua.lizing som3 extra·-ordinary circumstance, 
it is difficult to explain the total disappearance 
of the disputed passage from such a wide range of 
t t 1 t d · t' 138 ex-ua ra l' lons • 'rhis is particularly striking 
because of the wide popularity that this Gospel 
enjoyed during the first century and a half. It is 
true that its popular appeal did wane for a while, 
139 but that was a much later development • The fact 
that Mk got copied by Matthew and Luke is sufficient 
proof for its early popularity. It is also amazing 
that it has survived at all despite the arrival of 
Mt and Lk140. 
What are the results of this long 
investigation? They may now be summarised: 
(i) Neither the Long Conclusion "A" nor 
the Shorter Conclusion "B" has any claim to 
originali·ty. N::>r does the Short Conclusion "C" 
ending at 16:8 conform to the original design of 
Mark., 
(ii) The apparently mutilated form of the 
original Gospel was accidental. 
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(iii) Both "A" and "BII are of very early 
origin and both go back to ap:::>stolic traditions. 
Both originated without reference to each other: 
the very eKistence of the latter confirms the 
spuriousness of the former. Both were designed to 
fill a lacuna, having been originally written as 
glosses. Their basic difference lies in their 
len;rths and in the \vay in which they serve their 
purpose as Resurrection narratives. 
context well despite its extreme brevity; the 
intrinsic evidence betrays its alien origin, while 
it does not provide a smooth connexion with v.8. 
But IIAII betrays its alien nature all -too soon: 
it does not tally with 16:1~8 at all and contains 
material belonging to various strata of early 
Christian traditions, part of which can be identified 
as apocryphal (vv.17,18). 
(iv) Critical editors and translators of 
the N.T. have a great responsibility to educate 
the readers on the unavoidable fac-ts about Mk. 
These two concluding sections should be clearly 
demarcated from the rest of the Gospel with appro-
priate footnotes. Their relative sequence is 
immaterial. The way in which the NEB treats 
t1 . ] h t b d . d 14l - lese perlcopes _eaves ~lC 0 e eSlrB • 
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(v) A critical study of the last chapter of 
Mk enables us to have a proper perspective about the 
Can::>n of the Scriptures. To quote Metzger, "Since 
Mack was not responsible for the composition of the 
last twelve verses of the generally current form of 
his Gospel, and since they undoubtedly had been 
attached to the Gospel before the Church iecognized 
the fourfold Gospels as canonical, it follows that 
the New Testament contains not four but five evangelic 
accounts of events subsequent to the Resurrection 
of Christ ll142 . The age-old controversy in the 
Church between tradition and Scripture in relation 
,to the faith of the Church should be viewed in the 
light of the insight about the Canon ,that the con-
elusion of Mk provides. If the Church is to treat 
16:17,18 as inspired Scripture it would only help 
create intellectual confusion. If however, 
Christians are made to understand the deutero-
canonical nature of the present pericop8s it could 
perhaps be the first step towards appreciating the 
so-called 'deu'tero-canonical' Scriptures and would 
thus pave the way for greater ecumenical understanding. 
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III. 
c. Lk 9:54-56: The Refusal of a Samaritan 
Village to Receive Jesus 
Disputed words: 
A v.54: 
B v.55: 
C v.56: 
" kd.t 
t- \ ..... ()LOS IOU 
, , , , 
cU D 0 w7T w y enTo),. tG'c/..t I 
External Evidence: 
(i) 
ings from 
54 'aUToU5 1"5.75 t'{ B L ::: 700' 12H it·u,.e.l vg syrc " cop~" bn arm g('o 
Jerome Cyril /1 at'TOV5 W5 1(0.1 '1L\La5 f7rOL7]eTEV A. C D l( W X .1 e II 'It 
f1 f13 283356.) 700"'< (892 omit Kat) 1000 1010 1071 10i!) 1105 1216 12:)0 1242 
1253 13H 1365 1546 1646 2143 2174 B1Jz Left 1"··m.""', .... ll07'.m it,.b.c.d.I.Q.,1 
syrP. h•p • 1 cop""m" goth eth :\Iarcioll Diate,s!uon'" .~mbro~ia;;ter Basil 
Gaudentius Chrysostom :\ll~llstine ,\ntiochu" 
. 55-56 aUToi.'5. p'5,7. ~ .~ BeL W X ~:::: 2>; :):) .)t).) 892 1000 1010 
1071 (t2H aL'Tov5) itl Lfcl syr' cop"''''' eth Ba.sil Cyril-.T"rusalem Jerome II 
aUToLs. 1(0.1 E[7rEV, OUK orGan 7rOLOV 7rVEL'pa.rlY> feTTE. D 11""'" €eTTE VpE(5) itd 
geo U aUToLs. Kat EL-rrev, Ot'l( OlGan oLov 7rVEl'paTOS ieTTE IlpEtS: 5G 0 'Yap 
UtOS TOU a.v(JpW7rOV Ot'K r,MEV if;uxos afJ(JPW7rWV a7rO'\feTaL u'\Aa eTweTaL. 
K II 'It lOi9 1242 1516 (13G.'i 7[,OLOV' 12148 7roioll (Jlul ·iA80.!V) ((1 I",m 7rOLOli 
and omit 'Yap) If--) J" 11!J5 Olldt VPELS 11IId 'Yap) (12:30 12.'i~ 13~4 lG46 o/JIit 
~Jl{is and 'Yap awl read a.1fOKTELI'aL for a.7rOAEO'aL) (~17-l 7rOLou ... nlllii VJlEL~ 
and 'Yap) (iOO 1210 rroiov .. olllit Vl1ll~ Illld 'Yap alld rmc! a.rroHl!vaL for 
a.7rOAfcraL) fly: [7tl.l,jSIIl.3JL.~')'t~,,"l.!).'iO.t.=)19.!tH:? {[Unt ";roioUJ it(,'l (ita.h.t l olllit 'Yap, it" 
omit uv()pW7rWV, it''''· .. vg nil/it 'Yap IIl1d a.vOpwrrwv) ~Yl'·'·p·h COphn"''' (goth 
omit uJlELS and a.v()pW7rWV) urrn :\Iarcion DiatE'$';'lfOn .\rnhrose Epiphanills 
Antiochus 
The absence of the entire group of read-
45 75 s mss p I B}{ L =.: 1 28 71 157 Syr Vg cop 
Cyr is a factor not to be lightly ignored. 
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(ii) At the same time they are found as a 
whole in @ 1242 fl f13 and most other Greek MSS, 
most Latin Versions including Vgmss and the best of 
the Old Latins, in syrc,p,h, Marcion and possibly 
the Diatessaron. 
(iii) The reading [BJ as such, attested by the 
two sides of Codex Bezae and the Georgian Version 
alone, does not seem tc represent the actual state 
of affairs of this partion of the text in the original. 
(i v) But for this deviation and a few sty-
listic variations of a minor nature, lithe distribution 
of documents is virtually the same" in respect of 
and [c] I, thus be'traying a solidarity of origin. 
[nl 
, . 
(v) Patristic evidence, though rather meagre 
on either side, is more in favour of the retention of 
th ,. d 2 e lTllSslng wor s • 
(vi) J\To doubt the omissions go back to the 
second century; but as early as that date we also 
find evidence for the existence of the readings in 
some MSS. 
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Thus the External Evidence is not 
decisive except that it offers a hint that the last 
two readings are most likely ·to stand or fall 
3 together . From the last-mentioned point it \\Tould 
appear that our choice has to be between a theory of 
parallel tradition and that of deliberate suppression. 
In the following discussions we will treat [AJ as a 
special case as dis·tinct from [B] and [e]. 
Jrane..criptional Probability 
(i) Po~s;Lbi.1i ti§.s._ of ~!lserJ~ . ion 
In comparison ~/ith Lk.22:1+3f and 23:3)+a, 
this passage (i.e. [BJ and [c] ) has less to do with 
religious sentimentality, although it adumbrates a 
dominical ·teaching of great value. Yet it is 
amazing that when compared to many of the better 
known teachin;rs of our Lord this passage should 
have been subjected to so much scribal manipulation. 
(a) On the assumption that the short text was the 
original, von Soden regarded rratian (It responsible 
for the additions4. But his evidence for Tatian 
is the Arabic Version of the Diatessaron, which is 
known to have been influenced by the Peshitta5 . 
And one cannot be sure as to whether Tatian's 
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Diatessaron read all the three pieces of additional 
text. Even if i·t did, we have no means of testing 
how far it was influential outside Syria so as to 
give rise to such a wide range of witnesses for the 
1 d ' 6 _ong rea .lng • 
(b) Harris suspects Harcioni te influence .1 b~hind\' 
the ·three additional readings. In his view, the 
first addition was "just the gloss for a Harcionite 
exegete to have made since it kept before the reader's 
mind one of ·the main p:>ints of the system of Marcion. 
As for the addition of the remaining p:>rtion, since 
lithe disciples were acting as though they belonged 
to the Just God rather than to the good God", it \vas 
also an effective tool for Marcionite propaganda 
7 
against the D.T. • Lagrange, hm,rever, thinks that 
such influence, if a·t all plausible, would be con-
fined to ·the first two parts, and not to the third 
and adds;"mais Tertullien ne Ie dit pas expressement; 
encore moins lui reproche - t-il d'avoir ajoute ces 
"', " m~ts. De sorte qU'on heslte ales reconnaitre 
dd " ~ 8 comme une a 1 tlon (..<e son cru II • 
Further, as Ross p:>ints out, the short 
passage which speaks of the request of James and 
9 John would have sufficed Marcion's purfOse • 
Both the above hYIY)theses reveal a tendency to 
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ascribe any pa~3sage involving a controversial topic 
to either Tatian or Marcion. Our study of the 
various passages where such suspicion has been 
expressed shows that t.he influence of these two 
'heretics' in the matter of Scriptural emendation 
has been marginal. These theories need be considered 
seriously only in the absence of other satisfactory 
explanations. 
(c) Easton, on the other hand, holds that the 
'additions' are likely ·to be "an early (Marcionite?) 
gloss to relieve the brevity of the narrative lllO • 
It is pertinent to ask here why the 
narrative is so brief and abrupt particularly towards 
the end of the pericope. That this is not in 
keeping with Luke's style will be shown below. 
Further, Easton's view is based on too subjective a 
premise because he suspects the second clause par-
ticularly on account of its "humanistic ll use of the 
term "Son of Man". This can at once be refuted by 
poin·ting to the numerous instances in the Gospels 
where the term is used as a subs·ti tute for the 
first person singular as in Mk 2:28 •• 
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(d) Leaney and Cairdll maintain that the 'inter-
polation' is an attempt to improve the story by 
rounding it off with a telling saying of the Lord. 
The same vimv is expressed in a m:Jre convincing 
12 
manner by lJ. Knox IISuch stories as this usually 
reach their climax in a saying of Jesus ll • Therefore, 
he argues, various MSS undertook to supply what was 
felt to be a deficiency. 
These views have been questioned by 
Ross on the following ground: "It was not usual 
for second century copyists to take such pains to 
improve the literary effects of the Gospelslll 3 
In Ross's opinion such scribal activity was a later 
development. But his argument is defective due to 
three reasons: First, our study of the "Greater 
Interpolations" as a whole will reveal that some of 
them give clear evidence of scribal insertion from 
floating tradition as early as the second century. 
Secondly, this is n:Jt really a case of mere literary 
improvement as Ross thinks. It was not uncommon 
for scribes to note in the margin of their Gospel 
texts a memorable saying of Jesus or some other 
relevant matter taken from a parallel context. 
This was indeed a crude and primitive counterpart of 
the modern sys"tem of cross--references. Many of our 
textual difficulties have arisen on account of the 
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confusing of such well-meaning glosses as part of 
the genuine text by la'cer scribes. Thirdly, as a 
matter of fact, ch.9 itself yields no less than 
three examples in support of Knox's contention: 
vv.48,50,62, cf. on 12:21. 
Having said this, I should think that 
the theory of Knox et al could be turned into an 
argument for retaining the saying in 55,56 on account 
of its conformity to Luke's method of organizinr;.r his 
material (vide infra). 
(e) Loisy regards the passage in question as a . 
gloss. In particular v.56 is thought to be derived 
, 
from 19:10: "Cette derniere partie de la glose est 
... 
imitee d'ail1eurs (xix:lO), et le tout est conforrne 
" "" a la pensee du narrateur, qui opp:)se implicitement 
l'esprit de l'Evangile, charite et misericorde, ~ 
l' esprit d' Elie, jus·tice et terreur; mais I' anti th'ese 
-" , 
exprimee donne a 1 'incident une imp:)rtance que 
" /' 14 l'evangeliste ne semble pas y avoir voulu mettre ll • 
This is only a modified form of the 
hypothesis of 'harmonization' suggested by Kilpatrick. 
He also adds: liThe phrasing of v.54 may have en-
couraged the interp:)lation"15 • 
Ross argues against these theories based 
on the resemblance between v. 56 and 19: 10 (cf. In 3: 17) 
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because they do not satisfactorily explain the other 
'additions' at 54 and 55. In fact the similarity 
noted is only in substance and not in words. 
Harmonization 11as, of course I to do with parallel 
pericop2s which, while not being identical in every 
respect, become:" suspect if perfect or near·-perfect 
identi ty is cietected in byo corresponding passages. 
But here the pericopes cited are not parallel. 
And if the interest of a copyist was in assimilation, 
he would naturally have copied it in the text from 
the parallel passage. The theory of a gloss in 
imi tation of ano·ther passage has apparently more 
validity; but even that is not adequate because of 
the defect just mentioned. Ross further argues 
against the possibility of interpolation at v.56 on 
the ground that ·the title 'Son of Man' would be out 
f f h ' d t ' t l6 o' . as lon to a secon cen ury COpylS • This is 
really to misjudge the psychology of an interpolating 
scribe: when he inserts something in imi ta·tion of 
another passage he does so on the assurnpt.ionthat 
he is copying Scripture; so if he is tolerant of all 
other passages where the term 'Son of Man' occurs, 
he could be expected to be tolerant of it even with 
regard to an interpolation. 
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(a) Accidental omission: Since the constituent 
parts of the passage under discussion do not exhibit 
the Siline type of textual history, this consideration 
cannot be applied uniformly to all the three parts. 
However, Godet's suggestion of homoeoar.9j::oQ in 
respect of (55) and 
as a p~ssible cause of omission is to be viewed with 
great favour, especially because none of the ocller 
explanations for the shorter readings seems to be 
satisfactory17. If this suggestion is acceptable, 
:the :vaJ:;'iation concerning the reference to Elijah 
in v. 54 could be easily dismi:3sed as a gloss which 
strayed into the text. 
(b) Fear of misuse by the Marcionites: cf. Zahn: 
"From fear that they might be utilised by the 
Marcionites, the disputed words in vv.54,55 were 
struck out, the former by some ... the latter by AC 
etc., both by still others ..• 1I18 • Blass shows a 
readiness here to depart from his two-recension 
theory with regard to Luke's Gospel and to subscribe 
t th ' , 19 o lS Vlew· 
Ross, however, points out that this 
theory which is based on Tertullian's 'Adversus 
Marcionem ' iv.23 cannot be sustained because, 
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although Tertullian refers to Marcion's use of 
this portion of Lk to contrast the O.T. God of 
Elijah with the gentleness of Christ, "It is not •.• 
clear from Tertullian that Marcion used the longer 
version. The shorter form would have been adequate 
for Marcion's purposes". Blass's statement is also 
apt here: "It is a probable and almost necessary 
inference that Tertullian was not aware of any 
authoritative textual reasons for rejecting the 
20 pl'lrases on which Marcion laid stress" • 
(c) Abbott suggests that omission could have been 
effected on account of the contradiction of the 
passage with In 7:39 ('as yet the Spirit had not 
b . I) 21 sen glven • 
As long as mutually irreconcilable refe-
rences which do not betray any scribal interference 
exist in the N.T., this type of explanation is very 
inadequate. How would one reconcile the bequeath-
ing of the Spirit in In 20:22 (before the Ascension) 
with the great event of the descent of the Spirit in 
Ac 2? (Also In 3:16 cf. 1 In 2:15; 5:19; cf. Mk 14:21). 
Further, there are several references in Lk~Ac where 
does not stand for the Holy 
Spirit. If a scribe was unable to distinguish 
between the Holy Spirit and the sense in which the 
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\Vord is use d in the prese nt context, how could he 
be expected to recognize -the use of the word in all 
the other contexts? . ( vide infra ) . 
(d ) Van Oosterzee ' s theory with regard to the pos-
sible omissions of [A] on the one hand, and [BJ [cJ 
on the otheS is as follows: First , he thinks that 
[A] might have been omitted on account of its 
derogatory reference to Elijah. 
This suggestion reveals a , naIve assump-
tion that in the eyes of a scribe a derogatory 
reference to Elijah was more offensive than such a 
reference to -the Apostles~22 Ross's alternative 
suggestion, making the theory applicable to -the 
disciples 23 , is equally to be rejected for the 
simple reason that there are apparently more offen-
sive references in the Gospels which are derogatory 
either to our Lord (In 8:4 ) or to the disciples 
(cf. the behaviour of the disciples at the time of 
the Agony in Gethsemane and a-t the arrest of Jesus; 
cf. also Peter ' s Denial ) . 
Van Oosterzee ' s suggestion with regard 
to the latter 'portion of the passage is that it might 
have beeri deleted in the interest of sus ta i n i n g zea~ -
i n the Churc h !s fi g ht a gain s t h e resy24 In my 
opinion this seems to imply that -the very spirit 
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, ' C , 
of O.T. times which the author wanted to discoura~e 
was still lurking in the midst of the early Church! 
(e) Graefe, despite his favourable disposition 
towards Blass's view cited above, COITUnents as follows: 
IIDa j ec10ch die v(orkCirzte Lesart zahlreiche ural te 
Zeugen hat, so kann mann zugeben, dass Lukas selbst 
aus RL1Cksichten auf -Uberfltissigen Anstoss bei seinen 
Lesern in der zweiten Auflage die Ktirzungen vornahm, 
welche nun Tischendorf acceptiert hat,,25. AbCott's 
posi tion is also favourable to the bvo-recension 
theory regarding Lk. He thinks that the variants 
have arisen here due to scribal attitudes with regard-
to the -three constituent parts of the disputed pas-
sage: 'On the hypothesis of two editions we can 
well understand that the most conservative scribes 
would exclude all the three additional clauses of 
the later edition. Less conservative scribes would 
say as to the first clause, "At all events, the words 
'as also Elijah did' represents a fact which none can 
dispute. 26 'rhat may pass II • 
The textual evidence strongly suggests 
that the three readings concerned should not be 
treated with the same measuring rod. Graefe and 
AbCo-tt have overlooked this aspect of the case. 
Since the scholarly world has not reacted favourably 
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to the hypothesis of two recensions as regards the 
third Go s p e l, it is more advisable to seek other 
solutions which would satisfy not only the present 
case, but also the whole phenomenon of the ' Greater 
Interpolations' • 
l Prim~ facie one would tend to assume . ~ 
that ' tn.ere i s no appar e n·t reason for the omission 
. if the verse was part of the original text. _ " 
Such h e lplessness need, however, be expressed only 
if we reject the possibility of accidental omission. 
But if we do tha~then the only alternative we are 
left with to explain the variant readings is the 
hypothesis of an extra- canonical parallel tradition 
tha·t existed in the second century when the canonicity 
of the Gospels had not become solidified. Abbott ' s 
view regarding the variant readings mentioned earlier 
becomes relevant here. We could make it applicable 
to the scribal attitude towards this parallel tradition 
wi thout subscribing -to Abbott ' s theory of two recen-
sions. We would certainly be right in assuming with 
Abbott that in the case of this Scripture passage} 
scribes did exercise some discretion in inserting 
or rejecting portions according to their instincts. 
Hence the variety of re a dings found in the MSS. 
The judgments of two emi.nent scholars 
support ·the position we have arrived at. Resch 
I 
, 
, 
, 
I I 
v'JTites: "Denn diese Worte sind sicherlich echt 
und den synoptischen Jesusreden durch~aus congenial. 
Ihre Uberlieferung geht bis auf den Arche-typus des 
Cod. D zur1'.tck. Denn das Zusammentreffen des 
altsyrischen und des altlateinischen Textes WGist 
mit Bestimtheit auf diese Quelle hin. Und wenn der 
uns vorliegende griechische Text des Cod. D nur die 
->/ r / - / I' 
O{{Jc< T~ 7TolOU I/;J e U A-Id TM t6,«(;' Worte bietet: I / 
so ist die Weglassung der folgenden Worte, welch 
durch die syrischen und lateinischen Trabanten des 
Cod. D beglaubigt sind, auf das Canto der Abschreiber 
zu set zen durch deren H~nde der Codex im Laufe von 
mehreren hundert Jahren hindurchgegangen istll. 
Resch is here referring to the IIAussercanonische 
Schrif'tfragmente II which lay behind the archetype of 
Codex Bezae, the Old Latins and the Old Syriac and 
which have given rise to the variant readings in 
27 
our N. '1'. 
C.H. Dodd makes the following observation 
on the dominical nature of this passage: IIIn all 
probability it entered the text (at whatever stage) 
from floating tradition, and is authentic evidence 
for the text and the contents of the latter". He 
justifies this statement by comparing this passage 
to .In 12: 47 : IIThere is a striking agreement between 
the passages in form, and, broadly in purp')rt, in 
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spite of verbal differences. '1'he alternation 
between 'Son of Man' and the first person singular 
is too COIT@on in the Gospels to need illustration. 
The form of pronouncement, with the 
/.t infini ti ve of purpose or an equivalent II L yc~ -
clause is one of the most widely established forms 
in which the sayings of Jesus were transmit-ted II 
The opinions of -these scholars were 
cited in order to show that if the readings [BJ 
and [cJ did not originally belong to the Third 
Gospel then we can still rest assured that they go 
I 
back to the earliest Christian traditions. Our 
decision as to their Lukan authorship will depend 
upon our evaluation of the Intrinsic Probability 
over against the other pieces of evidence we have 
considered. Ross's analysis of these three readings 
has shown that whereas the balance of probabilities 
is decidedly in favour of [BJ and [c], the case of 
[AJ presents a different picture: "There seems no 
compelling reason either for accepting or rejecting 
1::he words of fA] . Either their omission or their 
29 
insertion can be readily explained II· At the 
same time, he seems to favour the explanation of 
its existence in the Gospel in terms of an early 
gloss which was confused for the text by later 
scribes. In my Judgment -this would be the most 
sat.isfying solut1on to the divergent ,MS tr adi tions 
exhiblted by this tiny piece of 'text. 
Il)tTiDJ?ig PrQr2'l2iLi'~ 
Our discussion so far has highlighted 
the dilemma in which scholars find themselves in 
handling Lk 9:54-56. On the one hand/there is COffi-
pelling textual evidence to suggest an extraneous 
origin for part or 'Illhole of this text. On the 
other, there are serious intrinsic con~iderations 
which might lead to the opposite conclusion. 
to the lattertha-t we must now turn. 
Reference has already been made to 
It is 
J. Knox's suggestion with regard to the absence of 
a proper climax for the present episode. I-t is 
significant to note the purpose of Luke's presen-
tation of the story in this particular context. 
Nei-ther the refusal of the Samaritans to welcome 
Jesus, nor the rashness of the sons of Zebedee can 
claim to bathe central theme of the narrative. 
Luke's sympathy for the Samaritans (cf. 10:30£f; 
l7:1lff) is only too well known. He is also more 
favourably inclined towards the disciples of Jesus 
than Mark or Matthew (cf. His omission of the nick-
name Boanerges, Mk 3:17; his deliberate omission 
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of Jesus' rebuke of Peter, l~ 8:33. Also, Mk 9:6; 
Mt 17:6 cf. Lk 9:33: MJ<. 14:37f, 40; Mt 26:40f, 43 
cf. Lk 22:45f; see Lk 22:28ff). At the same time, 
when there is a saying of Jesus to be highlighted, 
Luke does not spare the disciples, as in the case 
of their dispute about greatness (22:24£f): but he 
so treats the story as to make the minimal reference 
to their dispute, then proceeds to mention Jesus' 
statement about their share in his 7r(;(td. 6/"Dl 
and closes . ; the episode with a reference to their 
future greatness. The moral of the anecdote relating 
to the Samaritan village lies in the contrast between 
the spiri·t of Elijah (the spirit of revenge) and the 
spirit that should permeate the personality of Jesus' 
followers. Luke is not in the habit of leaving a 
moral unexpressed, although it is now only too 
obvious to those who are deep-rooted in Christianity. 
A comparison of this narrative with the other pericopes 
in the rest of ·the chapter beginning with the argument 
about greatness (vv.46ff) shows that in every case 
the ·theme is' some aspect of discipleship, and the 
moral is expressly stated at the end (vv.48c, SOb, 
62) . (This section on discipleship is an arljunct 
to Jesus' sublime conception of His mission in terms 
of service and self-sacrifice). On the analogy of 
the above pat'tern it is difficult to imagine how 
I 
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Luke could end the present anecdote on such an 
abrupt note of rebuke followed by areferenc(C) ·to 
the departure of Jesus and His disciples to another 
village. R.A. Knox aptly says: liThe suggest.ion 
that verses 55 and 56 ought to run simply 'BrIt he 
turned and rebuked them; and so they passed to 
another village' is grotesque. Literary considerations 
here are decisive; the anecdote so read, is not an 
anecdotej if ·there had be(-::m no record of what our 
Lord §.aid, the story would not have been told at all II! 
~ I 
It is true that the use of (. 7T t.. Tllie/, W 
without a qualifying reference to the content of the 
rebuke is idioma·tj.c Greek: (cf. Mt 17:18; 19:13; 
Lk 9:42; 18:15j Mk 10:13. This is no·t the only 
occasion according to Luke where ,Jesus rebukes the 
• I 
disciples (cf. 9:41). Although the word e.JTIT~l{dW 
is not used there, the language is that of stern 
rebuke. So unlike the former contexts vlhere the 
content of the rebuke was not required, at 9:41 the 
words of rebuke are expressly stated. Similarly 
in the present situation it would be surprising if 
Jesus' words of stern rebuke remain unexpressed. 
SO [BJ can be identified as the actual words of 
rebuke and rc] as the climax of the narrative 
embodying the moral of the s·tory in Jesus' own vmrds. 
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Thus i"t is not simply a ques tion of stylistic 
considerat ion; it is the whole point of telling the 
story that is decisive he re. 
Montefiore 's comme nt on this passage is 
pertinent h ere : After observing "that "these ,words 
are in accordance with the essence of the Gospel of 
J e sus he goes on to add that in Lk, IIJ"esus is con-
I 
stantly brought into comparison with Elijah. He 
outdoes Elijah 's miracles ... Nor can we deny tha"t 
the spirit of Luke ix.55, with its exemplification 
of vi.29 (sc. turning the other cheek), is higher 
' 31 
and nobler than the spirit of 2 Kings 1.10- 12"" 
There is indeed no reason to doubt the dominical 
nature of the saying here. 
33 
32 
Scholars such as Zahn 
Salmon I Durn..rne low, Gore, Lagrange et al are of 
opinion that even if it has to be rejected oh tex-
tual grounds, it was very well invented. Jeremias 
considers Cc] as non- g e nuine, but " _: constructed 
by Luke out of the concluding saying in Lk 6:9 with 
the ' Son of Man' added to give it greater s olemnity 
But it is difficult to see why this would have been 
3~ 
ne cessary s ince we have seve ral exampl es of domini cal 
sayings which carry the same ti"tle to represent the 
first person singular. Ross aptly a sserts that if 
Jeremias is right "it is a chacacteristic pi e ce of 
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Lukan artistry". In any case, so long as Lukan 
authorship is not questioned our line of argument 
would remain secure. 
With regard to [BJ, Ross has expressed 
some doubt because it is not clear whether it is a 
statement or a question. But this is not at all ,-SO 
serious as he makes out. The meaning is 
clear - the '.vords are meant to condemn the spirit of 
vengeance. Ross's remark that "Such a deliberate 
interpolator would have made his point, whatever it 
was, rather more clearly", seems to be beside the 
point. This saying has mainly to do with Luke's use 
of the word 7T Y tJ)/-1d.. Of course, his references 
to the Holy Spirit in Lk-Ac are too numerous to deserve 
mention. But he also uses the word to refer to an 
evil spirit (Lk 11:24; Ac 19:11£f). Other uses 
occur at 1: 17, 'Spirit of Elij ah', Ac 18: 25, 'fervent 
in spirit', 23:9 'a spirit or an angel' cf. Lk 24~37,39.-
(apparition) • Therefore there is no reason why the 
author should not have used it in -the sense of 'dis-
" 35 poSJ_ tlon' in -the present context. The disposj,-tion 
to seek revenge is contrasted here with the 'inner 
life' of the disciple of Jesus. 
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Conclusion 
-~------
Thus the Intrinsic Probability confirms 
what the MS evidence had already p'Jinted to, viz. 
CB-1 - J that and r C are inextricably linked together in 
- ...! c_ 
the original work of Luke. Lagrange is ignoring 
the textual evidence when he says: ilLes trois incises 
, 
sont solidaires, car la premiere exigeait une expli-
~ , 
cation de Jesus, d'abord opposant son esprit a celui 
'" 3 des disciples, puis expliquant quel il etait"- • 
Hort's surmise that "the two latter clauses were 
37 ' 
inserted first, and then the addition to v.54" 
while not conforming -to my contention, does throw 
light on the separate case histories of the first 
and second parts of this passage. Godet, on the 
\ 
contrary, thinks that the addition to v.56 was the 
first to enter the stage in the form of a gloss and 
then the p:cevious t,ito Metzger considers all the 
three clauses as "glosses derived from some extraneous 
39 
source, written or oral"- In my judgment, elirni-
nation of [AJ as a gloss, and retention of the other 
two as essential j_ngredients j ustj.fying the £0-i§"9n 
d~§.tre of the en-tire pericope would be a fair balancing 
of the External Evidence against the Internal 
Evidence. It may ""ell be that the scribes who 
rejected LA] were exercising their sense of dis-
cretion in view of the several favourable references 
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to Elij all at 9: ~1, 'vii:1en confronted with the ex-tra-
canonical source which contained such a reference. 
IHort, Notes 2 , p.60. 
2, -,'1' t Z'h (G-r ITI 51) C] t f Al d' l\CCorc).J.ng 0 '-JB n :JK _ I p. _, _emen - 0 exan rla 
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Marcion, Beilage IV, p.185,n. 
4Schriften des NT, I, p.798. 
5 Lagrange, Luc, ad.loc. 
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22 Cf, Ross, loc.cit. 
23 Loc.cit. 
24 Cf. Ross, loc.cit. 
25 L 't oc.c). • 
26 r 't ,-,oc. C .l • 
27 
- Tu XV (1895), pp.170- 71. 
2 8 
- - Hi s t.orlcal Tradition in the Fourth Gospel, pp.355- 6. 
1 ~9 
I.;Oc.cit. 
,3 0 
Cf . Ross, loc.cit. B. Reicke GStEv 1 (=TU 73 1959 ), 
pp.206- 16J i s justified in linking this e pi s ode and 
·that of Martha and Ma ry with the Si tz im L8be n of 
the early Church, po s sibly a-t Antioch, whe re "i t \-ra s 
valuable to recollect ,,-[hat the Lord h a d done and said 
j. n situations -tha·t corresponde d to tho se in which 
Christian ministe rs a nd missionaries found 't h e mselve s II. 
(p . 2l5 ) . liThe story app ears to h a ve been told for 
the i r s ake , the point h 9ingtha t s uch a s do not r e ceive 
the mess e nger s of Chr i s i: should not h9 cur s e d II (p. 211 ) ; 
cf. B . W. Ba con, JBL 37 (1918 ), p .24. On the contrary, 
B. Weiss c a t e rgor ica 11y charge s the a uthor with caprice: 
lilt is p ure capx:-ice to tr a n s f e r to thi s jour n e y Cof 
J e sus] the e vents rel a t e d in ,John i v ". (The Life of 
Chr ist (E . T.), iii, p . 160, n . D 
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~he Synoptic Gospels, II, ad.loc. 
3 2 
'GK, II, p . 468. 
civ 
33 
Som::; Thoughts, pp.1SO··Sl. The authors mentioned 
in this connexj_on are after their Commentaries. 
34 
N~ Th801ogy, I, p.263. 
35 
So Selwyn, First Epistle of St. Peter, p.184. 
Critique Textuelle, II, p.66. 
37, 
'l\;otes 2 , p. 60. 
38' Loc.cit. 
39 
- Textual Commentary, p.148; cf. Hort, loc.cit.: 
"There can be Ii ttle doubt tha"t the second and third 
clauses, if not also the first, were derived from 
some extraneous source, wri t"ten or oral II. 
cv 
III 
d • Lk 22: 43 , 44 : ~1e Ministering Angel & the 
Bloody Sweat 
Disputed words: ~)I 1 'I '\ ,) "" :If . ~'. W (J,'i'V /-; r] (' t" ....JV ~I (.,V ,) V , __ v/ "0::.. VI. (~/,Yel\OS 
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External Evidence: 
26 Nestle 1 Greek NT (UBS-) 
im A·PP.1f;tt (vorher in Doppcl- im Apparat 
klall1ll1crn im Text) 
_ 'V~5 ~ 1 A B T \V 107 F /69 P'. 70P'. 211 P'. 1I27P' f syr' sa bo georg Mcion 
Cl Or mss ,puJ Hi! Ath Amb mss Jpud Epiph mss ,pud Hier Cyr JohDamasc 
II Lk. 22,43-44 n,lch Mt. 26,39 f13 II Lk. 22,43--45 a (y'ul ... 
;[C'oott'Zi];) n;tch Mt. 26,39 160 . 6ql~. 70P'. 1117P' II 43-44 tuq.{\lll'J!O UUT(~ 
(i~'Yf/.o; ((;1.' ol'9aYOt' EvLOYt'lIJ" al'To\'. y.at YEVOrtEVO; EV uyUlvi\! fY.TE-
vfoTEgOY ;U)())jl"ZfTo' r.cd l'/£VflO 0 i.')gl;J; U\'TOV (:)(jrl {\gO!tBOI aty-uTO; 
xfnnBu{vul'To; [;[1 TllY 'Y~\' (mit kl.:incrcn Diffcrcnzcn) ~ ';'. b D K LX 
/1::' e IF \II [I 565 700 89Y 1009 10lC 1071 m, 1230 1241 12U 1253 
1344 1365 1546 16462148 2174 J2111'4 ~IIP: a aUf b c d e fP i I q rt 
vg syrc, p. h. p.,! arm acth Ju Ir Hipp Dionys Arius,pud Epiph Eus Hi! 
CacsNaz GrcgN::tZ Did Ps-Dionys Epiph Chr Hicr Aug Thcod 
Leon II 43-44c. ast. vI. ob. !'len' 892.: inmg 1079 1195 1216 born" 
Observations 
(i) It is readily observable that a certain 
degree of suspicion was attached to the passage from 
very early times. The evidence of ~ is particularly 
striking. In this MS we find the passage enclosed 
within brackets and marked with dots which have been 
subsequently deleted. Tischendorf regards this as 
an indication of the authenticity of the passage 
because-of his position that the critical marks had 
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been introduced by the first corrector and were 
later expunged by another corrector. But Hort con-
tradicts this by saying -that lIit is in the highest 
degree improbable that it \·vould be marked for 
deletion by a corrector of late times"l. The evidence 
provided by 5-( , if taken in conjunction with similar 
data found in other Iv1SS, indeed becomes all the more 
strong. 
(ii) Hort and Scrivener call at-tention to the 
presence of asterisks or obeli in some uncials and 
cursives as well as in a few Bohairic MSS and in . 
the margin of syrh , but draw different conclusions 
from it. For Hort this is additional evidence for 
2 the spuriousness of the passage. But Scrivener 
explains it a\vay by the statemen-t: IIthese, however I 
may very well be, and in some copies doubtless are, 
lesson marks for the guidance of such as read the 
divine service ll3 • 
(iii) Hort's inference is further corroborated 
by the shifting position of the verses in some ancient 
authorities which Scrivener himself points out4 
For example, in fam.13, they stand immediately after 
Mt 26: 39; ·the margin of CC follows s1..1_i t 5 • In Cod.547 
they are found (in redder ink/ with a schollon), not 
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only after Mt 26:39, but also in their traditional 
place in Lk 22. Another interesting feature in 
this connexion is the occurrence of this passage in 
Evangelistarion 253 as well as in some Greek lec-
tionaries in the company of In 13: 3--17 in Mt 26 in 
the lessons assigned for -the Holy Heek, the latter 
being found in between vv.20 and 21 and the former 
between vv.39 and 40. Added to this is the fact 
mg that Cod. 346, Cod.13 and Codd.L, Q place the 
Ammonian sections and the number of the Eusebian 
Canons differently from the rest6 • 
(iv) ~ve have often found the attestation of 
s Syr in the company of the best authorities a valuable 
guide. But scholarly opinion is divided on the 
support given by this Version to the omission here: 
While streeter7 finds the presence of the verses in 
SyrC and the Armenian Version sufficient ground for 
suspecting that they have been IIrevised outll in 
Syr S , wellhausen8 thinks that this is a proof of 
their late insertion in Lk. 
(v) With regard to the patristic evidence, 
again, scholarly judgments vary. The margin of 
the Philoxenian Syriac expressly states that the 
passage is not found in the Gospels prevalent in 
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Alexandria and t.hat it is not commented ufJOn by 
Cyril in his 'Homilies on Luke,9. According to 
H t 10 .or _ I Cyril leaves out only these two verses in 
·the midst of a cited portion of text, vv. 39-46. 
Burgon's assertion, "Up1,vards of 40 famous personages 
from every part of the ancient Christendom recognize 
these verses as part of the Gospel, 14 of them being 
as old, some of them being a great older than our 
1 ~ t . t 11. th' 1 f h o 0.8S manuscr1p -s" ,.Lgnores e Sl ence 0 suc 
early \Vi t.nesse:3 as Marcion, Clement, Origen and 
Athanasius. P. Winter's summation that "The balance 
of patristic quotations favours the genuineness of 
the passage,,12, is to be vie\"ed in this light. The 
fact that Hilaryl3, followed by Jeromel4 , expressed 
their awareness of the absence of these verses from 
many Greek and Latin MSS of their day, coupled with 
the silence of both Ambrose and Cyril in respect of 
·these verses is also a warning to us not to form 
has·t.y conclusions based on numbers alone. The 
omission of the reading from p75 B etc. and important 
minuscules and Versions also lends support to this 
t . 15 cau lon • 
On the whole it appears that frolT\ very 
early times we have witnesses both in favour of and 
agains·t this passage in Lk. In fact the External 
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Evidence is so indecisive that there is no unanimity 
among scholars as -to the inference -to be drawn from 
it. Hort says: liThe documentary evidence clearly 
designates the text as an early interpolation adopted 
in eclectic texts ll16 • v. Taylor remarks: "If we 
had to judge this reading by the textual evidence 
alone, we should probably decide in favour of the 
omission of 43f I for the combined witness of .H a, B, 
W, fam.13, SyS, and the second-century Patristic 
writers is very strong ll • But he goes on to add 
that "we should do so with misgivings, for the 
evidence for the passage is also strong and earlyll17. 
Tasker echoes the same judgment when he describes 
the External Evidence as "too finely balanced to 
justify an excision of the passage from the text ll18 • 
lnternal Evidence 
J.);:an.§...cr:bQtiQ.D§.l_!2ro~Clbil i ty 
( i ) 'po.e. s i bi-l i ti e ~L_2X-.-l!l§' e r-t_i 6!! 
There is a tendency in certain circles 
to consider the possibilities of omission as being 
more realistic than those of inser-tion19 • But this 
will be proved to be a baseless assumption as we 
proceed to examine the various arguments. 
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(a) Except for the disputed verses, the Lukan 
counterpart of Mark's account of -the A.gony is 
extremely brief. This has led M. KiddIe to suggest 
that this apparent "deficiency" in -the original 
Lukan narrative might have prompted the insertion20 • 
Moffatt subscribes to the same view when he notes: 
"The passage may have come from the same line of 
oral or written tradition, or may be s:i.iply the 
invention of a later editor. I-t is at any rate 
21 
non-Lukan" • Resch compares the verses to -the 
Peri cope Adulterae and asserts that it is probably 
a non-Lukan fragment of tradition which has floated 
into t_his section of Lk22 • 
In order to substantiate this theory 
we have -to wait until the possibility of Lukan 
authorship of the passage is completely ruled out. 
(b) Moffatt himself has also sugg(.3stedthat "Dogmatic 
reasons Vlould explain alike the omission, or, as is 
more probable, the insertion of the passage". He 
quotes Keirn's view that Luke was dependent upon a 
, "confused Ebionite source" for the eXi1ggerated 
presentation of the human conflict of Jesus' and 
adds that 'others strike out the passage for very 
, '1 ,23 Slml ar reasons • 
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That the present text played a sig-
nificant role in the early Church's conFlict \vith 
those heresies centred around the person of the 
incarnate Christ is to be admitted. But since -the 
MS evidence s}-}ows the existence of both the long and 
short readings from very early times it is difficult 
to claim authenticity for either reading on this 
basis. Dibelius' observation is worth quoting 
here even if it betha-t one cannot fully agree with 
him: "Indeed the textual tradition of xxii 43f is 
divided in such a way •.. that we cannot a-t once deny 
the possible correctness of the view tha-t the 
verses are an interpolation. But what remains 
after their deletion is quite trite, for it has then 
neither the soteriological air of the scene as in 
Mark or Matthew, nor the legendary air of the full 
Lucan text. The Evangelist Luke could not have 
24 
written in this way" • The first part of this 
statement is no doubt in keeping with my own view. 
But his concluding remark is questionable on two 
counts: (a) KiddIe's ar-ticle cited above I which 
we will have occasion to consider in further detail, 
brings out the inescapable fact that Luke's Gospel 
has a much less "soteriological air" about it, 
especially in regard to the Passion narrative. 
This is particularly evident in the way in which he 
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tones dovm the Markan passages which have to do _ wi th 
any allusion to a sense of tragedy or pathos. As 
Tasker observes, IILuke has stripped the Passion 
25 
narrati ve of 1I1ark of its tragic character II • 
(b) Not only Dibelius, but also all who defend the 
genuineness of the present verses fail to take serious 
note of the independence of Luke from Mark at this 
point (vide infra). This independence must neces-
sarily mean that we should examine Luke's account of 
the scene of the Agony through his glasses, and not 
through Mark's or Matthew's, and try to see the 
relevance of its brevity in the context of Lukan 
theology. In other words, we cannot summarily 
reject the short reading on account of its brevity 
as such. 
(ii) £Q.e.e.ibili ties of Omission 
(a) D:Jc-trinal motives: Reference has already been 
made to the Ebionite heresy. An oft-cited reason 
for the omission is the one attributed to Epiphanius 26 • 
According to him, the reading was expunged by the 
orthodox Christians of his day who were off(:mded by 
the reference to the Son of God being ministered to 
by an angel. Scrivener, however, questions this 
evidence arguing that it has reference to the rem::)Val 
of by -the "orthodox" from Lk 19:41, and 
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not to 22:43 / 44
27
. Alford in his turn, has exp.'Jsed 
the erroneous nature of Scrivener's contention by citing 
th 1 t f E · h . . f 11 28 e re evan passage' rom ·p1p.an1us 1n -u : 
¥'>I \ 
C /</, d U u':: 
C:1;'Tf-~/;)C.((.:)L~LS ,ic.:,{t\ /""f.y;J>licJ: T;}/~{{"~'TVtJ(d 
/1 I ,/ i ,! (, 
) '" \ ~,. \ , 
.:::,., -O! }<C<io!. c(t,?c T~;J"5 Taus /c!k/n:{ 
I " 
'lofl 6- or ()) ~ 7/1::. P'l Y E )Jd I I. -- ) ,," ,~ ." r \ ) I / \ \ /\ (:/0 )J ;;<s. (P f:J () (' c) {i (;It dE- eYCC) C: I/,. en> Fo To 
It is clear from this citation that it 
is an allusion to Lk 22:43,44 and not to 19:41. On 
the other hand, Davidson29 shows that there were con-
flicting views in ancient Christendom on the question 
of apportioning blame for the deletion of these verses: 
While Photius ascribed it to -the 'Syrians' 30, Nicon 
and Isaac the Catholic and others laid the same charge 
on the 'Armenians'. It would indeed be unwise to 
form a firm conclusion in this regard in the absence 
of any clear--cut evidence. It may just be that 
Epiphanius \tv-as expressing his own opinion in the matter. 
Hort's objection to the above theory has 
found strong supporters as well as opponents: "Not-
withstanding the random suggestions of rash or 
dishonest handling ·thrown out by controversialists 
there is no tangible evidence for the excision of a 
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su1x3tantial portton of nar.-:cati ve for doctrinal reasons 
at any period of textual history. Moreover, except 
to heretical sects, which exercised no influence over 
the transmitted texts, the language of vv.43f would 
be no sturnbling block in the first and second centuries; 
and to a later time than -this it would be impossible 
to refer the common original of the documents which 
a-ttcst -the omission" 3l . This view is endorsed by 
Metzger: liOn grounds of transcriptional probability 
it is less likely that the verses were deleted in 
several areas of "the Church by "those who felt that 
the account of Jesus overwhelmed with human weakness 
was incompatible with hj.s sharing the divine omnipotence 
of the Father, than that they were added from an early 
source, oral or written, of extra-canonical traditions 
11 32 
concerning the life and passion of Jesus 
J.R. Harris, however, observes: liTo Hort the scribes 
33 
were all angels, as far as theology was concerned" • 
Nevertheless, Lake's criticism seems to be over-
exaggerated. Commenting on Mt 28: 19 and _Mk 16: 16 
he says: "It shows that in doctrinal modifications 
of -the text, which are almost sure to be very early, 
it is vain to ask for much manuscript evidence. 
The actual manuscripts of the gospels are all later 
"than the period when changes of this kind vlere made, 
and the quotations of the Fathers, even when not 
carelessly made, are often obscured by corruptions 
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within their own text, especially owin~ to the ten-
dency of tne scribes and editors to correct patristic 
quotations by the norm of their own Bibles, so that 
quite a small amount of evidence is sufficient to 
establish the claim to consideration of readings 
which are likely to have been obnoxious to early 
doctrine,,34. If this view is taken at its face 
value, then there would be no validity at all for 
patristic evidence for any passage. The f'8.triEtic 
evidence that we have adduced in respect of the 
present text does not all conform to Lake's 
delineation. C. s. C. William's observation, "Today ..• 
Hort's position is in process of being abandoned,,35, 
cannot be taken as the final word in the present 
case even if we do not deny the possibility of 
doctrinal modifications of N.T. texts in the early 
centuries. 
Conybeare lends support to -the theory 
that the omission was caused by the exigencies of 
the ALian controversy of the 4th century. He quotes 
an 8th century Armenian scholar to show that the 
verses had stood in the first translation of the 
N.'J'. into Ar:menian and claims tha-t Doceticism was 
the real cause of their suppression: rfhe absence of 
the passage from so many of the oldest codices proves 
a ';)Teat incurs.lon of Docetic heresy in the Armenian 
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church some time in the sixth and seventh centuries,,36. 
Hort makes some concession to this theory insofar as 
he states: "The sui tabili ty of -these verses for 
quotation in the controversies against Docetic and 
Apollinarist doctrine gives soms weight to their 
apparent absence from the exta.nt vlri tings of Orig ... 
Cyr.hr. Greg.nys. Their controversial use led to 
gratuitous accusa-tions of wilful excision ,,37. 
'} 5 Fitzm:::yer, however, points to the evidence of P 
which should silence all who would still attribute 
the suppression of the verses to the Arian heresy: 
"But now p 75 , which dates from a period well before 
the Arian controversy, comes forth to confirm the 
omission of these verses in the main uncial manu-
scripts. The evidence of the oldest text of Luke 
thus opens again the question of the authenticity of 
these verses,,38. 
(b) According -to Scrj.vener, IIWe h'3.ve far m~re just 
cause for tracing the remaval of_ the paragraph from 
its proper place in st. Luke to the practice of the 
Lectionaries, whose principal lessons (such as those 
of the Holy Week •.• ) were certainly settled in the 
39 Greek church as early as the fourth century" . 
That this theory is untenable could be 
proved from the External Evidence itself, because 
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in the first place, it is not the whole pericope 
concerning the scene of Jesus' Agony that has suf-
fered displacement but only vv.43 and 44. Secondly, 
here we are dealing with data which :]0 back earlier 
than the middle of the second century. Therefore 
it is not clear how the lection of the Greek Church 
could affect the JVLSS of a much earlier date. Next, 
the above hypothesis does not explain why the prac-
tice of the lectionaries has not caused displacements 
throughout the biblical text. Fourthly, the dis-
puted verses are retained in Lk not only by the 
Antiochian text, but also by all the Syriac texts 
(except syr s ). This shows that the Byzantine lection 
was not influential in the displacement of vv.43f. 
Lastly, the length of the present passage (which 
would have filled 11 lines in a MS such as 5i ) does 
not allow for the possibility of it being uncon-
sciously dropped . merely on account of the 
t f 1 t d ' , '1 t' 40 arrangernen 0_: se ec - rea 1ngs 1Yl a __ ec-1onary 
(c) D.L. Brun4l rightly refutes Schlatter's con-
tent ion that the non-occurrence of the phrase 
/ 
'nlo 00. v ~ t ~-fJc,< I 
/ J/<: T~ y' t o"'TC.JoY 
I 
in th9 other Gospels 
might have led to the omission (harm~nistic tendency). 
B~un's verdict on this opinion as being too rash is 
all -the more true when we remember tha't the Lukan 
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i:1'3.r:ca-tj.V8 i.'3 in most re:sp:3cts different from that 
of the other Synoptists in the present context. 
Surely harmonization Illouid have been effected in a 
rnore thorongh:;roing manner! 
(d) Easton's argument in favour of the short reading 
as against Zahn's position seems to be defensible: 
'This evidence for -the omission is very strong I much 
too strong to be caused by Marcion or a small Group 
in Egypt who thought the verses to be "too anthropo-
morphic II 142 
vvhat has now emerged as a result of our 
study of the various possibil.ities is that the 
omission from a genulne text is less plausible than 
is generally supposed; on the contrary, the inter-
polation of ·the verses lnto a shorter text becomes 
a distinct possibility. This inference will receive 
further confirmation when we analyse the Intrinsic 
Probability. 
(a) First of all it has to be recognized that in 
his narrative of the experience of ,Jesus in the 
garden, Luke resorts to a radical departure from the 
acconnt of Na.rk. The fevl contacts between Lk and 
Mt are so unimportant that they cannot be traced to 
a common prc-.l-1arkan tradition 43 • For example,' v. 42, 
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~ 
th(3 p0.rticiple ,\ {;- ,I i{J Y I 'the vocative 7rri Tr:-f, I 
:> 
ir)\ i y the in-traduction of (-I I and the use of 
\ 
) i v. 45, the insertion of -/iftJS 
.-, 
-TOus J!; ._,,, I 
,"--/ t.', ~'/ ') I 0; co; 
I I 
.> I' 
i v. 46, the comp:::mnd t 1 (,'(:;)\ O? 1 {. • 
Of course, it is only natural 'that in any oral tra-
dition certain features become fixed. So the 
textual influence of Mt on Lk need not be ascribed 
to such remote resem,blances as 'the above. The only 
point of contact with 1,lk is the 'tw0~fold occurnmce 
of the exhortation to prayer addressed to the disciples 
in vv.40,46. But this need not have been borrowed 
from Mk if it \vas already entrenched in tradition 
as an essential part of the narrative. The repeti-
tion could then be explained in terms of Luke'S 
emphasis on prayer. 
The most marked ,-J.eviations of the Lukan 
account from Mark's is to be found in regard to the 
following: 44 
1. In the introductory part, vv.39-40, tho omission 
of the name Gethsemane. 
2. Omission of the reference to the separation of 
the inner circle of the three trusted disciples from 
the rest. 
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3. Omission of Mk l4:33b, 'h:::gan to be grea-tly 
distressed and troubled'. 
4. The details of Jesus' words to the disciples 
preparatory to his prayer are considerably curtailed 
and replaced by a sim.:;>le exhortation -to prayer, 
'pray that you may nClt enter into temptation'. The 
deletion of 'My soul is very sorrowful, even to dea:th' 
is particularly strikinJ. 
) \ \ 5. Mark's phrase, 7TfOt \9w')) f'!!<.fOY has been 
replaced by ~J/C6-7.~;6&7 /(71' C(~Tl:J1 l~ott\ \/lJou/Jo~i,;. 
S:i.nc,e nCl particular purpose is discernible in this 
alteration, it can only be attributed to a lx)rrowing 
from tradition. 
6. Mark I s has been 
replaced by 
7. The thrice-repeated p.rayer which has a more 
intimate tone and which is more fully reported by 
Mark is subs t::. i tuted in Lk by a single prayer couched 
in a tone of self-resignation to -the Father I swill. 
It is just after this that -the two disputed verses 
Th ' 't' 45 d th ' t appear. elr very POSl lon an elL' presen 
46 
order indeed make them most suspect. First, i-t 
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is strange that after uttering such a prayer of 
dedication, Jesus should need the ministration of an 
angel. Secondly, it is still more surprising that 
Jesus is repDrted as being in agony after receiving 
such strengthening. It has been debated whether 
the strengthening was spiritual or physical in 
nature 47 • Th8se who stress either of these aspects 
at the expense of the other are indeed ignoring the 
true humanity of Jesus which was in perfect integ-
ration with His true divinity48. There can be no 
question about the need for a strengthening on the 
part of Jesus because of the limitation which He 
had willingly accepted as part of His 'self-emptying' 
in the supreme event of the Incarnation. On the 
physical side, the need for strengthening is in 
keeping with the Gospel accounts of His hunger and 
thirst, weariness and drowsiness, indignation and 
sorrow. This is evident above all from the Gospel 
account of his inability to carry the cross to 
Golgotha by Himself (Mk 15: 21 par.). On the spiritual 
side, it is of a piece with the divine voice of 
approval at the Baptism, the minis·tration of angels 
after ·the Temptation and the appearance of Moses and 
Elijah, at the Transfiguration. Th8se who try to 
link the descent of the angel at Lk 22:43,44 with 
the voice from heaven (recorded in In 12:23ffLoo·th 
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being the divine response to Jesus' prayer (In 12:27 
resembles the prayer of resignation in Gethsemane)-
f tl . h,49 are per ec y rlg c • But ,the mos't relevant 
question ,to be asked here is not whether Luke and 
John are recording their own versions of the same 
incident, but whether Luke is likely to have recorded 
such a reference even if he was mvare of this tradition. 
8. The disciples' inabL1i,ty to keep vigil at this 
cri tical hour of trial is attributed by Luke to 'their 
'sorrow' (v.4S). 
9. The repea'ted reprimand, Mk 14:37,40,4la is 
replaced in Lk by a single question,. "Why do you 
sleep?" (v.46). 
10. The word ah'"Jut the arrival of the traitor, 
Mk 14:41b,42 is left out in Lk. 
From these observations it is abundantly 
clear that Luke had access to an independont source 
in composing the present narrative. Therefore Brun's 
premise that the shorter Lukan version of the Agony 
is an abr,idgment of the Mad;:.an50 and that in the 
Passion narrative Luke nC)where else abridges the Markan 
1 t Sl account wi'thout some rep acemell' is by no 
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means applicable in -the present context. 
(b) It is not a question of whether Luke is averse 
52 to the appearance of angels or not • In fact the 
occurrence of such references in Lk-Ac is too well-
known to deserve mention. But in none of those 
instances the angelic appearance has anything to do with 
physical or spiritual strengthening. So -the real 
issue is whether Luke I s theological ou-tlook would 
have permit-ted him to mention the appearance of a 
strengthening angel in conjunction with a reference 
to the state of exhaustion of Jesus. Those who 
rush to conclude the authenticity of the words 
regarding the Hinistering Angel and the Bloody Sweat 
fail to take note of the absence of the role of angels 
in connection with the Temptation story53 and -the 
more significant omission of the Cry of Dereliction54 
in the Lukan Gospel. The latter omission under-
scores a special feature of Lukan theology, namely 
the absence of any reference to tragedy or pathos. 
Brun is correct insofar as he observes: 
liEs ist 'J<lar: wenn dieser Text von Lc geschrieben, 
diese Darstellung der j enigen des Mc vorgezogen is-t 
J 
kCJnnen wir nicht umhin, seinen Bericht als absichtliche 
Milderung, nicht nur der Rttge an die Jttnger, sondern 
55 
auch des Seelenkampfes Jesu anzupassen ll • But 
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instead of confirming this inference, he opposes the 
theory of Lukan tendency to tone down or hush up the 
suffering of Jesus by referring to Lk 9:22,24; 9:31; 
12:50; 13:31f; 18:31f, which have no parallels in the 
th t S t ' 56 o' er' wo ynoV-lcs • As a matter of fact none of 
the references in question depicts a state of God-
forsakenness as reflected in the Cry of Dereliction. 
The Go.spal of Luke would have been no Gospel at all 
if it had failed to mention Jesus' awareness of the 
f ate that awaited Him at the hands of His own nc.ytion. 
It would indeed have been a heightening of tragedy 
if He had been depicted by Luke as becoming a mere 
victim of a secret plot. But in all the above 
statements ascribed to Jesus there is an undertone 
of inner conviction and confidence in the Father's 
overbearing control of events, however disastrous 
they might prove to be (cf. 9:51): contrast Mk 10:32,38 
with Lk 12:50; Mk 14:21, Mt 26:24 with Lk 22:22. 
It must also be recognized that Lk 22:30 (the 
disciples would become partakers of Jesus' future 
glory in the Kingdom of God) and 22:32 (the reference 
to Peter's turning back and the consequent strengthen-
ing of hls brethren) have no parallels in the other 
Synoptics. This is quite in keeping with Luke's 
note of confj.dence and his habitual avoidance of any 
reference to tragedy. KiddIe rightly describes the 
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lat (".1:)1' refercmce as lIan excellent example of St. Luke I s 
constant tendency to record past failures in the 
57 light of subt3equent success II . Luke could do so 
because he vras writinq his Gospal from the standpoint 
of -the vindication of Jesus by His Father. IIBe vJrote 
in the spirit of Easter and Hhi-tsun rather than that 
of Good Friday ll58 That the omission of 22:43,44 
is true to the Lukan methodology is now more than 
evident. IIWhenever so:::-row and tragedy are strongly 
represented in St. Hark, St. Luke endeavours to divert 
at-tention from Jesus to others, making Jesus pursue 
His destined cause without a~~iety or grief. Where 
this is impossible or insufficient he abbreviates the 
nar:r:a-ti ve. Or else he transfers the incident to 
another part of the Gospel where it is unassociated 
with Jesus' death. Or, if these methods are imprac-
ticable, in the last resort he entirely omits the 
h 1 . . d'':;' t ll59 woe lnCl ~n • 
style of the disputed words is decisive for Lukan 
authorship60 has been influential wi t11 many commEmtators. 
Lagrange says: liLa consideration du style .•. semble 
confirmer l'hypoth'ese de llauthenticit~1I61 Harnack 
-' ... .> r I himself admits that the three words crY tJ Y Ir.( L,cJritAJS 
I I 
are not found elsewhere in the N.T. 
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There is nothing to be disputed about the parallel 
> .-
to £ 'y { 6-X v r: 1 y in Ac 9:19 (butthereit)lC1s 
definite reference to physical strengthening) or to 
,. ..., 
in the C'(Tty'<I,\ of Ac 12:5 
of Ac 26:7. Harnack, however, 
overlooks the fact that 
is unique in the NoT. 62 (cf. Gal 1:8, z.;YIf:."AOS 
;., .) r> f:§ OUFd.Yot} : U( 2:8; Mt 1:20,24; 2:13,19; 
" \ 28: 1, r{\' Y (: ), 6S ) . But these instances 
I I 
in themselves are probably too inadequate to prove 
63 the authenticity of the verses . In fact Easton 
lists the following phrases to show that the Lukan 
account of -the A'}Ony is based on the special source 
64 \ , )t 1\ 
L : v.39, JJJ..Td 76 CtJOS (cf. 1:9; but 4:16; 
\ , j , 
Ac 1 7 : 2, 1<: d Ttl Ta ~i w f) 0-$ 
.> , 
after (;Tn (cf. 19: 5: 
\ " I 
23 0 35)' v 41 /«(-{I do 7(),<; . , . , 
I-(cf. 2:28, 3:23: 16:24; 19:2); W6"y::l (the present 
usage is unique in Lk). At the same time Easton 
, \ , 
points to ')0 s 7c.~ yo" c{ Tel, I v.4l (occurs 4 times 
> " in Ac) and ctYd6-T(}.'~1 vv.45,46, as being Vukan. 
It must be observed that all the instances cited by 
Easton appear outside the disputed words, thereby 
suggesting a separate source for the latter. If this 
is true, then the few points of contact pointed ou't by 
Harnack could be treated as being accidental. In 
any case such a short passage is too inadequate to 
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form a conslusi va j ucl.gm=;nt ~'J_b;)ut our author ISS tyle. 
If stylistic considerations are any clue, they 
certainly p:)in-t aVlay from Lllkan au-thor ship of vv. 43, 44 
rather than towards it~ 
This is no doubt one of th8 problematic 
texts in respect of which religious sentimentality 
could easily take precedence over objective evaluation. 
It is understandable why scholarly opinion is so 
sharply divided on this problem. That a decision 
is difficult indeed to make may be realized from 
Gore I S laboured s ta-tement: 1I ••• according to both 
AV and RV Luke gives the sweat of blood. Mark 
himself may have been a concealed eye-witness of 
the scene, and may b8 the source of the information, 
though in his Gospel he gave only the story as Peter 
used to relate it (!) frhe MSS evidence however, 
makes it doubtful (see RVmg ) whether 43~44 occurred 
in the original text. If not, they would represent 
a tradition very early incorp::>ra-ted in the -text 11 65 • 
After having applied all -the possible yard-sticks 
o:E Textual Cri"ticism we can only echo HOrt I s judgment 
-that II it would b8 impossible to regard these verses 
as a product of -the inventiveness of the scribes. 
They can only be a fragment from the traditions 
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wri t'cen or o_ral, \vhich were, for a while at least 
locally current beside the canonical Gospels, and 
which doubtlGSS included matter of every degree of 
th t ' " d'.L'· 1 II 6 6 au- ~n lC1~y an lnLrlnS1C va ue . In concurring 
wi th Hort VlG are not denying the evarqelic tradi·tion 
behind the reference to the Bloody Sweat and the 
Comforting Angel. But judging from Luke's theological 
orientation and nle-thodology, we cannot but exclude 
the present verses from the genuine text. Plummer, 
supporting Hort, says that these verses, like the 
fericope of the Adul-teress are genuinely evangelic 
in origin: "It mal:ters little whether Luke included 
them in his narrative, Se) 10n';1 as their authenticity 
67 
as evangelic tradition is acknowledged" 
, 
The fact that Beb 5: 7 refers to /~ t Tel. 
to'/.vt'JS /(cI,{\ /o!.f;(JWY 7l;,)06~€,;0/1«7(5 
does not necessarily imply that the author of the 
Epistle was aware of the existence of ths present 
68 
reading in the Third Gospel • The Markan account 
of the Agony would have been adequate to evoke the 
reference from such a genius as this anonymous 
writer. Tasker has with justification reminded 
us that if we were ·to depend solely on Lk we would 
not have a true picture of \vhat it cost God to redeem 
" 1,69 
men s sou.S. W. Manson's statemsn-t: ll that the strug-
~~5l4-
gle of Jesus' soul was severe 70 is terribly apparent!! 
becomes rneaningless if we leave out vv. 43, 44, a pro-
cedure for which ~jlanson himself finds ample jus-
tification from MS data. V. Taylor's assertion 
that since the day of Westcott-Hort, "opinion has 
steadily mounted in favour of the genuiness of the 
71 passage!! cannot be taken as authoritative because 
of the oPPJsing views we have already considered72 • 
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spiritual weakness finds itself reflected in a lack 
of alertness in withstanding the onslaught of Satan. 
The statement ascribed to Jesus, IThe spirit indeed 
is willing, but Jche flesh is weak I, found in Mk (and 
,Ht) , is significantly absent in Lk which shows that Luke 
is not likely to have conceived such a dis-
tinction. Fo~ it isimprobuble tha~ th~s famous 
·'doifltnJ.cal' utGer811Ce \wulcl have been un>:nmrn to_ . 
Que nl).tb.Ol~~ It might be 1e·_)i timately asked ho-,., 
J'3S':..1S could wt thstand ::118 Tem:syl:ation after his forty 
days I f asi:. While stressing the fact that we mortals 
cannot comprehsnd the spiritual heights to which the 
perfect humanity of Jesus would rise according to 
the exigencies of each situation, the salient point 
,to remembsr is that for Luke it was not' a cluestion of 
an intense struggle so as to need the ministration ot 
an angel after the event; hence ~is omission of 
the reference to the angels in that context. 
48Cf . Harrington, (New Catholic Commentary), ad.loc. I 
-the strepgthening was spiritual; but Alford, . 
Greek NT I J , ad.loc. I - the strengthening was p!1ysical 
Klostermann, op.cit., p.584 explains it away as 
figurative language; Lagrange, op.cit., p.560: it was 
God's own secret. 
49Harnack, Probleme im Texte der Leidensgeschichte 
Jesu, p.90; Brun, op.cit., p.27l. 
500p.cit., p.267: IINach dem kClrzeren Text ist die 
lukanische Darstellung der Gethsemanegeschichte nicht 
nur eine starke Ktirzung, sondern auch eine erhebliche 
Hilderung der Darstellung des Mc (urd des Mt) II. 
5l Ibid ., p.273: IIWie mir scheint, vel'dient hier die 
Tatsache genau erwogen zu werden, dass Lc in del' Leiden-
geschichte son8t nirgends die Darstellung des Mc ohne 
irgendwelcher Ersatz ::<:t1rzt ~I • 
52 ~ \ Cf. Harnack, op. ci t., p.88 IIDie Ausdruckweise u.J18? J6 
c<OTI;; J;Y/e);D~ ist w6rtlich dieselbe wie Lk 1 ::11 ••. ; 
ferner' findet sich dieses t/Jrf!~') bsi Mt undMk nur 
je einmal, dagegen in den l~k~nischen Schriften, 
abgesehen von unserer Stelle 30 mal II. 
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53 Brun, Ope ci t. I p. 270 I notes thi s .[;()int, but fails 
to draw any worthwhile conclusion from it. 
54 
-Cf. Brun, ibid., pp. 268f. Again, B.cun notes 1:his 
omission as a mere exception to hi~ generali~ation 
ah~ut Luke's abr ic1gement of Mk in the Passion IV1rrati ve, 
already referred to, but misses the mark by overlooking 
the theological significance of this omission. He 
simply dismisses the issue by ascribing the omission 
to Luke's aversion for Mark's Acamaic pun on Elijah's 
name. This is a very flimsy argument in that Luke 
could have substituted the Greek equivalent as is 
the case of 8:54 (Talitha Koum, Mk 5:41 ='1·-) 7((/1) ~>t(FC: )! 
55 Ibl'd., 268 p. - . 
56 Ib1, d. I 2'" 9 p.o. 
570p.cit., p.274. 
581 , 'd D1 ., p.273. 
59Ibid .; cf. n. I, 2. Note Luke's method of removing 
much of the tension and sorrow in his account of Peter's 
Confession by associating with the feeding of the 
multitude (9:18-27). The same motive accoun-ts for 
his omission of Peter's protest at Jesus' rebuke as 
well as Jesus' reference to the Baptist as Elijah 
(cf. Mk 9;9-11; 17:9·-13). In fact Luke never 1den·· 
tifies John with Elijah (cf. 1-:17 with M-t 11;14) despite 
his several references to the Baptist. 
60 On.cit., p.88. 
61 S. Luc, p.526. 
62Cf . Brun, op.cit., p.266. 
63Ibid .: !lAuch der sprachlich stilistisch 138fund c1ttrfte 
nicht so eindeutig und entsche,i.dend 8ein, w1e es z . B. 
Harnack dargestellt hatll. 
64 st. Luke, pp.330f. 
65G 'C t -ores ommen "ary, ad.loe. 
ex 
66 Nol e s, p. 67 • 
67 St. Luke, ICC, ad.loc. 
68Cf . Harnack, Ope cit' j p. 90; contrast Brun, OPe cit. , 
p.273, where he notes an alternative possibility: 
"Anderseits ist es an sich gewiss auch ml'Jglich, die 
VV.43,44 als sehr alte Zutat zum Lukasevangelium, 
auf fortschreitender Traditions~ entwicklung (cf. Reb 
V. 7f), zu verstehen II. 
69 't LOC.Cl • 
70 Luke, p.249. 
71 Text, p.94. 
72 A.lTIong tho.se who support my line of argument may 
further be mentioned J. Weiss (Schriften des NT, p.475) 
and Nestle, Intr'oduction (E.T.) I pp.277f as against 
Goguel (Life of Jesus, E.T., p.493) and Leaney 
(St. Luke, ad.loc.). 
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III. 
e. Lk 23:34a: Jesus' Prayer for Forgiveness 
from the Cross 
Disputed words: 
External Evidence: 
o oi 'hwov~ €Aey€V, IIaTl)p, 5.cp€~ aUroLs, ou 'Yap oloa'Hv :' 
~ ;"', •. \ C Db (K €I7l'€V for EA€'Y€V) L X Ll II i' 0117 02,,0 7rOtOVO'LV." • ( _ 
f1 (1" omit 6(0) 28 33 5G.5 700 892 ~100? 7l'OLC:0"(~) 10:0 lOil 10)i'9} 119" 
• f 'J 1216 (1230 1253 'Il)O"ov~ €O"TaupwJ1€Vo> EAeyEV) LL 13H 
a or Tt . r 112 1 rl ~ (e), p. th. hrng}. pd 
- 1546 1616 2148 21';1 Byz Led It",,,,b,c.e., " vg s)f, . 
136" , '1' D' t - 'onn,.ann,.,n Jilitm COpbom " arm eth geo Hegeslpplls .\ arClOn lU e~sal , 
Irenaeus'" Clement Origenbl Ps-Clement Eusebius Ellsebl,nn Canons 
Ambrosiaster Hilary Basil Apostolic Constitutions Ambr~"e ~hryso~tom 
Jerome AuO'u~tine Theodoret John-Damascus II include 0 OE .. , 7l'OLOL'O"~~ 
D • rid • \\. 8 0 ? 1211 'ta,d svr' COp",bo 
with asterisks E II omit p7' t-\. B D L~' I J 
Cyril 
(i) First of all we notice with Metzger that 
"The absence of these words from such early and 
75 d bomss di verse witnesses as P BD,IfW'® ita I SyrS copsa, 
, t ' . III ].s mos - lmpressl ve ••• 
(ii) At the same time the unusual agreement 
of almost all the Fathers including Marcion, Tatian, 
Justin, Irenaeus, Clement, Origen et al in favour of 
the text cannot be brushed aside lightly_ On,8 may 
not immediately agree \-ri th Burgon when he adduces 
the witness of "upwards of 40 Fathers and more than 
150 passages II 2 in support of the reading; but the 
antiquity of the patristic evidence, combined with 
the attestation of .;'J WC A C Db L X 28 33 565 700 
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1212 etc. shJuld certainly w2igh with us in evaluating 
the merits of the case 3 . 
The problem of judging the External 
Evidence concerning the reading is not at all easy. 
While Wes-tco-t-t-Hort assert that W01e cannot doubt that 
it comes from an extraneous source 114 Plumrner is less I • 
confident: liThe omtssion in such 1,vi tneSSGS would be 
difficult to explain, if the passage had been part 
of the original. But even more stro119ly than in 
the case of xxii.43,44, internal evidence warrants 
us in retaining the passage in its traditional place 
as a genuine portion of evangelistic narrative ll5 • 
Westcott~Hort claim that "The documentary distribution 
suggests that the text was a Western interpolation of 
limited range in early times (being absent from Dab 
though read by e syr. m Iren Hom. Cl Eus. ~), 
adopted in eclectic texts, and then naturally received 
6 into general currencyll • Burgon would however, make 
exclusive use of the documentary evidence to support 
the authenticity of the text: IIWe introduce no con-
siderations resulting from internal evidence. Let 
this verse of Scripture stand or fall as it meets 
wi th sufficient external -testimony, or is clearly 
7 forsaken thereby" • This sounds like a reflection 
of passion rather than textual critical reasoning. 
~·5l7-
A.B. Bruce, on the other hand, echoes the feeling 
of an impassioned critic when he writes: "Tt is with 
sincere regret that one is comp3lled, by its omission 
in im:?ortant MSS, to regard its genuiness as subject 
8 to a certai.n amcmnt of doubt II • Burkitt, being 
impressed with the witness of the Old Syriac for both 
22:43,44 and 23:34a asserts: "These famous inter-· 
pJlations have a place in the Diatessaron, but are 
not found in S. They are however found in C ••• 
Yet there can be little doubt that S in omitting these 
passages preserves the original text of the Evangelion 
9 da-Mepharreshe" e Thus the varying degrees of con-
10 fidence among scholars with regard to the Mo3 data 
only highlight the need to investigate the Internal 
Evidence. 
On considerations of Intrinsic Probability, 
the disputed words are in conformity with Luke's 
endeavour in his Gospel to depict the tendorness and 
. f I all graclousness 0- our Dr .• So if we can decisively 
prove that they did not originally belong to the 
Third Gospel, we can realtze the motive bshind 
interp~lating them into the text from floatinJ tradition 
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at a very early date as Hart has suggested (vide 
12 
supra) • Moffatt concedes Hort's point, ana. 
compares this problem to that of the Pericope Adult:~rae; 
but he raises the objection that "there are almost as 
strong arguments for its omission from the original, 
apart from the difficulty of seeing why neither Mt 
nor 1'-11<. received the honour of its addition,,13. The 
first part of this objection will be taken up presently; 
the second p3rt of the obj ec·tion can be countered by 
the argument from Intrinsic P~ob3bility mentioned 
above, namely that the subjcct~rnatter of the words 
ha s more in -:::ommon with Lk than with the other two 
Synoptics. Loisy rightly points out that i·t is a 
bit far-fetched to argue that the insertion was based 
on ·the parallelism of Stephen's death (cf. Ac 7:60)14. 
Dibelius calls attention to the differences in the 
wording of the prayer in both contexts and says that 
"such a far-reaching interpolation of such a content 
would ... be un8xampled in the GosPel text,,15 Gore 
thinks tha·tthe verse "may be one of several pieces 
of authentic tradition admitted very early into the 
text of Luke I perhaps even by h.imself ,,16. Hm'lever, 
since Luke's Gospel is not the only on8 1,'lhich exhibits 
this type of phenome n()l1, it would appear to be reason-
able to attribute the insertion to a scribs. Otherwise 
WE vvould be subscribil1<J to the theory of t\'10 recensions 
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of the third Gospel, which stands rejected in this 
thesis. Hmqever, D. Daube's claim that "N:nladays 
insertion is generally considered far more likely 
than elimination"l7 may not b3 shared by all modern 
scholars. 
A point that is of crucial importance 
in resolving ·the textual problem here is whether we 
can find a satisfactory explanation for the omission 
of such a sublime passage from'~ the Gospels if it 
had stood in the original. Hort b.oldly asserts 
that lilts omission, on the hypothesi:3 of its genuine-
18 
ness, cannot be explained in any reasonable manner" • 
Loisy stresses ·the same v.iew when he says: ilL 'addition 
bl 1 f . l' I . I ' " 11 19 sem e p us -aCl e a exp lquer que omlSSlon... • 
Let the truth or falsity of this claim unfold itself 
as we examine ·the various theories that have been 
proposed to explain the deletion of the reading. : 
(a) It is not at all logical to explain the omission 
in terms of ~ssimilation. to the Synoptic parallels 
20 21 22 
as Alford ,Harnack and Meyer have done. One 
has only to point to the other two sayings from the 
Cross that are also peculi~r to Lk (23:~3,46), but 
h t f .e d h ' . 23 ave no su rere suc ex~rUSlon . On the other 
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hand, if the prayer v~as genuine in Luke's Gospel, it 
would be more reasonable to argue that Stephen's 
prayer (Ac 7:60) was probably inspired by it. 
(b) A.C. Clark's application of his stichometric 
principle to account for the absence of the verse 24 
does not seem to be convincing. This (42 let·ters) 
as well as 23:38 (43 letters), according to him, 
nTlst have formed 4 lir,es of the archet.ype and so 
would have contributed to an omission. It is 
difficult to see how 4 lines could be left out so easily. 
(c) Hort, with justification, refutes the suggestion 
that the disappearance of the reading was due to ·the 
dislocation caused by the lectionary arrangement for 
the Thursday before Quinquagesima. He points out 
the fact that the lection in question breaks in the 
middle of v.33, i~mediately after 
and continues again from v.44. All that 
is said aoout the two robbers, v.32, is also left 
out in this lection. So it is incredible that v.34a 
alone should come in for omission if at all due to 
the influence of the lection-system. Moreover, 
according to Hart, "this lection belongs to the 
apparently later portions of the lection-syst.em ... 
whereas there is no gap in two probably earliGr 
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lections which 1 ikel,dsG cover the same ground •.• ,,25 
(d) In the opinion of F.H. Chase, th2 peculiar position 
of the prayer from the Cross in the Diatessaron, viz. 
just before the final prayer of commendation with which 
Jesus gave up His spirit, instead of in the traditional 
place, may have led to its disappearance from the 
vvestern text 26 • 
The influence of Tatian's text on tl~ 
tradi tion of Scripture is a moot point (cf. Hart on 
Mt 27:49). Chase himself recognises the difficulty 
of his explanation because it involves the assumption 
that the Diatessaron has affected even a relatively 
purer text like B (now we may ·triumphantly add p75 too). 
C.S.C. Williams solves the difficulty by claiming that 
the influence of Tatian was so widespread that it must 
be dGemed to have affected B also, a text which is 
not, af·ter all, entirely faultless 27. To my mind all 
this speculation is irrelevant in the present context 
because ·the above theory does not explain why such a 
noble prayer on the lips of our Lord should be elimin-
ated altogether even if it be displaced in the 
Diatessaron. 
(e) Blass 28 argues that althou~h Jesus had prayed 
for the Roman soldiers, a misunderstanding that the 
prayer was mean·t for the Jews was most natural on the 
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part of the scribes. This, they would hews felt, 
was in conflict with 23: 28 (Jesus' words of impcmdil1CJ 
doom on the Jews addressed to the 'daughters of 
Jerusalem' (cf. 20:16; 21:20~24), and so deleted 
the reading. 29 Leaney echoes the same idea by at·-
tributing the words to Luke, "the motive being to sho'.{ 
that the prisoner himself did not condemn the Romans 
for their part in his execution ll • He also thinks 
that the omission was due to the Gentile Christian 
n::>tion that God did punish the Jews bytn.3 destruction 
of Jerusalem30 • 
This explanation raises two basic issues 
that are crucial for the resolution of the textual 
problem of the verse: 
(i) Assuming the prayer to be dominical, for 
whom was it uttered? 
(ii) Can 'the ,theory of wilful suppression of 
N.T. passages in antiquity be sustained at least in 
the present context? 
SUl.-pcisingly, Harnack, despite his recog-
nition of the parellelism of the present reading to 
Ac 7:60, int.erprets the (furo7s here in 23:34 to re'pre~ 
t t ' Id' 31 sen ne so lers • But Streeter 32 , Loisy33 et al 
all claim that the pronoun is to be understood as 
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referring to the Jews. In pJint of fact tt should 
be treated as denoting all those who had aided and 
abetted in the conspiracy to have Jesus executed. 
Such an assumption alone w',:>u1d do full jus,tice to 
Luke's universalism. As Alford aptly remarks, 
"The prayer is intended first and directly for the 
four soldiers, whose work it had been to crucify Him. 
The -rfDLbLJO'I Y p:Jin-ts directly at this i and it is surely 
a mistake to supp:Jse that they 'wanted no forgiveness; 
just because they were merely doing their duty .••• 
But not only to them, but to them as representatives 
of that sin of the vrorld, does this prayer apply. 
The nominative to 'n}t o'(Jn-; • Y j - 7-lS c{yv/'J7. tJt ~. manki nd, --
the Jewish nation, as the next moving agent in Bis 
death, but all of us inasmuch as for our sins He was 
bruised" 34 • 
Thus in the end we are led to view with 
favour the stance of Hort, Loi:3Y e't a1, that there is 
no satisfactory explanation for the omission of 23:34a 
from the original text (vide supra). This is the 
picture that emerges even if we do not whole--heartedly 
concede Hort's thesis regarding doctrinal alterations 
of the Scriptures. 
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Unlike Lk 22:43f,there are strong 
1ntrinsic reasons wh.ich recommend the present text 
to be regarded as an inte:gral part of Luke's Gospel: 
(a) Goguel has correctly observed that the prayer 
1s in keeping with Jesus' own command recorded. by 
Luke, 6:2835 • 
(b) The p:--ayer may also be viewed as a fulfilment 
of O.T. prophecy (Is 53:12)36 a motif to which Luke 
liberally suscribes in his Gospel (cf, especially 
24:25ff,44ff). 
(c) It was pointed out in connection with lvik 14:39 
that the principle of a three.,.fold empnasis is 
characteristic of the Gospels and that Luke's Gospel 
is no exception to this generalization; e.g. the three.,. 
fold denial of Peter and the three-fold declaration 
by Pilate of Jesus' innocence; also Ac 9:1ff, 22:6ff, 
26:9ff, the account of Paul's conversion/and the story 
of the conversion or Cornelius, ch. 10, twice, repeated 
in ch. II, etc. f. On this analogy, it seems reasonable 
to believe that Luke also planned to list three sayings 
from ,the Cross which he might have gathered from some 
special source unknown to the other Evangelists. 
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Triat there existed such a)minical utterances outside 
the reach of the other Gospel writers need not be 
doubted (vide on 5:39)37. Even Harris has conceded 
this possibility, as mentioned earlier. 'The problem 
for us is to decide whether the inclu.s1on of the 
prayer from the Cross was the work of Luke or of a 
later scribe. J.B. Lightfoot ascribes it to a second 
edition of the Gospel by the author himself 38 
This is a suggestion which Blass, the better known 
proponent of the theory of the double recension of 
the Third Gospel, quotes with approva1 39 • But we 
have consistently rejected this theory in respect of 
the Third Gospel. 
On the other hand, a virtually identical 
prayer is ascribed by Hegesippus to James the Righteous, 
brother of our Lord, as having been uttered at the 
moment of his martyrdom40 • D. Daube points fa this 
as an argument against Lukan authorship of 23:34a: 
A prayer already in circulation as being uttered by 
Jesus is not likely to have been ascribed to R lesser 
figure; on the contrary, there is every possibility 
of the last words of a lesser person becoming asso·-
ciated with the name of a greater one. Daube claims: 
"This solution is in some ways the most sat.isfactoryll41 
But he ignores the fact that the same prayer, though 
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not in ide ntical words , is already entrenched in 
S'.:.::ripture, being assoc i ated with Stephen , who was no 
doubt a l esser figure in comparison to James at l east 
as far as the early Church was concerned. Therefore 
it seerns t o me more convincing -to rega rd the last words 
associated with all thes e p ersonalities as historical 
facts. But e v e n this acLnlission does not conclusively 
prove that the pra y e r was put in the mouth of the 
dying Lord by the Third Evangelist. 
(d) Loisy has stressed the ignorance on the part of 
the J ews as being responsibl e for their callousness 
towards Jesus appearing as a principal m~tif of 
Ac 3:17,13:27 (cf, 14:16, 17:23,30, 26:9)42. It 
could be infe rred from the Epistles that Luke is 
recording a theme of early Christian preaching which 
c ame to him mos-t probably through St. Paul (cf. Rom 2:4; 
10:3; 1 Cor 2:8; Eph 4:18; 1 Tim 1 :13ff; 1 Pet 1:14). 
In that case the author Hho wrote Ac 7:60 is most 
likely to have knoHn of Jesus I own p:-:-ayer for Hi s 
ene mies at the time when He was dyi ng at their hands. 
A point that has been often noted by 
commentators in this connection i s that S-tephen IS 
prayer of commendation of his s piri-t (Ac 7 : 59) is 
substantially , if not verbally, identical with J e sus I 
prayer in Lk 23:46 (cf . Ps 31:5) . This is addit10nal 
support for the infe r e nce that Luke was familiar with 
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the death scene of Jesus through some special source 
(most probably oral) and that he has recorded the 
death scene of Stephen in Ac 7 on the pattern of 
what he had recorded in Lk 23:34 and 23:4643 . His 
acquaintance with the ignorance motif from 'ehe 
t~ of the early Church (was it derived from 
Jesus I prayer for His enemies at the moment of His 
death?)44 must have enabled him to record the 
allusions in Ac 3:17, 13:27 etc. 45 . One serious 
obstacle, however, that could stand in the way of· 
pressing the analogy of the two death scenes .is 
that the excuse of ignorance is lacking in stephen's 
46 prayer • This is, however, probably a confirmation 
of the historicity of both accounts. 
The contrast between ignorance of God'swill 
and deliberate disobedience is a theme which already 
appears in Lk 12:47f, and i·t is peculiar to this 
Gospel. But as Daube points out, the border-line 
between the two is not often distinct47 • So the 
rebellion of the Jews against Jesus can be explained 
as due to lack of understanding; the attitude of 
the Romans to Him was of course, due to ignorance. 
Both categories of people, therefore,stood in need 
of God's forgiving grace. If this line of argument 
is pursued, the inquiry whether Jesus I prayer was on 
behalf of the Jewish leaders or against the Roman 
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soldiers is really a hair-splitting at'tempt. The 
prayer, if genuinely dominical, must have been 
uttered when the soldiers were nailing Jesus to the 
cross. Faced with such a situation, the natural 
reaction of an unredeemed human being would be ,to 
utter curses or words of self-pity and outvrard 
expressions of the excruciating pain. So the 
prayer, in its immediate context, is of a piece with 
Luke's delineation of Jesus' attitude under such 
tragic moments - absence of self--pi ty, concentra-
tion on the spiritual need of others and supreme 
trust in the Father 48 • But from the point of view 
of Luke the theologian with his emphasis on universal 
salvation, the prayer must certainly have a wider 
application {vide, supra}. 
A theory that many commen:ta'tors have 
made much of is that propounded by J.R. Harris, viz. 
that 23:34a was excised from the text because of 
.:in early and violent anti-JUdaic polemic ,If tnvolving 
an ac'cual abrenuntiation of all fellowship with ,the 
.:19 Jews II· • Before we examine this theory, the dif-
ficul ties in conceding such an as:::;umption have to 
be recognized. In the first place, it is legitimate 
to ask why Christ's (and Paul's) teaching on the nl'3ed 
for love of one's enemies (cf. Mt 5~43ff par. 
Lk 6:27ff, 32ff; Rom 12:17£f) was not similCl.rly 
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suppressed. Secondly, it is also difficult to see 
how some of -the references in the N. T. which have 
a definitely pro-Judaic overtone could have been 
spared by -those scribes who were ben-t on propagating 
anti--Jewish sentiments (Mt 10: 5f i Mk 7: 27 par Mt 15: 24; 
Mk 12:34: M-t 13:52: Mt 5:18 par Lk 16:7; Rom 9:2ff; 
50 10:1,2) . Thirdly, one wonders if the leadership 
in the church of the ea~ly centuries was so devoid 
of the spirit of Jesus· sublime precept and example 
as to connive at the misuse of Scripture for anti-
Jewish propaganda. 
It is not therefore surprising that I-brt 
has categorically denied this possibility: IIvVilful 
excision, on account of the love and forgiveness 
shown to the uJrd·s murderers, is absolutely 
incredible5l ~. As in the case of 22:43f, he bases 
this argument on his famous theory that lIeven among 
the numerous unq1..lf9stionably spurious reading"s of 
-the New Testament there are no signs of deliberate 
52 falsification of the text for dogma-tic purposes ll • 
And elsewhere he asserts: IIAccusation of wilful 
tampering with -the text are ••. 110t unfrequent in 
Christian antiquity: but, with a single exception 
(sc. Marcion), wherever they can be verified they 
prove to be groundless, being in fact has-ty and 
unjust inferences from mere diversities of inherited 
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53 text II • V{arf ield too supp'Jrts Hort by saying 
that lIi.t is d,:.:mhtful if any doctrinal corruptions 
can b3 pointed to Tv'li t:h com:,?lete confidence 11 54 • 
55 56 But C.R. Gregory and A.T. Robertson allow of at 
least rare cases of dogmatic alterations. On the 
other hand, scholars like Ropes 57 , Klijn58 and 
Epp59 have' ] t d H " 't' vlgorous _y suppor e an:lS ln OppOSl lon 
to Hart. VJhile Epp claims that liThe refusal of 
Hort to aQnit any dogmatic alterations in the N.T. 
text cannot bear the weight of evidence against it ll60 , 
he does not adduce a sin;rle new evidence -to but-tress 
this p'Jsi-tion. And he himself admits that lithe 
extent and type of dogmatic influence may yet be 
61 long debated" This statement is in fact the 
weakness of his case because none of the above--
mentioned scholars whom he cites, except Harris 
specifically mentions 23:34a as a case in point. 
It is true that Harris tries to point 
-to both 22; 43f (Docetic influence) and 23: 34a 
(ant:i-Judaictendency) as examples of alteration 
of N.T. text due to doctrinal reasons. We:; have 
already rejected the originality of the former 
passage. As for the latter, Harris does not seem 
-to be so vigorously supportin;r the u.uthenticity of 
the words as Epp makes out. In the first place, 
he himself admits that "any school of Christian 
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thou;rht would feel itself to be spiritually and 
hj_storically pauperised by their removal 11 62 • He 
is also highly impressed by the MS evidence for the 
short reading: liThe united testimony of Band D, 
flanked by Old Latin and Egyptian versions, is now 
made stronger by the accession of the IJ8Wis Syriac 
and probably the Diatessaron"63 (we may add p75 too). 
He only advocates caution on -the ground that IIwe do 
not yet knmv the meaning of these combinations, 
either chronologically or geographi.cally". But in 
the same breath Harris makes the following conces-
sions: lilt must not, however, be assumed that the 
p~ayer on the Cross has its first form and origin 
in the Canonical Gospel, simply because there are 
sugges-tions of extreme antiquity about its tradition. 
It may, after all, have come into -the text of Luke 
from an uncanonical source, such as the Gospel 
according to the Hebrews .•• in which case the textual 
evidence for its omission would have its face-value: 
all that I am urging at present is a plea for a 
suspense of judgment on the ground of extraordinary 
evidence ••• for the existence d an early and violent 
anti-Judaic polemic. If the new hypothesis be 
considered artificial or insufficiently supported, 
in the view of unprejudiced people, then we must 
fall back upon my earlier hypo-thesis as sta-ted above 11 64 • 
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With regard to the 'extraordinary evidence', 
all thQt he adduces is certain N.T. passages such as 
Gal 4:30; Phll 3:2; 1 '1'hess 2~14; Heb 13:10 and a 
few referenc(3s from -the ap"Jcryphal Doctrine of Addai 
(5th centu:cy), the Syrlac Didascalia Ap::>stolorum 
(3rd century) etc. These references are indeed 
adequate to prove the prevalence of anti-Judaic 
sentiments among the Christlans of -the early centuries. 
But j.n the light of the N. T. passages of a pro--,Judaic 
nature (vide supra) that have been retained by the 
scribes, I doubt if Harris has made a strong case 
in favour of intentional omission of the verse. 
Such being the [.Osition of Harris, those 
who have rallied around him in respect of -the 
authenticity of the verse have very little to defend 
themselves with. Streeter, for example, following 
Harris, says that the destruction of Jerusalem in 
A.D.70 - a clear sign of divine retribution ~ would 
have appeared to the scribes of the second century 
to be in conflic-t with the sentiment expressed in 
the present prayer; therefore, he argues, they 
would have tried to suppress i-t65 • 
But neither Harris, nor Streeter,nor any of their 
supporters explains in a satisfactory manner why 
Marcion chose to retain the present reading despite 
his notorious anti-Semitic predilections. 
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c. s. C. WllliaJ:ns who raises this point counters 
it by suggesting that Marcion might have understood 
the prayer as a plea on behalf of the Roman soldiers 
rather than for the Jewish race 66 . I find it dif-
ficult to believe that Marcion would have understood 
Jesus I prayer as b(:d.ng not applicable to the Jewish 
authorities whose role in handing Him over to the 
Romans is nowhere covered up in the Gospels alttough 
it could be argued that Marcion was unaware of Acts 67 • 
We have discussed the problem from several 
angles and examined the arguments both in favour of 
and against the retention of the text. Any dis-
passiona-te cri-tic will have to admi-t that -there are 
equally valid as well as flimsy arguments on either 
side. In -the light of the balancing positions of 
-the weighty arguments lit would be unrealis-tic to 
overlook either side and come out wtth a categorical 
asser-tion in favour' of one p:Jsition. Hort notes 
that Lk 22: 43f and 23: 34a are "the most precious among 
the remains of • QO •• evangelic tradition which were 
rescued from oblivion by the scribes of the second 
68 
century" . Even those who would support him in 
his verdict of the former passage may not go with 
him in regard to the latter. It is gratifying to 
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i-, 
note that not all scholars have the fanatical approach 
to this passage as Burgon eXl1ibits 69 . Apart from 
the names that have already been mentioned, those 
,.,rho defend Hort I s p8sition include yvcllhausen 70 I 
71 . 72 73 74 Nestle I J. WelSS ,B.H. Throckmorton I W. t-1anson I 
. 75 76 Hawklns ,and Resch . On the other side of the 
. 77 78 79 
scale we flnd Zahn ,Dumrnelow I S-tuhlmueller , 
and Wilkinson80 , while 'Jthers would prefer to be 
neutral81 or are even undecided82 . As a ma-t"ter of 
fact strict neutrality is the only viable stance we 
can take in view of all that we know of the history 
of this text. H . 83 1 d 11 t . d arrlS 1as one we 0 remln us 
of the principle s tressed by Hort -that it is not 
enough to quote MS authori"ty for a particular read-
ing: knowledge of documents (Harris adds, knowledge 
of Church History) is also important. But since 
we can adduce evidence on either side from the N.T. 
itself we cannot be confident that Church History 
has provided us with conclusive proof for deliberate 
omission of the present text as Harris claims. As 
has already been pointed out, scholars like Plummer, 
Ellis and Harring-ton would rely upon Internal Evidence 
alone, al"though they themselves admit the :£vIS Qvidence 
to be of considerable significance, pointing towards 
either a neutral position or a rejection of th3 text. 
In the light of such an array of arguments and counter-
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argurn':mts i L: 'i,'.~;IJld be i).cJvisable to retcdn the reading 
within brackets j.n future editions of the N.T. as a 
sirnple remindc;c of the state in which this precious 
utt:erallce of onr Lord has come down to us. The 
'words of Moffatt well SlJ.ms up an obj ecti ve scholar IS 
dilc.'Wlma: }i8 suys that like Lk 22: 43f / the present 
passage is IIprobably Ct non-Lucan fragment of genuine 
tradi tion \''111ich vindicates itself upon internal 
evidence, as does the fragment In 7:53 - 8:1.1., 
although for textual reasons it is to be regarded 
as having been added from an extraneous source 
to the original text of the Gospel. Still/ it is 
quite possible that later ages may have found a 
stumbling~block in such gentleness shown to the 
enormous sin of the crucifixion, and that this feel-
ing of reprobation may have caused its omission 
f MSS d . ,,84 . rom some. an verSlons • Rightly interpreted, 
Hort's argumsnts actually boil down to this position 
bscause he concludes his treatlTIent of this passage 
with the remark that "it has exceptional claims to 
be permanently retained, with the necessary safe-
85 guards/ in its accustomed place" • Our investi-
ga1.-.ion into this text thus gives us the consolation 
that after about 80 years since Hort's publication 
of his treatise the situation remains unchanged at 
least in a few cases like ·this. 
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III. 
f. In 5: 3b-4: The Angel & the Pool of Bethzatha 
Disputed words: [QTcl'f.x' /..VTtKW'y •• , , , . !{o(?ctXlTC. YOUft-ltl.7L;] 
External Evidence: 
. ' . ~'f/P{Dll r'·;·n ~ _l* B C* L 0125 it" syr' cop,.,bom",.acb' Diatessaron1 ! 
~'f/PWll rrapaAl'TLI.wll iKO€XO)1.€V(0V Trw TOU voa TO~ Kiv7]IJW D ita.au,.h.d.j.l.,1 
geo2 II ~'f/PWV i.;ii€xo)1.€vWV T1]V TOU voaTo5 KLV7]IJLV ,v C3 K (\r'upp 
€KO€XO,U€llOLI X,""·m 6 8 IT"itb • ,It 078 I' 1" 2S 33 565 700 89~ WOO 1010 1071 
1079 1195 1216 12:,0 1241 1242 1253 1314 1365 1546 1646 214~ 2174 Byz Led 
it···· r•ff ' vg syrp,h,",1 cop",m" arm ~th geo1 Diatessaron' Tertullian Ambrose 
Chrysostom Cyril 
omit l'use .4 r""7O ~ B C·.D \ .... '"pp 0125 0141 33 itd.r.l. q vg"-w 
syr' cop,,·bonm.ad,' geo );onnus Ii include ttrse 4 ii-Y-Y€A05 'Yap' KVPLOV Kani 
';aLpav KaT€;3aLlJ€V Ell TV KOAVJI3ryOpq.7 Kat i:rapav(]ETO' TO r,owp' ;, 
'JUI' rrpwro~ E)1.pas )1.ETG. n]v TapaX1W TOU vOaTO,' UyLT], hivEro oi'1' 
.)ryrror' OUI,IO KG.TdxETO vo(]h)1.G.TL_ (with vuriations ill m~.~; see footl/otes 
6-10) A C' K L X,omm 6 8 'lr 053 078 I' /" 28 565 700 892 1O09 1010 J07i 
1105 1216 12:30 12H 121~ 12.53 1341 1365 1546 1646 214S Byz Lcd ita.m,b . 
•.•. rr'.j"l vgc1 syrp.p,1 COpbom " arm Diatessaron"eann.i,n Tertulli:1n Amhrose 
Didymus Chry~ostom Cyril /J inelude verse .4 wilh ask'risks or obeli IT 047 
1079 2174 syrh 
; 'yap (see footnote 5) A ca K Xoomm t:. 8 II 'lr 063 078 I' f1! 
28 565 700 892 1009 1010 1071 1079 1195 1216 1230 1241 1~42 1253 
1344 1365 1546 1646 2148 2174 Byz Leel it· syrp·h.p,1 /J BE L ita,au,. 
b,o.fl'.;"l vge! arm !1 omit lSI COpboIDu 
KUTU KG.lPOV KG.TE3G.lVEV h TV KOAV)1.{3hBpq. (see foo/Ilote 5) 
ca (L KG.Lpc1i XMmm 6 8 0631'/" 2856570089210091010 10711195 
1216 1230 1242 (I314 KaTa3G.l.vov) 136.) 16·16 2148 2174 Byz Leet 
itau"., •. ; syrP cophom~ arm !1 KUTU KG.LPOV /;AOL'ETO EV Tfi KO- '. 
AV)1.{3ryOpg. A K IT 'lr 1079 1241 1546 vgm,. syrh et h? II Ka TE,3G.lVEV 
Kuru KUlPOlJ EV TV KOAU)1.,BhBpq. 239 (1253 Kara(3a~) Vg"1 ~yrpal U 
KaTE(3alvEv it·· b,Il' 
hapaIJrreTO (sec footnote 5) C'II 078 1216 1242 2174c l",M, 
69,70,76.8(l,191,30J.3?3,171,37t.381.ll21.1231.1554.1519.11i34 itc. r! Vg<'l syrpalIll.!. eth U 
hapa(]rre A K L Xcomm 6 8 'lr 063 I' f1' 28 5t,5 700 892 1009 
1010 lOil 1079 1195 1230 1241 12.13 1344 1365 1546 1646 2148 2174' 
Byz Led iP"lI.ur.b.~,ff2.i syrP,b,ps.lm! COpbom3s 
E)J(3G.~ )1.ETG. niv TG.PG.XTW TOU voaTo~ (SI'P foo!llol<' 5) A ca 
K L X",mm 6 8 IT'lr 063 078 I' f13 28 565700 892 1009 1010 1071 
1079 1195 1216 1230 1241 1242 1253 1344 1365 1546 1646 2148 2171 
Byz Led itau , .• ') syrp·h.pal COpbo""" (arm) II descend is,,,'! in 
natalorin it(a.bl.fl' !1 descendi_sset in piscinam post /llotiollem 
aquae it,·(,l) Vg"l 
, 0('1' or,rror' Ol'V (see Jootnnle 5) A coph"m" U ~ oi7rrore 
C' Xccmm 6 8 'lr Oi8 I' 1" 28 565 700 892 1071 1105 1216 1230 
1241 1242 1253 1344 13G.j 1646 2148 2174 Byz Lcd ita .• u,_b., .•. ,r',j"l 
vgel !1 voor,rroTe [sic] L 1009 1010 !1 0 0' av K II 10i9 1546 
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(i) We realize at a glance -that v. 3b is 
better attested than v.4l. Taken as a unit, -the 
P66 75 whole passage is omitted by )'1 BC* DViT 1 33 
157 c sa bo ms mss l't f,ltq, v.gmss syr cop arm 
but is contained in the var:;-t majori-ty of the 1 tala 
codices and Versions. Among the Church Fathers 
Tatian, rrertullian, Arnbrose, Chrysostoffi, Cyril, 
Theophylact and Euthymius support t_1'1e whole text 
while such evidence is lacking for the short reading. 
westcott observes that the passage is not referred 
to by any writer except Tertullian earlier than 
Chrysostom, Didymus and Cyril. In the words of 
Westcott, lithe whole passage is omi i.:ted by t_h8 oldest 
representatives of each group of authorities. 
And, on the other h:.:md, the whole passage is not 
contained in any authority except Latin, which gives 
us an ante-·Nicene text 112. 
(ii) The presence of asteriE}}:;-B or obeli in 
more than 20 Greek NSS speaks of the suspicion 
attached to the passage from very early times. 
This is strengthened by the fact thnt the position 
of these marks of critical awareness is not the same 
in all those MSs3. The suspicion that the verses arouse 
for us is now confirmed by their absence in p66,75 
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(J. LL ) The unusually p:colific nature of the 
\Jar.tant. re.::ldings relating to both 3b and 4 is anot.her 
pointer in the same direction. 
(iv) In the opinion of westcott, the fact that 
/ 
the expanded text is not read in J/, and is only 
p3.rtially read in D, shows that the additional words 
were for a time confined only to North Africa4 • 
(v) According to Scrivener, when a rare con-
junction between A on the one hand and the 1tala, 
Vg and the Peshitta on the other occurs, as here, it 
is an indication that the passage was of early origin 
and was extensively diffused. However, he has 
reason to suspect its authenticity because it is 
"much more in the manner of Cod. D and C than of A 
and the itala ll5 (i.e. it shows marks of being an 
interp:1lation) • 
Thus the MS evidence produces every 
impression as to the spuriousness of this passage 
6 
as a whole . At -the same time, in view of the 
bet·ter attestation for 3b and the divided ilabIre 
of the Versions and the 'western' and Caesarean 
authortti.es, (especially of Vg Codex Bezae 33 \A1)) 
in respect of 3b and 4, one wonders if these two 
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pieces of text can be measured by the same yard-
sJcick. A final decision has to await until the 
Internal Evidence is explored. 
M:)st scholars are agreed that v.3b was 
first introduced as a gloss to explain the mention 
of , \vhich was sub-
sequently supplemen-ted by an excerpt from an early 
Jewish tradition7 • As Mi lligan says, lilt was 
believed that an angel was the cause (sc. of the 
troubling of the water); and some well-inten-tioned 
scribe, feeling that -there was an omission in the 
text, noted down his impression of the fact in all 
p:cob:a.bili ty upon the margin of his manuscript. 
From the margin it crept into the text 11 8 • vles-tcott 
positively affirms the same hYP'Jthesis: "There cc:1.l1 
be no doubt that the verses were added (possibly on 
the basis of oral tradition) to explain v.7". 
According to Scrivener, since D, 1 are the oldest 
manuscripts in favour of this additional reading, 
"it bears much of the appearance of a gloss brought 
. f th . . ,,9 ln - rom e margln • HO'tlever, it will be shown 
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below that there is a different way of looking at 
the origin of -these two pieces of text. 
(ii) Pos_siqJ~itv of OlJ}t~eJOn. 
Our suspicions as to the authenticity 
of the passage are further sus-tained by the fact 
that it is extremely difficult to find a suitable 
explanation for omission from a possibly genuine 
text. If it were due to the offence caused by the 
mention of an angel, one has only to refer to all 
the other N.T. passages where the assistance or 
appearance of an angel is mentioned/in order to 
contradict that. The influence of the Diatessaron 
cannot be regarded as a contributory factor because 
we have clear evidence of the retention of the text 
in that Harmony. For Ephrem says: "If they 
believe that the A.l1gel by the water~ of Shifv«lh_ was 
healing the sick, how much rather.' should they believe 
that the Lord of the Angels purifies by baptism from 
all stain?"IO Westcott well sums up scholarly 
judgment in this regard: "I-t is obvious -that 'chere 
could be no motive for omi-tting the words, if -they 
originally formed part of St. John's text: nor could 
any hypothesis of arbitrary omission explain the 
partial omissions in the earlies-t authori-ties which 
omi t: while all is intelligible if the vlords are 
-541-· 
rc:cCJ':1..cded ,~s t"i;lO glosses. The most ancient evidence 
11 
and internal probability perfectly agree" • It 
must be pointed out that all these considerations 
are valid only in respect of v.4, and not of 3b. 
It is difficult to believe that the Fourth 
Gospel would have originally consisted of the type 
of: information provided by the present passage 'dhich 
clearly smacks of apocryphal tendencies. It is 
not the rnention of an angel as such, nor the healing 
associated with the water in the pool, that 
constitutes an element of incredibility. No doubt 
angels are mentioned elsewhere in the N.T. in 
association with miraculous intervention in human 
affairs. ItVe have already ruled out the possibility 
of such references causing an offence to an ancient 
scribe. Bu't the crux of the matter is \vhether 
such a reference (combining a natural phenomenon 
w,ith angelic intervention) would' be true of 'Johannine 
Ii tera'ture. As Milligan observes, "However firm 
our faith may be in special interpositions of the 
Almighty and in miracles of ,the New Testament, it is 
exJcremely difficult to read the words of which we 
speak, as they stand before us in our Bibles without 
feeling that our faith is subjected to a very trying 
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strain. There is an apocrypbal air about the 
story that not only makes the L'eader sW3picious of 
it, but even threatens to cast doubts uIXJn miracles 
1 1 1112 a.s a W[).o e • 
The healing effect associated with the 
pool of Bethzatha is nothing strange to anyone who 
is acquain-ted w.i th hot f>prings and the like. The 
legend a1YJut the s-tirring of the water must have 
been a popular one, designed to explain some nal:ural 
phenomenon, most probably an interrni ttent spring 0 
Dodd points out how archaeological discoveries made 
early in this century have confirmed the existence 
of a pool conforming to the five colonnades of 
J h ' d 't' 13 o ann1ne _escrlp 10n • Milligan notes: II vIe 
have many no-tices in ancient writers implying that 
in the early Christian era the volcanic agencies of 
Syria, and probably -therefore of Palestine, were 
in a state of greater acti vi ty -than has been exhibited 
by them in later times ll14 • 
But neither of these pieces of information, 
though no-t disputed by anyone, provides any convincing 
proof of the genuineness of the passage in question. 
The textual problem has n':Jt to do 1,'1i th our difficulty 
in believing in the veracity of John's statement 
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about the existence of a pool in antiqui-Ly in 
Jerusalem or in the alleged healing PC)I,'JeX:'s of its 
water i but it has to do with the 'thorO'Lhjhly un··· 
Johannine way in which the passag'e combines a natural 
phenomenon with the popular legendary belief about 
-the same. 
It must also be noted that in n0ne of the 
healing miracles of the N. T. is there a menU.on of 
an angel as contributing to the miraculous p::ywer 
behind it. Although Dodd admi tstha-t there i.s a 
close parallel between this incident and the other 
healing miracles associa-ted wi-th Jesus (e.g. healing 
of the man with the withe:ced hand , Ivrk.3:1ff; 
healing of the crippled woman, Lk 13 :lOff) , he 
feels that "Yet something more t.han that is needed 
if the reader is to understand the dialogue between 
Healer and patient. He should know at least ~chat 
the scene is placed at -the edge of a pool of invalids 
seeking a cure to cause competition for places 
(verse 7) 1115. In Dodd 's judgment I since v. 7 is 
essentially related to -the theme of the narrative 
(faith as the will to health), the retention of 
vv.3b-·4 is really vi tal to the Johannine text. 
In further defence of this argument he cites 
Mk 2:1--2 and Lk 17:11-12 as illustrations of how 
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so 
a peri cope is sometimes introduced with some greater 
fulness than lJ.8ual as demanded by the occasion for 
16 the developmen-t of the story • 
Dodd's <Jxgument, which has received scant 
attention from scholars in general, certainly enhances 
the PH3stige of v. 3b because, read without it, the 
I 
episode dofini tely prodl:ces the impression of a 
lacuna. In addition to the long dialogues and dis-
courses in the Fourth Gospel we get a lot of material 
. 
which 1 purely straight narrative. In none of 
those narratives do we come across a similar phenomenon. 
So it is very difficult to believe that John would 
have left at least a reference to the stirring of the 
water to the imagination of the readers. Even those 
who have jumped to confirm the theory of a gloss in 
i"eg:l..:rd to 3b have recognized the essential link between 
this bit and v.7 for the development of the narrative. 
The content of v.4 belongs to an entirely different 
category. Not only is it apocryphal, but its 
retention is not absolutely essential for the con-
tinuity of the narrative. So Alford's inference that 
v.4 is an "insertion to cornple-te that implied in the 
narrative with reference to the popular belief" is 
. t 1 . d 17 qUl e va~l . But neither the MS evidence nor 
the intrinsic probability enables us to make such 
a firm assertion about v.3b. 
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The fact that there dre two non-·,Iohannine 
? ... . r- .... l 
words in v.3b, namely r;;,:~L:~X(6t/r;{1 and ,l(lY7(i"/S 
I 
cannot be -too strongly held against its genuineness, 
for this is a context 'ilhich is certainly unique, and 
so such words IlEl.y be considered as indisp:::ms(,tble. 
This is not, however, the case with regard to v.4. 
This single verse exhibits no less than 8 words or 
\ ,-
expressions which axe non-,Johannine: A'd.7c< f:dL(}?1
1 
/ (of going into the water), 'Y()i5~'1t'd I I 
f' ,-d; 7701'(£ / ; or o/-'t.r d77roTi 03/ I !<c,:,tf::,tJ:6I}J,I; 
Blass is cautious in his evaluation of 
this stylistic phenomenon, for while he categorically 
denies authenticity to v.4 on this count, he does 
not dare to make such a statement regarding v.3b: 
"There can be no doubt that ver.4 does not come from 
John, since the style is wholly different ll19 • 
v.re are thus led to the inescapable 
conclusion that whereas one f3hould maintain strong 
reservations in suspecting v.3b, the succeeding 
verse should not find a place in the text 20 • It is 
the legendary character of v.4 that exposes its 
spuriousness. C.R. Gregory compan3s this passage 
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to Lk 22: 43·-44 (both have the descent of an angel 
in cornmon) and regards it as a gloss which straY8d 
into -the text. H3 does not find this surpri':3ing 
in view of -the mood of th:)se times in attributing 
anything unnatural to the mediation of angels - a 
sign of -the influence of "Persian fantasies 1121. 
Barrett's statement tha-t "we have no other evidence 
22 
of such a le.gend" is not true: Ephrem's statement 
alluding to "the Angel by the water of Shiloah has 
already been mentioned. Blass cites a quotation 
from Nonnus which refers to the pool "where a sick 
man, as soon as he saw the water being troubled 
spontaneously l?.s.thed and was made whole ". Blass 
therefore thinks that N:)nnus was probably aware of 
the legend of the Angel through some tradition. 
Nonnus' silence on this in his Commentary is explained 
by Blass as due to its absence in his exemplar. 
Codex A gives at least one piece of evidence to this 
~ --ff t f 't h th d C I\OV r: 70 ('bathed') e _ - e c _ , -0 r las e wo r G 1\ {;. 
\ 
in place of ~jL.f pcl.S 
J 
23 (v.4) • But the legendary 
character of v. 4 is no argum,mt for the deletion of 
v.3b whose retention is vital to the text of St. John. 
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lSchnackenburg, John (E.T.) I, p.l82, explains this 
by pointing to the connection between 3b and 7. 3b 
must have been added much earlier because it' provides 
a basis for v.7. 
2St . John. p.94. 
3Introduction, 114 , p.361; Metzger, Textual Commentary, 
p.209. 
4LOC.cit. 
SOp.cit., p.362. 
6Cf • Hamrnond, Outlines of Textual Cri t.icism, pp.102f. 
7 In addition to Schnackenburg, already cited, see 
West.cott, loc.cit.; Moffatt, Historical NT, pp.689fi 
Bauer, 'Johannesevangelium, ad.loc.; Barrett, St. John, 
p.2lli Metzger, loc.cit.; Taylor, Text of the NT, pp.97f. 
8 Exp VII (1878), p.19Si cf. Westcott, loc.cit.; Taylor, 
loco cit .. 
9 Loc.cit. 
lOMoesinger, p.146; cf. Burkitt, Evangelion, II, p.19S. 
Burkitt cites this as an illustration to discredit 
the view that all 'Western' omissions arise from the 
influence of Tatian. He conjectures from the nature 
of the lacuna in Syr S at this point that even that 
Version had this passage missing in its original. In 
any caf3C i't is certainly missing in Syrc • 
1ILOC.cit. 
12LOC.cit.:, Cf. J.B. Light:foot, On a Fresh Revision, p.30: 
liThe de~3ire to bri.DCj out the presence of a §3:!.p§E_1}at_Ul:.~9J. 
agency may have hu.d its influence in procuring the 'Nords 
descri'btng the descent of the angel in John V: 3,4". 
Cf. Milligan, loc.cit., his words tend to be exaggerated 
in his attempt to characterise the story as legendary: 
"'1'hat the j.mpotent man g~!2~<::~t,E2g to be restored, could 
he reach ·the water, is cIca:c. Ye't no ltlord of Jesus 
and no statement of the Evangelist forbids us to believe 
t.hat Ewen a1 thoug-h he had reached it, he would have 
been lit.tIe better for the imme:::-sion". 
cxvi.ii 
l3Historical Tradition, p.180. 
l4L 't OC.Cl • 
150 . 't 179 p.Cl,v/P_' • 
160 't 179 2 p. Cl - _, p. ,n... 
17L 't OC.Cl • 
18 Blass, 
mentary, 
Philology, p.228, n.l~ Metzger, Textual Com~ 
p.209. 
19Ib 'd J. ., p.228; cf. Russel, New Catholic Commentary, 
ad.loc. 
20Cf . J.P. Lange, The Life of Christ (E.T.), iii, 
p.119 and n.2. 
21 Canon and Text, pp.5l9fi cf. Rev 16:5 - association 
. of angels with the myst.erious powers of water. 
2i.L 't 
.. LOC. Cl • 
230 't p.Cl ., p.229. 
cxix 
III 
g. In 7:53-8:11: The Pericope of the Adulteress 
Disputed words: 
~ I (/ £.1rrYJtuf}-?6'o'.>' [Kd.~T()S· 
.> \...-... I 
tim' Tol) "D)I /"7,1\ G TL 
External Evidence: 
omit 7.53-8.11 (sr-e page 413) p60.T. K A<id B C,id 
L N T ir X y ti 8 -It 053 OHI 22 33 15, 209 565 1230 1241 1242 1253 2193 
Lect ita. f.I '.Q syr<·'·P cop,.·bom"."h: goth arm geo Diatessaron" r Clement,id 
Tertullian Origen Cyprian Chrysostom Xonnus Cyril Cosmos Theophy-
heteomm II inc/urie passage fol/O!l"illg 7.62 D (F) G H K 11 r r 28 700 892 
10(9 1010 1071 1079 1195 1216 13H 1365 1546 1646 2148 2174 Byz it'",·<·d .•. 
1I'.i.:m •• ,l vg syrhm'.p.1 COpbo"'" nrmffi" eth Didascalin Ambrosiaster .\postolic 
Constitutions Ambrose Greek and Latin illSS"'''' to J"om, Jerome .\ugus-
tine /I include passage u'ith asterisks ar obcli (E include 8.2-11 with 
asterisks\ S (A IT include 8.3-11 u·ith a.sle,is];s) 1077 1443 1145 (lmm include 
8.1-11, l"m.Torn.mm,,,,,ffi.l,,,m include 8.3-11 u'ith asterisks) II include passnge 
after 21.24 .r armm " U includ o passage following L1; 21.38 f13 U include 
passage following In 7.38 225 
........ 
(i) The absence of the episode from the 
oldest representatives of all branches of ancient 
tradition is intriguing. 
(ii) On the other hand, it is found only in 
D (the sole ancient Greek MS which attests it) and 
a few Old Latins, notably b*e, and the Vulgate. 
(iii) The spuriousness of the passage in the 
Johannine setting is evident from: 
(a) its fugitive nature, having no fixed place 
among many ancient authorities: e.g., it is placed 
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after 7: 52 in DE (F) GHKMU r rr 28 700 892 etc.; 
after 7:36 in Cod. 225; after 7:44 in several 
Georgian H.SS; at the end of John I s Gospel in Codd. 
565 1076 1570 
f13; 
mss 
arm after Lk 21:38 in 
(b) the unique nature of the pericope in having 
given rise to the maximum nurnber of variant readings l 
(c) the asterisks or obeli attached to it in several 
MSS 1 which do not agree among themselves as to t.he 
2 p-::>sition of these symbols; besides, several ancient 
HSS have scholia acknowledgirq the absence of the 
pericope from ~ar~ copies; on the other hanO.I MSS 
from the 9th century on present scholia to the effect 
that the story was found in earlier copies. "We 
therefore find distinct evidence not only for n(m~ 
Thus the MS evidence leaves us in no 
doubt that the pericope is alien to -the IJ.):lo.nnine 
t ,4 ex.l: • 
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IITranscriptional evidence is generally 
ambiguous in readings of great length; insertion 
or omission Trust have been alike a mere blunder ,,5 • 
There is absolutely no possibility of 
the narrative having been deliberately shifted to 
this place except through the use of a lection. 
As Horot sugo::rests, "it would be natural enough that 
an extraneous narrative of a remarkable incident in 
the Ministry, if it were deemed \,yorthy of being read 
and perpetuated, should be inserted in the body of 
the Gospels. The place of insertion might easily 
be determined by the similarity of the concluding 
sentence to viii 15 •.. ". He goes on to add that 
it is possible that Papias' alleged use of the 
Fourth Gospel to expound 1~he written 'oracles of 
the Lord' might have induced him to insert this 
story as an illustration of the above reference6 • 
warfield7 also a££;rms that this is a case of insertion 
b f . t . t' . f13 ecause o' 1 s very POSl 10n 1n • Another evidence 
that confirms the same view has been provided by 
J.R. Harris8 • He has shown that the lenTth of this 
pericope is such as to cover four pages of an 
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archetYP'J of B. But he also shows that if the nar-
rative had originally belonged to its present place 
in In it would not have covered the entire space of 
those two sheets. liOn the other hand, its insertion 
may readily be accounted :Eor- a s an incorp:)F3.U.on into 
the text of an explanatory gloss drawn from ,some 
9 
extraneous source ll • 
Supposing the pericope to have been an 
integral part of the Fourth Gospel, it is not easy 
to account for its disappearance from so many ancient 
authorities. The usual explanations given are the 
following: 
(a) According to F.W. Farrar, it was expunged in the 
interest of Church discipline in the second century 
when this incident would be felt to condone adulterylO. 
He quo tes Ambrosell to t.his effect: "For certainly, 
if anyone received it with idle ears, he meets an 
incen-ti ve to error, when he reads of the aduli:e.ry of 
a saint (David) and the pardon of an ac1ultereGs ll • 
Ano-the:c quotation of Farrar from Augustine also 
might suggest- the SClme view: Augustine says that the 
passage so revolts the feelings of the faithless, 
"that some of small faith, or rai~h9r I foes of the 
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true fatth", feacLng an irnpunity of sinning should 
be conceded to their wives, removed the passage from 
their m:::ll1u.scripts, "as -though forsooth .He granted a 
permission to sin who said, 'Go and sin no more' 
Farrar goes on to say -that some of the Fathers 
deliberately omitted to comment on 1::.he passage because 
they belleved that faith should be so administered 
as not to lea,] astray the faithful. 
However, we do not have any o-ther evidence 
of such moral scruples resulting in the deletion of 
Scripture passages: "The utmost licence of -the boldest 
transcribers never makes even a remote approach to 
the excision of a complete narrative from the Gospels, 
and such rash omissions as do occur are all but con-
fined to Western texts; while here the authorities 
for omission include all the early non-Western texts". 
Further, the above theory fails "to explain why the 
three preliminary verses (vii 53; vii 1,2), so 
important as apparen-!:ly descriptive of the time and 
place at which all the discourses of c. viii were 
spoken, should have been omit-ted with the res-t ,,13 
(vide on Mk 16:9-20). 
Above all, the present hypothesis does 
no-t satisfactorily explain why the story of the 
sinful woman in Lk 7:36-50 had never come in for 
deletion in the interest of Church discipline • 
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Becker would answer this by saying that while 
repentance and conversion as an essential pre-requisite 
for forgiveness is omphasised by Luke (cf. 5 :32) in 
the above story, t11e pericope of the Adulteress is 
deficient in that ethical emphasis14 . This is not 
convincing to me on tv70 counts: First, the narrative 
in Lk 7:36-50 does not in point of fact lay down 
penitence as a pre-condition for forgiveness. It 
is no doubt a misrepresenl:ation of the whole point 
of the narrative based on an erroneous interpretation 
of v.47. 15 As Balmforth remarks I IIt.he evidence by 
which Simon can be convinced is ·that her many sins 
have already been forgiven. rrhe woman had already 
been brought to repentance before she appeared at 
Simon's house: it was her gratitude which led her 
to this impulsive act of loving homage". Secondly, 
if the Pericope of the Adulteress is un-Lukan from 
thr:; r..Dint of view of Luke's eJchical emphasis as 
Becker argues, then one might also point out that 
in view of the story of the conversion of the 
Samaritan woman in In ch.4, the former story cannot 
be considered as Johannine either. 
(b) Probably a more plausible hypothesis is that 
the arrangement of readings for various occasj_ons 
in a lectionary might 11ave led to -the eventual 
omission of this narrative from the Johannine text. 
But against this Hort argues that fino 
scribs of the Gospels was likely to omit a large 
portion of the text of his exemplar because the 
verse following it was annexed to the verses preceding 
it in a lection familiar to him. !v1oreover I the whole 
supposed process implicitly assigns to the Antiochian 
lection-system an age and extension incoiupatible 
with what is known of ancient liturgical reading ll16 • 
(cl Farrar's alternative suggestion that the apparent 
I 
offence caused by the mention of Jesus being left 
alone with the woman (v.9) might have encouraged 
th d 1 · f h ., 1 t .. 1 7 e e etlon 0 t e narratlve lS eas convlnclng 
One has only to point to the story of the Samaritan 
woman in ch.4 to refute this! 
(d) 18 ' Becker's surmise that the acceptance of this 
pericope by the heretics might have been a can·· 
tributory factor to i-ts suppression is also not 
convincing; as a matter of fact, the Fourth Gospel 
as a whole was the object of disfavour for a while 
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in orthodox circles due to its fXJpulcE'ity (:tmClng Jcho 
heretics. So the eventual restoration of the Gospel 
should have naturally restored the pericope in qUG8tion, 
had it been part of the original. Thus in tho end 
we have no conclusive evidence for the omission of 
the story from a genuine text. 
(a) That the very position of this pericopo in Jehe 
various MSS is dubious has already been pointed outi 
this is corroborated by its abruptness in reli::ltion 
to Jesus' discourse to the crowd in the Temple. 
In other words, the story completely spoils the link 
between 7:52 and 8:12, and so is a misfit in its 
present posi-tion in Jn19 . 
(b) Further, the vocabulary and style of this section 
are more Lukan than Johannine 20 : E.g. 6~~Gpos (v.2 cf. 
Lk 24: 1; Ac 5: 21) is found nowhere else in -I:he tIT 
:!. I' (cf. In 18: 28 i 20: I, 7Tfw t ); 7TJ.t,~!rYf.o~d{ + .> e.(S 
+ Accusative of Place (= go into) (v.2 cf. Ac 9:26; 
13:14: 15:4) is fOiJnd only at Nt 2:21 elsewhGt'e in 
the NT; ~d,OS (v.2 cf. 1,k 1:10,21: Ac 4:2,8.} Luke 
uses the word 36 times in all i ,John only twice i res-t 
of the NT: 55 times; / ) - I' !<ee/Biod; r-:JlfJ,(r!(I~Y (pleonastic 
participle) (v.2 cf. ( " Lk 5: 3; Mt 5: 1 f ) i 0 ~ ,./,) d Ii f! CI T f is , ! I i / -
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especially in combination with (v. 3) 
is a feature peculiar to Lk (cf. 5:21,30. contrast 
(. ,~ ~ ~ J 6-' ",\.1", 
Mk 2 "0 h ,. Mt 0 3 f Mk 2 ~ 1 6 D!" Y j)-,!/./j-Jd fE-I $;£:) y 'P ((PI cd On )/' _ ..,:; c • ~- I / I " I 
(v.6 cf. Lk 23:14: Ac 24:2) j.s used by 
John (cf. 5:45) only in the sense of 'to accuse before 
the divine court'. But Luke as well as the other 
/ Synoptists uses the word in a general ,sense; k u tel S 
occurs nowhere else in the NT except at Mk 1:7; 
--;;'1 ,-, TTc((CI ()? lcS (v.6 cf.Lk 6:7): In has it only ai: 6:6, 
but not with the opponents of .. Jesus as subject (cf. 
:1 I 
Mk 3:2: 10:2) ; 6, 7T L ;ll ( YC. {"Y (v.7 cf. Ac 12:16): Poculiar 
I 
to Luke, it is found 7 times in Ac, but not in the 
Gospels. Even the use of the participle as a comple-
,,/ :> -. 21 
ment to a verb as in €ti€rE.rOy f.fw"rwjTi:s is also Lukan 
L (cf. Lk 7:45; 23:12; Ac 8:16); 1..1)$ as a temporal con-
junction, though found 16 ·times in Jn, is more a Lukan 
feature in that it occurs 19 ·times in Lk and 29 times 
in Ac, but never in the other Gospels (rest of the NT: 
only 4 times); the expression )1 ,,'" Gt iiCi> Jt (v.ll) is more 
typically Lukan (Lk: 59 times; Ac: 15 times; In: only 
twlce); John nowhere else uses 'the terms '10 0(0$ T:~.y )[)..'~LiJy 
(v. 1) , and J<';'Tc!,/<)t~'«! 
I 
(v.ll); Besides, several 
h9J2.a~-.l~gQ!ll.?1'Ls! occur in this passage: apart from 
) / 
and t,ifl-Nf..yiJ (see a1:::ove) ,\\T8 have: 
; 
...-
(v.3),/(c)rr:.IA1F!{rJ./ 
(v.6) , 
/ . 
/;:. ~ /./: )\ t:. L [t~c. 6---t ~ (,...;\ L '" ,~ ( v • 9 ) Iii S ;.;.:: 0 CL $ 
/ 
+ CiS (7:53) 
.? \. , ..... , 1"'\ (v ,9), c(ItD TOu -)IJ-) (v.; 11) , 
Since 10 D@.i-l1Ll.§.Qomena are found in 
~[n 11; 13-44, a passage of almost identi cal length, 
it could be argued that such occurrences are possibly 
necessitated by the context. But the presence of 
~ ~ \ 
·the most striking ones such as OL! fd/1f1ch"Cf J I<xt. 
> / 
ern/It y W 
"'" > rrey) J.y I ) t ,,,iJd I + .£15 + Accus. cannot be easily explained 
except in terms of Lukan connection22 . 
Consideration of style is more decisive. The 
r-, ~l 
virtual. absence of O~l (ou~ in 5b is quite natural) 
and the frequency of h~ in this section speak of the 
extraneous origin of the narrative; in fact If occurs 
lltlmes her:e whereas it is completely absent in the 
next 48 verses 23 • 
(c) In addition to the MS evidence and the vocahulary 
which 11nk th.is passage with Luke, there is yet another' 
telling factor to be considered. The juxtaposition 
of the T§mpL§ and the tt~;:)UlIt.. . .Q.:L.91Jve§. at the beginning 
of this pericope corresponds to the same phenomenon 
found at Lk 19:47,48 and 21:37,38 24 • It is the 
attestation of the Ferrar Group that primarily suggests 
a.claim for the story in favour of the latter position. 
In order to settle the question of the relative claims 
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of these two positions in Lk we have to go back to 
the Markan source in respect of the events following 
the cleansing of the Temple, chs.llff. In 11:18 
we are told that the chief priests and the teachers 
of the Law were looking for an opJ?Ortunity to kill 
Jesus, but they were afraid of His popularity, 
aroused by His t:eaching. V.19 has reference to His 
leaving the city, presumably for Bethany. The next 
day's events include the return to the Temple and 
the questioning of His authority by the Jewish 
authorities. Luke is trying to compress the same 
sequence of events into a single day in 19:45-47; 
20:1ff; 19:47-48 is actually Luke's version of ~~ 
11:18-19; v.47 should be translated as: "and He 
began teaching in the Temple daily". rfhe reference 
to the at-tempt of the leaders to kill Jesus denotes 
the beginning of a series of plans which marked the 
climax of their disposition of antagonism towards 
Him. Now it would be quite in order if Luke began 
to narrate a series of events which gave momentum 
to their opposition to Jesus. All these events 
should naturally be centred around the Temple. So 
there is nothing illogical in supposing that the 
Pericope of the Adulteress was placed by the author 
irrunediately after 19:48. Then the series of questions 
put to Jesus according to ch.20 would fall within the 
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renewed attempts of the religious leaders to -trap 
Him. Since 20:40 expressly states that 'they no 
longer dared to ask him any question', it would be 
anomalous to place the question concerning the 
adulteress at the end of ch.21. 
N:)\v the ques-tion arises about the claim 
of 21: 37,38 to accommodate -the l~ericope of the 
Adulteress. It must be pointed out that the juxta-
position of the 'Mount of Olives' and the 'Temple' 
is the only intrinsic claim of this 'portion to this 
honour. It cJuld be argued -that the scribe behi.nd 
the archetype of the Ferrar Group was just rehabili-
tating our fugitive pericope here on account of this 
very resemblance while overlooking the other 
. l' t' 25 lrregu arl les . E.F.F. Bishop has drawn attention 
to the fact that if we place the Peri cope of the 
Adulteress at the end of ch.21, we will be faced 
with the awkward situation of a triple mention of the 
Temple, a double mention of the Moun-t of Olives in 
connex_ion \vi th Jesus, two references to His teaching 
and t.he occurrence of two different forms of the 
root meaning 'early' (once of Jesus and once of the 
people) . Bu-t although he expresses himself in 
favour of locating the narrative at the end of 
ch.19, he suggests a solution to the present dif-
ficulty by supposing 21:37£ to be an editorial corn-
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pression' of tho story26. Bacon, follmvs the same 
line: 27 liThe context of Lk XXI:38 is nothing else than 
an equi valen-t for the introductory "'lords c1escripti ve 
of the scene which preface the peri cope adulterae 
in the Greek form II. Bacon's difficulty with these 
verses as they now appear is that IIAfter them we 
naturally expect some example of how Jesus taught 
the p30ple in the rremple; but '>fe are disappointed, 
for our evangelist utilizes them merely to effect the 
change of scene I and proceeds immedia-tely with another 
subj ect - -the betrayal II . Bacon then goes on to sup-
port Streeter's hypothesis: " ... it is clear that 
these two verses were written for the very purpose 
of taking the place of the pericope, while preserving 
its (supposed) representation (so different from 
Mark's) of Jesus' (habitual) lodging at night on the 
Mount of Olives ll • 
These alleged difficulties are in point 
of fact baseless and reflect an under-estimation of 
Luke's skill as a writer. They can, however, be over-
come by supposing the verses to be a retrospective note 
of the author before launching into the greatest section 
of the Gospel - the Passion narrative. In the pre-
ceding two chapters he had already given sufficient 
number of examples as to what J-esus taught in -I.:he Temple 
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dJ.ring the two or three hectic days after His arrival 
in Jerusalem. N:)w he is presenting a summary of 
Jesus' daily routine up to the day of the Last 
28 Supper Viewed from this point, the close of 
ch.2l is a fitting introduction to the account of 
the Passion. 
It could be argued that 19:47-48 does 
not adequately represent MJ<. 11: 18-19 in -t.hat the 
reference to Jesus' ev~ning retreat from the city 
is l~ft out 29 . That is precisely the rationale for 
introducing the Perlcope Adulterae at this point. 
And the fact that Luke recapitulates the same 
reference at the end of ch.21 confirms the validity 
of the argument above. 
The line of argument that is followed 
here is in antithesis to Taylor's contention that 
Lk 19:47f. is not dependent upon M'A 11:18f30 . 
He is defended by Bishop on the basis of the dif-
ficulties mentioned earlier. Of course~ both of 
them are an.<'Cious to preserve the identity of Proto-· 
Luke. In their attempt to defend the Proto~-Luke 
theory they recognise the gap between 19:48 and 
22:14 and admit that it is difficult to explain. 
Bishop 'dould, however, have us rem::we the Markan 
material of ch.20 and also the eschatological discourse 
of 21:1-36 as not belonging to Proto-Luke. 'rhen 21:37-38 
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has to be eliminated as "an edi t.orial reconstruction 
of the scene after it was taken out of Proto-Luke or 
an early copy of the Gospel, when the Markan material 
had been introduced". Thus he finds a natural link 
between 19:47-48 and the scene of the accusation 
. t t1 ' It 31 agalns- - 1e aou. eress • H~wover, even without 
questioning -the valj_di ty of the Proto-Luke theory I 
it -will be seen that we have already arrived at a 
neater solution to our present problem of recon-
ciling the claims of the close of chs.19 and 21 32. 
A-t any rate, the contention that Lk 19:47f is 
independent of Mk 11:18f is not tenable. 
Bishop, however, points to another 
argument in favour of the rehabilitation of the 
Pericope Adulterae at the end of ch.19. According 
to 23:2, the charge brought against Jesus at the 
Trial before Pilate is tha-t He was 'perverting our 
nation' and forbidding the payment of tribute to 
Caesar, claiming Himself to be a King. "There has 
been nothing really stated to justify the 0oub1e 
charge of Lk xxiii:2, though the second charge would 
be a legitimate inference from xix:37-40. If, 
however, we insert the story of the adulteress at 
xix:48 •.. it will be found to fit the context very 
much more aptly than in the ac-tual position to which 
it was restored later on by the Ferrar group". 
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Bishop then pI:oceeds to elaborate this: 
"Jesus I at-ti tude on this occasion (sc. at the 
scene of the accusation against the ad~lteress), 
~~len He had refused to associate Himself with the 
Hosaic le.;rislation over the -test case of the adultery 
in the presence of a big crowd in the Tem.9le area 
to the obvious discomfiture of the authorities, 
afforded the desired evidence ll • Further, according 
to Harcion1s Gospel and itc,e, there is an additional 
charge levelled by the accusers of Jesus at the 
posi-tion indicated by 23: 2,5 they refer to His 
destroying the Law and. the prophets and mi~l~9:d.i.D9. 
. , 
the women and children ( J< d I ) .... /..- "-ee{ fro i_C 7 f 6 rOY J c{ To( 5 
.~ \ . \ ~ 33 
'j v yc;U/C!.s /<rJ.{ "Td. T{/<;J1,) • It is apparent: that this 
additional information was based on some extra-
canonical source which may have some degree of 
credibility. If that is the case there is added 
/ 
evidence to prove that the lenient attitude of our 
Lord to the errant WOffi3.n was grossly misrepres(:-:!nted 
by His enemies. If this readirig actually goes 
back to our author himself, then it is likely that 
he had before him a narrative concerning the 
incident about the woman. However, the incident 
involving the sinful woman, 7:36£f, would have 
equally served -the purpose of J"esus I detractors. 
Therefore this piece of evidence is not so strong 
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as the foregoing one. 
Thus we have convincing arguments on our 
side Jco regard the Pericope Adul-terae as belonging 
to the Third Gospel rather than to the Fourth. 
Although its possible omission from the original 
text was shown to be difficult to prove, there is a 
strong case to conjecture that it was possibly 
incorporated into the Fourth Gospel by later copyists. 
Both Westcott and Barrett cite Papias' statement 
referred to by Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastica, III, 
xxxix.17, "about a woman, accused in the Lord's 
presence of many sins, which is contained in the 
Gospel according to the Hebrev.JS" 34 • Barrett also 
refers to a similar story mentioned in the Apostolic 
Constitutions II, 24, (4th century) which was used 
to caution the bishops against excessive severity in 
dealing with penitents 35 Although neither narrative 
is identical with the present pericope, the resemblance 
is close enough to give the impression that documents 
such as the Gospel of the Hebrews represent sayings 
or narratives associated with the life of Jesus which 
were transmitted in the early centuries alongside of 
the canonical Gospels (cf. on 5:39; 12:19). The 
fact that this story was made use of as an illustration 
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of clem[~ncy g1 vcsthc3 lie to the hypothesis that 
it vIas Oint ttcd from the Scri.ptures on account of 
its possiblo misuse. V. Taylor points to this 
narrative:; aG a good example of a 'Pronouncement 
S-tory' which has got into the wrong place as a 
gloss. He comp-::tres it to the addition at 6: 4 in D about 
the man -v;()l'k:Lng on the Sabbath, both being pieces o_f 
oral tracE tion. Tayler thinks that because of its 
challenging character or limited currency, it was 
not used by the Evangelists 36 • Bishop observes 
that it would IIdisclose to early Chris-tians an 
attitude to the Mosaic Law comparable to that of the 
Sermon on the Hount" although he admits that in some 
parts of Christendom it would have appeared to 
contradict the warnings against adultery in the 
Synoptic tradition37 • Budd tt writes: IIThat the 
story was unpopular in certain circles of the Latin 
Church is shown by its excision from b and the 
definite statements of st. Augustine ... This would 
not be enough to exclude a genuine text from the 
canonical Scripture, but it might very well be 
enough to keep alive the knowledge that the passage 
was an interpolation, or in some way of inferior 
authority,,38. 
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Conybeare's discovery of an ancient 
Armenian Codex at Edschmiadzin (c1aJced A.D. 989) tOYJards 
the end of the last century lends weight to the alien 
nature of our pericope in its traditional position. 
Thi~3 MS contains the story in its traditional place 
\ 
with the equivalent of leX as 
the caption. The opening words of this section 
reads: "a certain woman was taken in sins {cf. D, 
1071: 
against herll . 
. t t-' 39 Cl a_lon . 
)and they all bore witness 
I 
These \vords closely resemble Eusebius I 
Conybeare identifies the story of the 
adulteress with Papias' reference as well as with 
40 the story in the Gospel of the Hebrews . Bacon 
questions this evidence because of its late date 
and the suspicious nature of the rubricllAris·ton 
41 Eritzu ll attached to Mk 16:9-20 in the same MS , 
although Hort 42 and Burkitt 43 are impressed by it. 
Burkitt thinks that the resemblances aro such that 
the D text, the Ec1schmiadzin story and the incident 
in the Gospel of the Hebrews may helve IIsome com-
munity of originll. A copy of the Greek Gospels 
which belonged to Mara of Amid (Mara's Codex, 6th 
century) contained the pericope either at the end 
of In 8:20, or more probably at the Gnd of the 
Gospel. This was cited in full by the .syriac 
author Zacharias Rhetor in his Ecclesiastical 
History whence it got into the Syriac G02p,~l COlll"-
rnentary by Dionysi us Bi3.:t'salibi. Although this text 
b2ars much resernblanceto the narrative in Conybeare' s 
Codex, it appean3 to be a "verbose paraphrase II. 
Both share the noJcable omission of "Nei-ther do I 
condemn -thee" in our Lord's speech t:o the woman. 
While not all scholars agree with Conybeare's view 
that his shorter recension is the original form 
(e.g. Bacon, loc.cit.), Burkitt cOl1cedesthat "it 
has a decidedly ancient air II, much more so than -the 
-text of Mara' s Codex44. In any case, the unmistakable 
existence of alIDther recension of the same story 
with no fixed position in th2 Gospels is further 
proof of the extra~-·canonical source from which Luke 
or the interpolating scribes must have got their 
L - 1 45 mau:::rJ.a • 
C. Taylor adduces evidence to show that 
the author of the Shepherd of Herr(\as~vas possibly 
aware of -the existence of this story. This second 
century author has no express quotation from the 
Bible, but several allusive references. Thui3 in 
Hand iv.l:1 ho men-tions -the case of a married wQ!!!!=!!2 
Taylor 
sqggests that this may have reference to our pericope. 
Besides, the author in his dialogue on the said case 
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, )' J 
m k => t1 51 ' d r:/"uJ OVY D(J a (:;05 - 1e ~ 1epner say, I::. 
) " , ' 
. . . . .. c()\ /,c{ ,t. " To Y 'itt c{/ 7"7 /\0 Tc{ 
U1and. iVa 1:11, cf 3:2). IIAn obvious inference 
is that he perhaps knew the Pericope, though not 
necessarily as p;:J.rt of any canonical wri-ting II. 
Taylor also thinks that the rare word /,«~"Jlo /Y drJr? s 
used in Mand. iVa 3,4 in connexion with the above 
case has been carried over into the Didascalia and 
thence into the Ap':)s"tolic Consti-tutions through the 
Syriac and the Latin. "This and o-ther coincidences 
confirm -the hypothesis that the author of Hermae-
Pastor knew the Pericope, and seem to show that he 
was also acquainted with a primitive 
• 11 46 upon lot • 
In the light of so many pieces of 
evidence pointing towards the antiquity of the 
passage, and taking into consideration the very 
strong Intrinsic Probability ,one may well 
conclude with Barrett: "It may bt3 that stories on 
this theme were current in several forms dt an 
early date but did not attain canonical status 
because they seemed inconsistent with the strict 
disciplinary treatment of adultery then customary, 
and that the story as we know it carne into the 
Fourth Gospel because at some time it was combined 
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with it (as originally non-biblical material) in a 
47 lectionary II There is nothing unacceptable about 
this view when we realize that the books of the NT 
did not originally receive the same kind of sac-
rosanctness that came to be associated with them 
48 
after the fixing of the canon at a much later date • 
H:)1tfeVer I the UBS Committee I s decision to retain 
this section\vithin dOlble square brackets .':I:t its 
traditi0!1§.Ul§:~ 49 (italics mine) should be 
modified in favour of its m8re natural position in 
Lk. 
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CONCLUSION 
What .is the conclusion of our Conclusions 
from the study of the 'Western omissions' and 'Western 
insertions! so far? It is now time for us to piece 
together the j~n:ferences we had d ra'.1n here and there 
thro',lghou:c this investigation. 
1. The first t.hing that comes to mind is t.he_ i~.§;9.§.quacy: 
We saw this 
particularly in connection wi·th the 8 £l~~:H~.§ic_ I Wes·tern 
non-interpolations' of Westco·tt-Hort 1.'1 Lk. Thi.s '>las 
further confirmed by passages like Mt 9: 34; 16: 2f; . 
!v1k 16: 9 - 20; Lk 2 2 : 4 3 f i 2 3 : 34 • 
If further proof be needed, two examples 
may be cited from outside the list we have explored. 
Take the well-known case of the name of the insur-
rectionist mentioned in Mt 27:16,18. 'I '" '7.:(OV)' 
pIs pal 2 is att.es·ted only by (lY) f 700 Syr I arm geo 
origlat in comparison with the vast majority of 
ancient witnesses. But the NEB translators were 
convinced of the rat:ionale for acopting this name in 
the text. In my judgment ·this was a bold step in 
the right direct.ion which has since then been sup~ 
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port:sd byth8 UBS Edil:o:r.ial Corruni tteel • 2 F.W. Danker , 
rev ie'iJing JCh'3 NEB, j usl:if ies ·the retention of the name 
Jesus Barabbas thus: "This reading is to be preferred, 
not only because its absence in many manuscripts is 
quite p.cobably an intentional scribal o:nission designed 
to maintain OUI: Lord1s dignity but also because it 
clarifies Pil<'l.te 1 s description as ·the one called Messiah ll • 
In thi s he is only voicir g the consensus of mode.r.n 
scholarf3hip3 ~ 
Similarly, in In 19:29, the NEB trans-
lators decided to follow in t.lle footsteps of Moffatt, 
Goodspeed, Phillips, and Schonfield by substituting 
~ 
U 6- 6- ''-2 (= javelin) for t.JcCi)JiTU! despite the meagre 
MS support for the same - only Codd. 476'k 1242 .r.ead 
2 
( ,.. . . t b , f f , 11, V 1 c:r: s J2ert2:.g_§~ 1 , = a po e or 
long shaf t) • It is quite possible that an original 
.. ,/ C C'~ (' l) /7 (.: 9 J 0) I': "'r~'C f' j.. . ' • .J:I... " l"..... t~t.::./1 1 (..,""~ was wrongly written as 'f C c. (J) /rUJ?n'p I fJENTt. C 
by an early scribe and that the mistake go-t perpetu-
ated4 because of the well-known OT association of 
the Passover vlith hyssop. Wi'ch regard to the tra-
oi,tional reading, I quote Danker again5 "Not only 
does it fail to make sense in the passage (the plant 
would haroly be suitable for raising up a wet sponge) 
bu-:: it looks like a scribe's conformation to the events 
wi·th Exodus 12:22". 
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The above instances clearly give the 
reliable basis in Textual Criticism. Examples of 
these two 'types can be multiplied. But these vJOuld 
suffice to underline 'cbe need for a judicious use of 
the MS evidence and thus to defend the 'eclectic 
method' to which I expressed my qualified assent in 
the Introduction to this thesis. Tasker rigll,tly 
6 
observes : "No single JvIS and no one group of JvISS 
exists, which should be mechanically followed in our 
effort to probe towards ,the original 'text of the New 
Tes'tament in passages where differences exist. All 
known texts are to a greater or less extent mixed 
texts; and even the earliest of -them are not free 
from 7 errors II • 
It must be emphasized in this connection 
that even ihe_d;L§C2.QY.~fY_O.f..R~ has not al'tered -the 
basic truth of the above statement especially in 
relation to the passages which we have investigated. 
Aland is too one-sided in his es'tima'tion of the papyri 
evidence when he writes8 : 'One of the important 
resul,ts of ,this change (sc. 'the influence of the 
discovery of ,the papyri on Tex'tual Criticism) has 
been& •. tha't Westco'tt-Hort' s so-culled "It\lestern non-
interpola'tions" have been, so to speak, stripped of 
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their original nimbus and that, although in'teresting, 
they are no longer regarded, or should be regar0ed, 
as authoritative'. Thai: this statement is an exag-
geration is readily seen 1tlhen we note that despite 
the attestation of p75 for the majority reading in 
Lk 22:19b-20 and in ch.24, we found that except for 
24 :51, we were generally in agreerl1ent with Westcott-
Bort's decision. So K1ijn is showing more realism 
when he criticizes Aland on this issue9 : "We are 
not •.. able to understand that this question has 
received new light f rom the papyri ". 
The faet of the mat'cer is that when I,'le 
are dealing with the second century, we have to 
F.C. GrantlO 
refers to this as a period of "widespread textual 
expansions, conflation, conforma'tion and assimilation, 
with numberless crossings of lines". This was a t.ime 
when "oral and \vri tten tradition "vere used side by 
'd II 1 ~ , ttl' t t . 11 Sl e, eaolng '0 mu'-ua, In.erae'lon • According 
to Klij n12 , 'the readings common to Jus·tin, ,MQrcion, 
Old Latin, D, the DiaJcessaron and Old Syriac "are oE 
the same antiquity as readings found in p75_Bllo 
Hence his emphasis on ·the importance of judging read-
ings lion internal consic3.erations, but without neglec,ting 
the origin of the different mannscrip-ts II13 • Especi.ally 
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in evaluating passages involving doctrinal or con-
t:coversial :L~3sues such as the Pericope lv:Julterae, 
the Bloody Sweat and t.he Comfort.ing M(c:;el, the Prayer 
for Forgiveness from the Cross, etc., a consideration 
of the psychological factors >chat were nt \'Jork in 
altering or excluding the text was of p~ramount 
. t 14 J.mpor ance In certain cases it WdS the author's 
sty 1 e ( e • g. Mt 6: 15 , 25 i 13: 33 i 23: 26 ; riG\: 14: 39 ; 
Lk 12:19,21; In 3:31f; 4:9; 7:53 - 8:11, or his 
theological propensi-t.y (e.99 Lk 5:39 i 22 :19b-20) 
that provided the clue to a solution. 1'....1.and himself, 
with whom we had to disagree on many occasions, does 
recognize the role of Internal Evidence in the 
evaluation of texts, although he has on the whole 
paid scant attention to it because of his obsession 
. th th .. , 15 Wl e papyrl eVloence "Massgebend ist •• " die 
. ' '-' . 7!) Quali tt:\.t del' Aussage, \,lobei s:Lch eln l'~8uge WJ.e P 
in den allermeisb:m Ftl.llen se:i.nen Konkllrrenl:en 
tiberlegen erweist ". However, he goes on to say: 
"Gewiss kann man auf ihn nicht blindlings bauen, 
sondern muss nach wie VOl.' aIle MUssern und inneren 
F aktoren bei j eder 'I:extlichen En>cscheiclung berl.kk-
sichtigen, und man muss auch j cde 3t.c11e ftlr sich 
nehmen und nen en'l!:igen, aber man so11t.e P 7 5 doch 
dieselbe .Allfmerksamkeit und dasselbe Vertrauen 
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schenken wie frtiher der Kombination aus D, der Ve tus 
Latina und der Vetus Syra ll • But in any case , t extual 
evidence has proved to be a rather unreliable guide in 
the case of mo st of the exceptional re a dings we we re 
investigating. 
2 ( a ) It follows from vvhat has been s -tated abovetha-t 
cannot be he ld as a 
rel i abie guide in textual critical decisions. 
Westcot-t-Hort rightly held that the numer ical s-trength 
of witnesses s upporting a part.icular reading need not 
necessarily·be blindly followed in accepting that 
reading because it is possible that the majority may 
have inherited it from a common ancestor which had 
gone corrupt at that point. Hence their emphasis 
that "All trustworthy restoration of corrupted -tex 'ls 
is founded on ·the s·tudy of ·their h.istory , ·tha·t is of 
the relaU.ons of descent or afE :i .. ni'cy Ylh:Lch connec-t 
the sever al documeni:s 11 16 • This study, ·they held , 
would be effective in i dentifying and resolving 
fl t d · 17 con. a e rea 1ngs But it should a·t once be pointed 
out that even the idea of a I conflate l reading c oul d 
be subjective as we have noted in the case of 
18 Lk 10:4lf • 
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cannot be pressed into service as an 8ffective 
guide-line in problematic cases has }:.,:?sn clmply 
demonstrated by our studies. Even if a particular 
family or group of authorities .1s genc.cally rct'i,;]blc, 
it does not autornatically follow that: its c-'~:L',?:J Lation 
can be relied upon in every inst::ance 8 1/Ji::h rc;:;p2ct 
to the I classic I cases in the last 'three chapt,ers of 
Lk, Westcott-Hart themseJ.ves were not prepared -1:0 
follow the I Internal Evidence I of their f avouri,te 
Alexandrian family and their allies. And vve have 
seen that as a mat·ter of fact. only one of these 
passages, Lk 24:51, had a claim to be reinstated. 
To be sure, if one reads Westcott-Hort's 
principles carefully, they do allmv for exceptional 
cases; and it is to this category that all our texts 
rightly belong. It is not therefore surprising that 
many modern scholars have discredi"tc?d the above 
principles. 20 As K. Elliott has recently pointed out , 
liThe genealogical method which lay behind Westcott 
and Hart I s theories is impossible t.O use ·to any large 
N8'\\1 Testament. manuscripts have such a mixed 
textual character that i·t is impossible to attemp-t ·to 
discover a definite archetype recoverable from extant 
copies through unambiguous lines of descen·t. '1'he 
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Ne1,.v Testament t:ex·tual ·tradi tion is so confused ·that 
nei-l::.her genealogical ·trees nor even geographically 
located ·tex-ttypes can be established in any de·tail. 
The t.ext of early papyri, many discovered ·this century, 
canncyt be fitted into the neat theor:ies of Wes·tcott 
and Hort and others ll • 
Thus what clearly emerges fro:n our s·tudy 
3. The ·third point tha·t emerges as a corollary to 
the first is the need for a new evaluation of the 
worth of the • V'lestern' Text vi..§±lli_ ·the Alexandrian. 
(a) V0"estco·tt-Hort' s chief error consist.ed in rating 
the former as a very corrupt form of 'rext and in 
21 holding a proportiona·tely exalted vie\y of the latter • 
We have, hovvever, found strong reasons to reins·tate 
a·t least bvo readings which these scholars had rej ecl:ed 
on the basis of their 'Western' attestation; viz. 
M·t 16: 2f ; Lk 9: 55£ g On ·the other hand, vIe were 
confident in reinstating all but ·two (Mt 9:34; 21:44) 
0:[ t.lle 18 readings over 'which v{estcott~Hort had 
expressed considerable doubt because of their absence 
from the 'v~estern' fa~'1lily. It is very clear that 
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these scholars were guilty of a highly arbitrary 
attitude towards the 'Western' group of readings 
both in their app.roval of the 'western omissions' and 
in their rejection of the 'western additions'. As 
22 Salmon comments : "(Hort) examines the documents 
with the result that among readings whose attestation 
is ancient, he attributes the V(:3ry highest value to 
the combination }-1 B, and the very lowest to the 
Western rc3ac1ings. But when it ts a ques tion about 
omission, if a small handful of Western MSS omit words 
which are found not only in }-/B, but in all other 
authorities, he decides in favour of om1ssion". 
Salmon illustrates this lack of cogency on the part 
of the above editors from their handling of Lk 24:51,53. 
The words referring to the Ascension in v.51 are 
omitted by the same authorities which read 
instead of 
) \ ,... 
E /.J 1\ 0 y' 0 u )J rt s 
I in v.53. Whereas 
Tischenc10rf was consistent in respecting -this MS 
.J r ..... 
authority, vJestcott-Hort reject'ed the cI'lYOU1T(!.S 
23 
as well as the Ascension text . 
in!5:.£p.21ation ' itself is a reflection of these 
scholars' higher esteem for the Alexandrian Text. 
Once havin;r labelled the latter as 'pure 1 or 
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I neutral I t~ey found no justification for describing 
some of the Alexandrian reading-s as interpolations. 
Hence they devised this face-saving term to designate 
the I We:3tern omissions I . In any case, the label 
IWesternl is not accurate because this type of text 
is by no ffi2ans confined to the geographical West. 
A b t t t . t 1 1 db' Al d' I 24 e -er ,J __ e wou~ I:; non-. exan rlan • v,lell 
25 did Hart deserve Salmon's taunt· : " ... Hort, if 
consulte(l what authority should be followed, might 
answer, Fo llow B 5>,f ... But suppose B has not "I.-:he 
support of -H ? Still follow B, if it has the sup-
pJrt of any other MS. But suppose B stands alone? 
Unless it is clearly a clerical error, it is not 
safe to reject B. But suppose B is defective? 
Then fo110,'1 H • I'fna·t about adopting the western 
reading? Imat about killing a man? II 
(c) Another weakness of ·the theory of Westcott,-Hort 
Mention was made in my Introduction of their decision 
to trea·t 1 .Matth3ean and 8 Lukan passages as ,special 
on this basis. At the same time they relegated 18 
other I Wes'!:ern I QrrllcQ.§iQ!l§. which are spread across 
the Four Gospe Is to a subordinc.1'te ca·tegory. 
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Omissions are in fact not limited either to the 
'Western' 26 family or to one particular portion of 
any Gospel. Even the 'Western omissions' cannot by 
any means be confined to a particular Gospel or to a 
27 portion of a Gospel . Our consideration of the 
above 27 passages has confirmed the principle of 
the advocates of eclecticism that each reading deserves 
~. special hearing on its own merits. The 'western' 
omissions to which other scholars have drawn a'ttention 
also bring out the fallacy of Westcott-Hort's arbitrary 
t . 28 assump lon • 
saw how B~,§.§..§~!? __ !:J}eQ...~ of the double recension of Lk 
by the author's own hand as an explanation for the 
missing readings in the 'Western' group cannot be 
sustained for the simple reason that such omissions 
are found in the other Gospels as well. Similarly, 
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Vlf3 have e~:l.Sily exposed. (Vide Introduction; also 
on 24 :51) • 
(b) Another COi1U110n tendency amon]" commentators is 
In the 
first place, it has to be admitted that even if seme 
of the numerous omissions were due to Marcion's Text, 
such influence vlQuld necessarily be confined ·to the 
Third Gospel. Besides, a close scrutiny of the 
textual critical apparatus in any standard edition 
of the N.T. is enough to convince us that if at all 
_ Marcionite or Tatianic influence was at work to 
give rise to the various 'Western' readings, it did 
not operate in any uniform or well-defined pattern. 
For example, let us compare three 
Lukan passages, one from the list of the 18 'Western 
non~interpolations' of Wr3stcott-fIort and two from 
the group of the 'Greater Interpolations': 
Lk 5:39: This belongs to the first category. 
Tatian'3 encratite abhorrence of the use of wine is 
dd i b J ,30 1 t' f 't a ucee y erem~as as an exp ana-~on -or 1-S 
omission from the 'Western' Text. If Tatian had 
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allowed his views to influence this Harmony, how can 
one explain his retention of (a) the promise of our 
Lord to the Penitent Thief 31 (23:43: Tatian is 
reported to have believed in the non-salvability of 
the race of Adam) and (b) t.he passage dealin:;J with 
Jesus' reference to the use of 'the fruit of the 
')'2 
vine' in the coming Kingdom (22:l7f)?J-. 
2.l.= .. J . 1a: Marcion, Ta'cian, Justin, Irenaeus plus J~'k 
attest the prayer for forgiveness of His enemies by 
our Lord. D and other 'Western' witnesses omit the 
verse' . h f 75 In t e company 0" P B. Marcionite or 
Tatianic influence cannot obviously be adduced for 
this glaring lacuna in the Alexanjrian Text. 
Here again, the 'Western' group is divided. Is it 
not reasonable to assume that the MSS which carry 
the omission were the inheritors of a common tradition, 
granting that the excision was doctrinally motivated? 
22: 43f: '1'he External Evidence relating to the Bloody 
Sweat and ·the Comforting Angel is clearly in favour 
of the omission, being attested by p75 B Marcion et al. 
H::Hvever, 51 *D, along with the Diatessarol1, retain 
·the verses. Once again the 'Western' witnesses do 
not'give a unanimous testimony, so that the influence 
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of the Diatessaron as a factor behind the omission 
cannot be sustained. 
These examples, however, do not rule 
ou·t the possibility of the above-mentioned 'heretics' 
wielding some influence on certain readings in certain 
exemplars of their generation33 All that I wa.nt 
~-------,.---------.-
'Western' omission34 . The textual evidence presented 
by Lk 24:6,12,36 on the one hand, and Mt 27:49b; 
Lk 24:40,51,52 on the other, is a further confirmation 
of this point: whereas the former group of readings 
s 
are at·tested by Syr I the latter are missin:J from 
this Version. Since all of them belong to westcott-
Hort's famous list of 'Western non-interp:>lations', 
it is clear that they do not bear the same relation 
to the Old Syriac as to -the geogTaphically Western 
Text. However, there appears to be some agreement 
between the Old Syriac and the geographically Western 
Text against the Diatessaron as in the omission of 
at In 11:25 35 . 
Again, Burkitt lists 18 'Greater 
InteJ:.-polations' including our Mt 16: 2b~3; Lk 9: 55; 
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2 2 :43f ; 23:34a; In 5:4; 7 : 53 - 8:11 ~lich are absent 
s from Syr though present in k e Cyprian. He has 
anothe r list of 'Smaller Interpolations I including 
our Lk 9 : 54 a nd ,In 5:3 where the Africa n Latins 
omit what the European Latins preserve. "That this 
is not due to revision on the part of the Sy r iac text 
is s hm'Tn by oth':!.t' interpolations only to he found in 
s Syr ". (e.g. Mt 4:9; Mk 12:23: Lk 23:48; In 11 :39 
36 
e-tc.) . The inference is that any influence that 
the Tatianic Text might have had on the Old Syriac 
and the Old Latin is not amenable to any neat pattern 
of g e n e ralization. 
E. C. Blac}unan' s ,37 d' Vlew regar lng 
Marcion's influe nce on the cospeltradition could 
well sum up our position: "These variants (sc. those 
attributed to Ma rcion) are not all due to Marcion 
himself , a nd most of them were widespread at the 
time when ,he compil e d his canon, c. A.D. 140". 
If this is true of Marcion38 , the same could be 
affirmed of his contemporary, Tatian. Klijn39 
cites instances from the Epistula Apostolorum and 
the Gospel of Peter , D.)th of which are Pre- Tatian a nd 
a re known to h 3.ll(3 made u se of canonical Gospels,to 
show that a t ext exi sted in Syri a before A. D. 150 
"vhieh in many cases bore resemblances to the 
Diatessaron. Tat ian was by no me a ns a mere 
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abbceviator of Gospel texts, as is evidenced by the 
numerous ap:>cryphal additions to the Gospels found in 
1 · 1:.1 40 1lS _larmony . From the two 'western interp:>lations' 
we have retained (Mt 16: 2f i Lk 9: 55f) it Ls clear 
I 
that not all such passages originated through Tatian's 
influence. But_ those 'Western in-terpolations' we 
had roason to reject as spurious (e.g. Mt 9:34; 21:44; 
:tvik 16:9,--20; Lk 22:43f; J'n 5:4) do remind us of a 
period of uncontrolled expansion of the Gospel 
tradi tion. Klij n wri tes 41 : "v~e consider -the Jewish-
Christian G0spels, the Gospel of Thomas and the 
Diatessaron as products of the way in which the 
Gospel tradition was handled. Because of the way 
-this was done -t.hey were bound to br ing together what 
we call canonical matter, viz. our canonical Gospels, 
and extra-canonical tradition. Therefore the place 
of origin of most of the readings of the western 
text was a place ~here Gospel tradition was not 
limited to vlritten Gospels, but where written and 
oral -tradition had the sam-a rights ". The truth of 
this has been demonstrated especially in our 
examination of certain passages. For eX:llnple, in 
our study of Lk 12:19 we saw how a similar saying 
found in the Letter to Publius, an early Christian 
document, has been quoted in Aphraates, 381. 
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Similarly, the evidence of the Gospel of Thomas for 
which we came across at least one p3.rallel in the 
canonical Gospel, viz. Lk 5:39, also goes to confirm 
1 , 11:2 t us· . 
5. Our exploration of the passages in our list has 
also taught us to be wary of explaining every parallel 
We have seen how a discussion of the pheno;nenon of 
harrnoniza-tion is inextricably linked U1HIith ~ee 
C 't' , 43 Tl-lClsm • On the one hand, similarity of reading 
might suggest similarity of origin. On the other, 
the occurrence of identical readings in parallel 
passages does not automatically prove that har-
rnonization had taken place during the process of 
transmission in antiquity. It is the degree of 
similarity between two given pericopes as well as 
the other aspects of the Internal Evidence that 
will help resolve \vhether a particular reading in 
one peLicope is a harmonized repr-oduction of its 
counterpart (vide on Lk 24:6,12,36,40). It is 
-true that the tendency for harmonization was very 
much in operation in the early centuries. But we 
have noticed a constant temptation among scholars 
to make it appear as a one-way traffic with a view 
to establishing their preconceived vie,,, about the 
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authenticity of a particular passage. For instance, 
to assume that the -tendcncy to as.sirnil.ite is mantfest 
only in one type of Text (as Hort did) is to ignore 
knmvn fact.s about oth8r families. As streeter 
44 
observes , "The tendency to a:3i3imilation is seen at 
work everywhere - in >< B, in D, and in the Old La-tin 
and Old Syriac - but in each case operates somewhat 
differently II • Similarly thetenc1ency among schoiars 
to attribute assimilation in one Gospel should be 
weighed against the possibility that this process 
was equally plausible in the other direction, as we 
had occasion to point out more than once. 
It is only when the balance of probabilities 
is decidedly in favour of reaching a particular con-
clusion that one can claim authenticity for a particular 
theory. This is in fact one great drawback that we 
had to meet again and again in our investigations. 
Attention has already been drawn to the extreme brevity 
or absence of support in] evidence for the case of the 
'Western non-interpolations' in the 'Notes on select 
Readings' of Hart. It ls only in respect of the 
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'Greater Interpolations' that he makes amends for 
this deficiency. Annng the scholaJ:-[3 V.fl10 have 
p~esented a serious study of these passages since 
Westcott-Hart may bs listed the nilmes of F.e. Burkitt, 
F. Blass, F. Graefe, J.R. Harris, M.·-J. Lagrange, 
J. Jeremias, K. Aland; R.V.G. Tasker, B.M. Metzger, 
and K. Snodgrass. We have had occasion to benefit 
from the works of all these scholars. But. n~:me of 
these studies covers all the passages we have looked 
into (although Lagrange deals with most of them); 
they all touch only the fringe of the textual problem 
they are investigating because of the limited scope 
of their undertakings. If this is the state of 
affairs of the special studies devoted to textual 
problems, that of the Commentaries can well be imagined. 
It is not therefore surprising that we have had to 
disagree with many outstanding scholars on important 
issues. There is no denying the fact that their 
wisdom and experience have gone into their judgments 
on each decision~ However, <l.S in the case of 
westcott·-Hort, the arguments that went into the rna.king 
of such decisions are often shrouded in mystery. 
One often gets the feeling that because of the degree 
of specialization that is possible under the different 
branches of the same field of N.T. research, the actual 
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time and attention that a scholar can devote to a 
restricted aspect of Textual Criticism as in the 
present case is very limited. Therefore it is quite 
understandable if a p'3rson who has made significa nt 
contributions in other areas of N.T. scholarship may 
not haye imp_t"essed us as sPeaking wIth an ' authentiC 
voice in matters on which we have consulted him 4 
J~t is natural that -the scholarly views that have been 
availed of in the present r e search have COITll3 from 
diverse sources with varying degrees of authenticity. 
Th2 scholars in question cannot be held responsible 
for, the immature way s in which this writer has 
handled their views. He takes full r e sp.::msibi Ii ty 
for the conclusions that have been arrived at in the 
defence or rejection of the various texts. As vie 
have noted at the end of the individual cases , it is 
a matter of imrnense satisfaction to realize that the 
decisions that were taken on the authenticity or 
otherwise of most passages are not out of tune with 
the views of a represen-tati ve cross- section of modern 
scholarship. However, the present inves tigation h a s 
I 
by no means been a question of following a majority 
decision or subscribing to any particula r school of 
thought. If therefore we have had to take our stance 
on certain issues in the company of a minority, I am 
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~ I 
I· 
not ap:Jlogetic about it: I think I have statocl my 
case as cOJently as I can in every case. It is my 
firm conviction that the methodology that has been 
followed in this dissertation is in st.rict conformity 
wi th the obj ecti vi ty that. is . . th8 8,sS(;3nCe of true 
If t.he arguments that I havo endeavoured 
to mobilise in th3 demolition of the theory of !Western 
non-interpolations! would receive the roco:;Jnition of 
the scholarly ';lorld, I hope -this aspect of -the o-thcr-
wise epoch-making Introduction of Westcott.-Hortto 
the critical study of the N.T. will in future be 
simply relegated to history. 
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op.cit., p.141; n.l, cltes Lk 8:44; 9:26; Mt 21:23; 
w~ 9:35; 14:65; Jn 12:8 (cf. also pp.3ll,313,318,330). 
29 r am not oblivious of the continual debate about 
the degree of Tatian's influence on Gospel texts in 
general. Klijn (Survey, II, p.5) cites Metzger 
(The Evidence of the Versions, N.T. MS Studies, 
1948, p. 29): IIA s·till larger problem which continues 
to divide scholarly opinion is the extent of the 
alleged Tatianic influence upon the textual history 
of the Gospels ~ a problem which perhaps will never 
be satisfactorily settled". Even the language and 
the place in which Tatian's Diatessaron was originally 
composed is still a matter of debate: "II n'est 
pas possible, dans It etat actuel de nos connais,sances I 
de determiner avec une absolu·te cert1tude si Ie 
Diatessaron a ete ecrit en Orient ou en Occident, sl 
la langue dans laque-liG .il est ecrit a ete Ie 
syriaque ou Ie greeD Pourtant, l'origine syriaque 
paralt plus probable" (Leloir, quoted by Klijn, 
op.cit., p.7) ~cf. V. Taylor, Text, p.l3. 
30Eucharistic Words (E.T.), p.148. 
31Cf . J.R. Harris, The Dj_atessaron of Tatian, p.39. 
He strongly denies the charge of Tatian's tampering 
with the Scriptures. 
32Ibid ., pp.24f; 25, n.l. Harris notes that the 
Commentary of Ephrem on the Diatessaron, while 
criticizing the Encratites for their use of water in 
the Eucharist instead of wine, spares Tatian of his 
attack. In fact Ephram refers to Jesus' administering 
wine at the Last Supper to the disciples. He says 
that Judas i'las I however, served only wj. th bread 
dipped in water (cf. Ephrem, Concord., p.221). 
Similarly he definitely comments on Jesus' turning 
water into wine at Cana (ibid., p.56). Harris 
rightly asserts that Ephrem would not have w=;ed the 
Diatessaron for didactic purposes if he had found 
anything heret.ical in it. 
33E d ro' '.L. ~·1 ' 't 'f1 L' lJ 49 .g. erlnl e rarClonl e 1n _uence: ~ .. : ; 
definite Tatianic in£luence: Mt 5:19i 11:19; 
Lk 2: 36 n3ee Le10ir, Bib 40 (1959), pp. 959ff; 
Willis, JTS 18 (196~, p.459J. 
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34After a brief examination of the 27 cases listed 
by Westcott-Hort from the point of view of Tatianic 
influence, Lagrange draws the following conclusion: 
"Des vingt-sept omissions occidentales, deux seulement, 
Lc.xxiv, 9,12, s'expliquent mieux par une Harmonie 
qu' autrement et peuvc-::nt donc etre attribuees a. Tatien 
avec quelque v:caisemhlance". However, in his actual 
treatment of these passages Lagrange is not quite 
prepared to concede even such a possibility. As for 
possible insertion under Tatianic influence he would 
point to Lk 24: 36, but "lQuld a't once qualify this 
suggestion by saying: "mais on peut se demander si 
c'est bien une interpolation, et si, dans ce cas, 
elle ne viendrait pas d'un tr~s ancien remaniement 
de Lc d'apres Jo.": cf. RB (n.s.) 10 (1913), pp.S03,S09,.. 
There cannot be a better rejoinder to von SOderls 
exaggerated notions about Tatianic influence than 
Lagrange's review article under reference (see 
von Soden, Schriften des N.Ts. 1.2, pp.1S70ffi 
720, 798). 
3SCf • K1ijn, Survey, 1, p.32. 
36Vide Burkitt, Texts and Studies, IV (1896), pp.47f. 
37Marcion and His Influence, p.134; cf. Klijn, 
Survey, II, p.S3. 
38Cf . L. Vaganay, Initiation ~ 1a Critique Textuelle, 
p.89: "11 ne faudrait pas croire que l'Eglise soit 
res,tee indiffGrente devant ces alterations du texts 
sacr~. Dans les circonstances graves, elle prit les 
mesures disciplinaires qui s I,imposaient". Even 
Harnack readily admits that "Ein Einfluss seines 
[sc. Harcions] Textes auf die katholischen 'l'exte 
hat nur in sehr geringem masse st~ttgefunden, 
sobald man die neutra1en Sonder1esarten M.s nicht 
als seine Lesarten, sondern als solche des W. textes 
beurtei1t": Marcion, TU XV (1921), BeJlage IV, p.229. 
39 Survey, II, p.2S. 
40Cf . J.R. Harris, op.cit., pp.35-8. 
41s 'urvey, II 26 , " p.. . 
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42Cf . Ibid., pp.18-26; see also K. Lake, ExpT 50 
(1938), pp.68-71. 
43see Resch, TU X (1895),· Kll'J'11 Surve I p 33f - ,y, , p. • 
44 Four Gospels, p.145. 
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APPEl\,1jJIX 
A summary of the conclusions of this thesis as compared to three 
outstanding modern translations/editions of the N.T. 
Category 
I. 
The Classic 'Western 
Non-interpolations' 
of Westcott-Hort 
II. 
A. The Matthaean 
'Non-interpolations' 
Reference 
A. Lk 22:19b-20 
B. 
a. Lk 24:3 
b. Lk 24:6 
c. Lk 24:12 
C. 
a. Lk 24:36a 
b. Lk 24:40 
D. 
a. LJ<: 24:51 
b. Lk 24:52 
E. Mt 27:49b 
a. Mt 6:15 
b. Mt 6:25 
c. Mt 9:34 
d. M-'-~ .L. 13:33 
e. Mt 21:44 
f. Mt 23:26 
Conclusion TJ~S Greek l\,"T 
spurious genuine 
spurious genuine 
spurj_ous genuine 
spurious genuine 
spurious genuine 
spurious genuine 
genuine genuine 
spurious genuine 
spurious spurious 
spurious spurious 
spurious single square 
brackets 
spurious genuine 
genuine genuine 
spurious double square 
brackeJcs 
spurious spurious 
l\,'EB 
spurious 
spurious 
spurious 
spurious 
spurious 
spurious 
spurious 
spurious 
spurious 
spurious 
genuine 
spurious 
genuin.e 
spurious 
spurious 
,Jerusalem 
Bible 
genuirle 
genuine 
ge~uj_!1{3 
("::,-,,,.,.- ~"'" 
-' ............. u..L ...... '.:...-
genuine 
gen";l..~lne 
genuine 
genuil18 
sp"L'-rious 
spurious 
spurious 
genuine 
genuine 
spurious 
genuine 
I: Category Reference Conclusion UES Greek :t-."T ~'EB Jerusc.lern 
Bible 
B. 'I'1'18 Markan a~ Mk 2:22c genuine genuine genuine genuine 
'Non-interpolations' b. Mk 10:2 genuine genuine spu::-ious genuine 
c. .rv'"~ 14:39 genuine genuine spurious genuine 
C. The Other Lukan a8 Lk 5: 39 genuine genuine genuine genuine 
'Non-interpolations' b. Lk 10:41f genuine genuine genuine gen1.1ine 
(longest) (longer) (longer) (longest) 
c. Lk 12:19 genuine genuine genuine genuine 
d. Lk 12:21 genuine genuine genu.ine genuine 
e. Lk 12:39 genuine spurious spurious spurious 
f. Lk 22:62 genuine spurious sp'-1rious genuine 
g. Lk 24:9 genuine genuine genuine genuine 
D. The Johannine a. In 3:31f genuine single square spurious spurious 
'NOD-interpolations' bracke-ts 
b. In 4:9 genuine genuine genuine genlline 
III. a. Mt l6:2b-3 genuine single square genuine genuine 
The 'Greater brac)\:ets 
Interpolations' b. Mk 16:9-20 spurious double square spurious .spurious 
bracke·ts (so foot- (so foot-
note) note) 
c. Lk 9:54 spurious spurious spurious spurious 
9:55f genuine spurious spurious spurious 
d. Lk 22:43f spurious double square genuine genuine 
brackets 
Category . Reference 
e. Lk 23:34 
f. In 5:3b 
5:4 
g. In 7:53-8:11 
Conclusion 
double 
square 
brackets 
genuine 
spurious 
spurious in 
In,but Lukan 
(end of Lk 
19) 
UBS Greek NT 
double square 
brackets 
spurious 
spurious 
spurious 
(appendix to 
In in double 
square 
brackets) 
~"EB 
genuine 
spurious 
spurious 
spurious 
(appendix 
to In) 
Jerusa1eIT'. 
Bible 
genuine 
spurious 
spurj_ous 
(so foot-
note) 
spurious ir 
In, but Luke 
(after Lk 
21:38, so 
foot-note) 
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